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ABSTRACT
Design studies relating to a VIIF, electronically con-
trolled, 50 db antenna are presented. This antenna will he
a low noise dipole phased array cc- rering the range 70 to 80
Ruiz. The purpose and evolution of the array are outlined.
The objective has been the design of a large versatile track-
ing array maximizing the performance per unit cost.
Also included, are site surrey reports, a proposal for
the addition of a transmitting function, a description of the
Sunblazer spacecraft, and an evaluation of a 128 dipole narrow
band pilot system.
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INTRODUCTION
The Sunblazer mission is designed to provide the first
accurate measurement of the solar coronal electron der ►s.ity in
regions beyond the visible corona and yet where direct in situ
satellite measurements are not possible. Stated in broader terms,
the prime mission goal is to obtain the coronal electron density
profile from regions near the earth's orbit to regions as close
to the sun as possible. A second mission objective, which is
of importance almost equal to the first, is to obtain quanti-
tative data related to both turbulent and anisotropic phenomena
within the expanding corona.
These data will be obtained by placing in so-ar orbit a
small, relatively inexpensive spacecraft equipped with a pulsed
radio frequency transmitter. The permutations suffered by coher-
ent pulses on several frequencies will he observed from a ter-
restial site with a large aperture receiving system. The current
results of design studies on the realization of such a receiving
system comprise the bulk of this report. The remainder covers
related topics about the mission, spacecraft, etc.
For reasons of time and space, only a small fraction of
the results obtained during the many man-years of study that
have gone into advancing the Sunblazer program to its present
state can be reported here. All work not directly related to
the receiving system is omitted (see Section 1) and much work
which does relate to the receiving system but which is not
essential in the understanding or description of the current
-2-
design is relegated to previous progress reports, technical
reports, memos, etc.
Wit'-out attempting to justify specific conclusions, a
general summary of the results may prove useful at this point.
To be specific, it is sho^in elsewhere (see MIT/OOR-TR-69-18
Conceptual Design of a Small Solar Probe, Sunblazer, by Baker
et al l
 1 0.69) that the accomplishment of the scientific objectives
of the Sun?glazer mission requires the transmission of short
high power phase coherent F.F. pulses on two frequencies and that
the required receiving aperture must 'lave en effective area on
the order of 1.2 X 10 5 (meters ) 2 . ?n order to enhance the
scientific content of the experiment, a base frequency of about
75 "Riiz was chosen. At lower frequencies certain disruptive
effects of the medium ( the solar corona) dominate anc destroy
E	 the communications path while at higher frequencies certain
disruptive effects that contain essential scientific data about
turbulent phenomena within the corona are eliminated completely.
Finally, for Treasons of spacecraft and ground receiving
system simplicity and to reduce overall cost, a "closely-packed''
two frequency (70 Miz and 80 MI'z) propagation experiment 4as
chosen. This allows a single broadband ground antenna to he
used for the mission. The required aperture together with the
chosen frequency range thus dictates an antenna gain of 50 db.
It is felt that an antenna of this magnitude can best be obtained
in the form of a dipole phased array composed of roughly 27,000
dipoles for each of two polarizations. The receiving system
.I
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will incorporate polarization diversity reception.
One might consider the possiblity of using either a single
large paraboloid or a collection of many smaller paraboloids to
realize the required aperture. Assuming an aperture efficiency
of 50$, the required gain can be obtained with a single reflector
of 1870 feet diameter, 56 reflectors of 250 feet diameter, or
350 reflectors of 100 feet diameter. Stated another way, the
1000 foot spherical reflector at Arecibo, which has an aperture
efficiency less than 50%, can realize somewhat less than 40 db
gain at 75 Miz. Based on these and ether considerations,
principally financial, a structurally simple and electronically
effective dipole phased array is proposed.
Consistent with cost effectiveness, the dipoles are
organized in a modular form consisting of multi-level hierarchy
in which the basic grouping, the `element", is composed of six
ind iv :equa l dipoles sharintj a co:rarc n low-noise R..7. amp-, li f ier .
These elements are then grouped to form the next level of organ-
ization which is called the "pilot" and which is in turn grouped
to form a level called the "40 db array". Ten such 40 db arrays
are joined to produce a full 50 db array. 	 combination of
manual and electronically controlled phase shifters, providing
x
appropriately fine increments of phase delay, can be used to
electronically steer.' the main lobe of this array. It should be
noted that the broadband requirement dictates a need for frequency
insensitivity of the beam pointing system. Stated another way,
the required steering is accomplished through the introduction
1
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of increments of fixed time delay rat°ler than increments of
phase shift. For descriptive simplicity these delay elements
will be usually referred to throughout this report as "phase
shifters" and the increments will he labeled "A/V o etc. How-
ever, one should remember the essential distinction.
Throughout the study effort performed to date, several
underlying "boundary conditions" have served to guide our think-
ing. First and foremost is of course the accomplishment of
the scientific objectives of the mission. However a second
condition has had an impact which permeates this report. That
is a strongly felt desire to maintain a high degree of scientific
return per dollar spent. This consideration has resulted in
many features which, although of proven effectiveness, lack
cosmetic beauty. A final selection of the characteristics and
hardware for this array will naturally depend upon the balance
between these sometimes conflicting aspects.
h
Two final notes may be appropriate before the reader embarks
on the long and somewhat arduous journey through this tome.
First, the report is the product of several authors and the
reader will experience a diveristy of grammatical style. Second,
the material ranges from the pragmatic to the esoteric; from
the thread pitch of a wood screw to the mathematical theory of
arrays. The reader will do well to either skim or skip at
first reading those sections which require detailed study.
In particular, an inclusion of Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 will prove
instructive for first reading while much of the remainder of
I
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Chapter 2 should be left for later more leisurely study.
Similarly, the appeitdices (Chanter 7) may be omitted, bon
Voyages
1 t4, 'I
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CNAPTER 1
1.0 HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE PHASED ARRAY PROGRM4
1.1 Initial Proposal
When the Sunblazer experiment was first proposed, it was
hoped that the relatively high signai energy transmitted from
the spacecxaftl ' 2 would allow one of the existing metric wave-
length radio astronomical telescopes to be employed as the
Y	 ground receiving antenna. After several unsuccessful attempts
to get a commitment of more than a few hours a week of observ-
ing time on a number of suitable facilities such as the Arecibo
Radio Telescope and a local 120-foot paraboloid, we concluded
that the only way in which observing time consistent with the
investment in spacecraft and launch costs could be guaranteed
was for Sunblazer to have its own receiving antenna. Ple believed
that the least expensive means of obtaining a suitable aperture
was through an array of dipoles patterned after the 38 MHz solar
radar telescope at El Campo, Texas, which we had operated for
some time. Some differences in design were required b the
	 q	 Y
higher 75 ann 221 MHz frequencies which were initially proposed
for the Sunblazer experiment. Furhter, we proposed to take
advantage of new developments in solid state circuitry to make
the array automatically phaseable, as opposed to the time
1
cons*j!.ir,g cable-plugginc►
 methoE. t;'aer in use at rl Campo.
To investigate the feasibility of this approach, we develop-
ed and tested a laboratory model of the electronic amplifier
and phasing package which were to be associated with each dipole
element. When the design of these units was sufficiently firm,
bids were solicited from several electronic manufacturers so
that realistic cost data on the electronic components of the
array were obtained. These outside estimates indicated two
things: (1) that more than 90 percent of the cost of the two-
frequency array was in the electronics, and (2) that the cost
of a dual polarisation, two-f reattency, 4000-dipole array with
amplifiers at every dipole was likely to be considerably in
excess of the $3 million estimate which we had earlier postulated.
These somewhat discouraging liut realistic conclusions were re- 	 10,
ported to a group from NASA headquarters and Langley at a ineet-
ing held in Cambridge in May, 1967.
j
1.2 High Gain Elements
As a result of this meeting a fundamental redirection of
the array program was made. Since the major cost items of the
array were in the electronic system, any attempt at significant
-'	 cost reduction required a less complex electronic system. For
a given overall system gain this implies replacement of the
individual 6 db dipole elements with higher gain types. It was
further indicated that an array of 14 db to 20 db elements would
yield a reduction of an order of magnitude in electronic system
Id
1
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complexity oveY the previous individual dipole system. Several
typical high gain elements were considered but no decision was
taken as to the final element design.
The approach was discussed at a Sunblazer coordinating
committee mcating in t--lashington on 13 July 1967 and again in
Cambridge on 23 August 1967. rat the August meeting it was
agreed; (1) that the installation of the 128 element 75 r, LIz
pilot array at E1 Campo would continue and that dipoles would be
used as the elements, and (2) that the 225 a•11:z array would be
redesigned to achieve 25 db gain using an array of high gain
elements. Subsequently work on the 75 P lg z array was carried
out as planned and work was begun on t':;c 225  Atl ' z array. A
backfire configuration was selected and designed for the 225
MHz dl.ement; typical antenna patterns were taken and a complete
set of electronic and Mechanical har ware was prepared. However,
this system was not installed or developed further because at
this time new scientific results became available and dictated
a change in the pulse frequencies and format as described below
in Section 1.3.
j
r
1.3 Change to Closely Packed "Single" Frequency Experiment
About two years ago information became available from the
a	 Mariner 4 solar occultation experiment 3 . This experiment
measured for the first time the frequency broadening which a
coherent signal undergoes when transmitted on ray paths within
four to six solar radii of the solar corona. When the 2200 kUlz
I
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Mariner 4 results were scaled to 75 MHz by theoretical riethods
justified by some recent work in our laboratory 4 ' 5 v they
strongly suggested that the 25 millisecond pulse which we had
earlier proposed for Sunblazer should be reduced to a pulse no
longer than three milliseconds if coherent integration and coding
within the pulse was to be employed.
If the Mariner 4 results are taken at face value they lead
to the conclusion that two receiving antennas (one at 75 MHz
and one at 225 MHz) of 50 cab gain are required to completely
carry out the Sunblazer experiment. Obviously it was impossible
to proceed along these lines because of the much larger costs
involved in constructing the required ground antenna.
Several possibilities were considered and discarded. Among
these there are two—increasing the peak power and using a
directional antenna on the spacecraft---iihich are impractical at
present but may provide increased capability in the future.
Our solution, which solves the cost problem and does not
compromise the science, was to simplify the experiment by using
a separation between the.probing and reference frequencies of
some 10 percent such that both frequencies can be received within
the bandwidth achievable in a single antenna array. in principle
the accuracy of the delay experiment is slightly reduced but in
practice this effect is not serious and does not compromise the
experimental results. On the other hand, the elimination of the
225 MHz array represgnts a substantial saving in cost.
Based on the 3 ms pulse duration and constrained by the
-10-
maximum power output available from the transmitter, it can be
shown? that the required receiving antenna gain is 50 db. This
array provides a 16 db signal-to-noise ratio on the 3 msec pulse
and results, we believe, in a }getter and simpler experiment.
There reg ained the question of the choice of the element for
the 75 MHz array. Although the backfire configuration was
satisfactory for the 225 MHz system, it possessed mechanical
disadvantages at 75 PSIz due to the relatively large (4 meter)
wavelength. Based upon cost figures oh^ained from the con-
struction of an in-house Model and estimates obtained from out-
side vendors, it was determined that the cost per unit of gain
of this antenna type was inordinately high (54^O for a 14 db
element excluding mechanical steering costs). Our approach to
this problem was to keep the element gain constant at-14 db
while investigating other elements of equivalent gain.
As a result of this investigation, an element in which six
dipoles are paralleled was proposed to replace the backfire.
Basically it has been determined that a 14 db antenna element
is less expensive and has better performance when constructed
9
	 by connecting six fixed or mechanically st.eerable dipole elements
together as opposed to employing single or multiple backfire
or other slow wave type elements. The particular physical lay-
out chosen for the six dipole element has lead to a natural
choice of name for this element; we call it the "Twin Tee" or
"Double Tee". (See Figure 2.2-1). A detailed description of
the Double Tee element is given in Section 6.2. t:dst of the
I
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remainder of this report consists of a system analysis and
description of the proposed 50 dh array using this six dipole
interconnection.
1	
1.4 Additional Advantages of the 50 dh Droalband Array
A further bane`it of the use of a 50 db ground terminal is
the rather high bit rate (approxir;tately 1 bit per second) which
can be made available for the telemetry of data from on-board
experiments over distances as great as 2 A.U. This is a matter
of some considerable importance for on-board experimenters and
to the future use of Sunblazer as an interplanetary observatory.
As a radio telescope the array also has important uses
such as the observation of the newly discovered pulsars at a
frequency somewhat below that on which they have thus far been
observed. The high gain and directivity of this array at 75 MHz
may well provide important new information and improved resolution
of the signals from the sources observed thus far, and its greater
sensitivity may lead to the discovery of other sources.
The modular nature of..the array also mares it practicable
to provide small solid state power amplifiers in the 250 to 1000
watt range on each element to convert the array into a radar
1 S	 atelescope and to provide an up-link to future ^unbl. zer space-
craft. The power amplifiers required are essentially identical
to those developed for the spacecraft and, hile some design work
is involved in adapting and packaging them for the ground array,
their addition to the array is largely a matter of cost. That
I
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is, the overall transmitter power could be somewhere between
one and four megawatts, depending on the funds available and
the interest in adding the transmitter facility. This was
an item in the original proposal, but was eliminated at an
early stage because of cost considerations. It is, however, a
growth item which should he considered in future planning.
Solar radar echoes have never been observed at 75 Miz, and
we believe the reason for this is that sufficient radar tele-
scope sensitivity has never been available to counteract the
additional absorption losses in the corona which occur along
"	 a ray path prior to the reflection point. The great advantage
in making solar radar observations with this instrument would
be an improved sensitivity and a greatly improved angular
resolution, which would make it possible to resolve quadrants
i
	 of the solar disk and improve the capability for observing
average Doppler and Doppler broadening of the signals which
contain important and otherwise unobtainable information on
the motion of the solar corona at distances close to the photo-
}	 sphere.
As a planetary radar it would appear to be the first
instrument that could detect reflections from the planet Jupiter
and could make important observations on Venus and tsars at a
much lower frequency than has heretofore been used. The rather
surprising oscillation in radio cross section of the planet
Venus which has been observed at 38 "!Hz 6 could be better studied
with the additional sensitivity and the greater range of this
new instrument.
-13-
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CNAPTrR 2
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE DOUBLE TEE GROUND ARRAY SYSTEM
2.1 Function of the Ground A__- rray
The array provides coupling between an incident radiation
field, originating from the spacecraft, and earth station data
processing equipment. Thus the array must interface with the
on--board electronics systeri and the correlation receiver, both
of which are briefly described in other sections of this docu-
ment (Section 7.5). The antenna itself is characterized by
its effective area or gain, frequency response, polarization,
noise characteristics and tracking capability. The inter-
relationship of these quantities with the on-board electronics
and the correlation receiver is given below. Section 2.2 of
this paper presents a system analysis of the array while
Section 2.3 is a detailed description of the Sunblazer array
electronic organization and hardware.
2.1.1 Relationship to the Sunblazer Spacecraft
In order to be compatible with the Sunblazer communications
system the antenna characteristics such as gain and noise
figure must be maintained at the frequencies radiated by the
on-board transmitter plus an allowance for modulation bandwidths
1
I
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and dispersion due to Doppler, attenuation and plasma effects.
Three specific frequency bands listed in Ta.Ae 2.1.1-1 are
of primary interest.
TABLE 2.1.1-1
Signal Frequency Bands
6Q.72 MHz + 500 KHz
74.70 MIiz + 500 KHz
79.69 I1Hz + 500 X11z
Since it is impractical to provide separate band tuning net-
­orks for each of the frequency bands, the array system is
being designed to operate over the range 6.9.2 MHz to 80.2 MHz.
In addition to bandwidth considerations, the polarization
of the transmitted signal from the spacecraft is of some
importance. The on-board antenna is linearly polarized; but
the radiating elements rotate at a mean angular velocity of
about 1 rpm with respect to a fixed direction in the plane
of the receiving array. Thus the polarization of she received
energy varies with time. In addition, expected Faraday rotation
effects will cause displacement of the received electric field
vector. Therefore, to insure a maximum received signal and
to estimate the effects of Faraday rotation the ground array
1 e
	must be capable of receiving orthogonally polarized waves.
-16-
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For the remainder of this paper a dual cross polarized array
is assumed unless explicitly stated of er7i
	 	 h	 se.
2.1.2 Relationship to Receiver and Singal Processing Equipment
The array output is amplified, translated in frequency
and then fed to signal processors and recorders. One pro-
cessor, the correlation receiver, cross correlates the received
signal with replicas of transmitted pulses. In order to attain
the required accuracy in the propagation experiment, the signal-
;
to-noise ratio of the video signal at the input to the cor-
relation receiver must be maintained as high as possible.
This implies the following array constraints.
1) The array gain must tie maintained as high as
practicable (50 db).
2) The system noise figure must be as lour as feasible
( less than 5 dh) .
3) T.ntermodulation and cross modulation products must
be held to a minimum while system dynamic range
must be high.
4) Losses prior to the first amplifier, i.e. mutual
coupling; mismatch or attenuation must be held to
a minimum.
5) Pattern grating lobes and side lobes must be held to
T	 a minimum.j
6) The array gain must be 'known at all times.
-17-
More quantitative values are given in Section 2.2 and 2.3 for
these system parameters. For the present it should he noted
that every design compromise which reduces the array gain or
increases its system noise contribution, reduces the quality
of the experiment.
2.1.3 Cost vs Antenna Performance
The general requirement for the array design is to pro-
vide a tracking a,A receiving facility for the Sunblazer space-
craft. The nominal snecif.icat:i.ons are a 50 d>> system gain
with a 5 db noise figure and a minimum viewing time of two
hours per day. The above requirements are within the state
of the art at VHF frequencies. The large effective apert l re
of the proposed array will make it unique compared to
telescope antennas as discussed in Section 1.4.
^n the proposed antenna design, the performance! is
limited by budgetar^^ rather than te-^: linical restraints•.
Ou r
 objective has been the design of a large versatile track-
ing array maximizing the performance per unit cost. To this
end we have made, in our judgment, realistic technical ccm-
promises between state -of-the-art performance and cost. This
is especially true in the design of the dipole elements and
time-delay networks.
2.2 The Gain Requirements
The power received, P R, with an antenna having an effective
„1
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aroe rture, AR , is
G
PR = PT T AR np	 MYS units) (2.2--1)
where PT is the transmitted P017er from the spacecraft. G 
is the transmitting antenna gain in the direction of the earth,
R is the distance from the spacecraft to earth, n is the trans-
mission coefficient of the meditun, which is probably near
unity except when the signal path is near the sun, and p is
the polarization misalignment factor.
On the basis of this equation and a desired S/T? of 16 db,
an array gain of 50 db is required. (See Appendix 7.5.3 and
Reference 8 for details of calculation) .
The beam width, which varies inversely as the aperture
dimensions, is less than 0.6 0 . The exact array dimensions
and beam characteristics are dependent on the latitude of the
site selected for the final array. The system outlined in
this paper will be suitable for a latitude of +30*.
In c(,nsiCg^ring the problem of synthesizing a phased
array to satisfy the conflicting requirements of high gain,
!-Vide bandwidth and low noise, two concepts are of fundamental
importance: (1) the superposition principle and (2) the
pattern multiplication rule. The superposition Principle
requires that in the far field of an array of elements, the
resulting field at a point is the vector sum of the fields
1-
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due to the individual elements. The pattern multiplication
rule as applied to an array of identical elements states the
resulting antenna pattern of an array is the product of the
element pattern and a polynomial characteristic of the array.
The ploynomi l is commonly referred to as the array factor.
In general ternis the beam pattern function E (e , f ) may be ex-
prissed as a product of the form%
E(e	 Ee(e,0)A(9	 (2.2-2)
where EE is element factor, and A is the array factor. When
a
the array geometry is symmetric., Equation 2.2-2 may he used
in this simplified form and permits a straightforward repre-
sentation of the salient features of the array.
The pattern multiplication rule however, must be applied
with caution since its use includes the implicit assumption
thci- mutual coupling between elements may be neglected. The
r
element pattern will, in general, change when it is brought
to close proximity to other elements and the fact that all
elements are physically identical does not insure that all
elements of the array have the same pattern l . T7hen the array
elements are spaced "far enough" apart and are highly directive
the superposition principle requires that the resultant array
power gain is merely the product of the number of elements
in the array and the gain per element. However, the array
gain is a function of the element factor, the number of
I
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elements, and the P l.ement spacing. 2,3
To a first order approximation then, the gain of the
proposed array is:
11 G  = 105
	
(2.2-3)
where N is the number of elements in the array and G  is the
power gain per element. If M is restrictecl to values of
the form 2q where q is an integer, the element gain is also
specified. Table 2 . 2-1 gives the values of the total number
of elements 17 as function of the gain per element.
TALM 2.2-1
1	 G, (db)	 N
23	 512
20	 1024
17	 2048
14	 -A96
11	 8192,
The value N = 4096 and G  = 14 db have been selected as a
compromise between a very large number of elements and high
gain per element. (In the final array 11 9:s made somewhat
larger than 4096).
The characteristics of the 14 db el ,^ment are of Primary
importance to the array design since they determine the general
l
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level of complexity of the electronics system. A description
of array electronics is given in Section 5.^.
A fundamental question is the physical realization of
the 14 d!) element: "Of the many types of elements available
in this frequency range, which elerlent exhibits the desirable
properties of log-,, cost, wide bandwidth and high gain?" During
the course of this program many antenna types were evaluated
and each was found to have limitations. A detailed description"
of the evolution of the element design and selection is given
in Section 1.2 of this report and in the document entitled
"History and Design Summary, Sunblazer chased Array", (!3aker,
Harrington, Higgins, James; September, 1968).4
In summary, a system parametric stuey was made for each
of the element types including a cost evaluation of mechanical
and electrical array components. These cost performance
studies led to the following conclusion concerning the element:
"The best method, in terms of satisfying the Sun-
blazer tracking requirrcents (both engineering and
science) at minirlum overall cost (initial installation,
operation and maintenance) is to construct a cross
polarized wideband dipole array at rl Campo, Texas."4
Basically, it has been determined that a 14 db antenna
element arrayed through electronic means is less expensive
and has better performance when con7tructed by connection six
dipole elements together as opposed to employing single or
-22-
multiple backfire, yagis or helices. A retailed description
of the 14 db dipole element is given belov.% Figure 7.2--1
shows the physical layout of the 6 dipole (Double Tee) 14 db
element. Details of the various costs are given in Appendix
j 2.3 Functional Description of the Array
2.3.1 Realization of the Required Element Gain
A single half wavelength dipole in free space has a gain
of 2.14 db above an isotropic: radiator. TA1hen this same dipole
is positioned a quarter of a wavelength above a perfect ground
plane, its gain is increased by 5.34 db. Sul-ject to the quali-
fications outlined in Section 2.2 (principally r..utual coupling
effects), the gain of an array of six dipoles above a ground
plane is 7.78 db greater than the gain of a single dipole a
quarter waveleng*h over a ground plane. The gain of the six
dipole array has a maximum value of about 15.26 db over an
isotropic radiator. If a one db allowance is Made for losses
and inefficiencies and for a non-perfect ground, the gain of
a six dipole array will vary, as a function of scan angle,
from 11 to 14 db.
The problem of realizing a 14 db element is centered not
upon gain considerations, :;ecause a six dipole array appears
to have adequate gain, '_-ut rather upon beam patterns con-
siderations. Since a fundamental objective of the array is
t.4 ...::
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two hours per day of view tire, the element pattern, in the
M4 plane must have a total 3 db beamwidth in excess of 30°.
On the other hand, the spacecraft does not have major day-
to--day positional displacements that require a large element
beamwidth in the CIS plane. Therefore, the 7lS dimension of
the element may be somewhat larger than the 11 1 dimensions.
The limiting factor for the NS extent of the element is related
to the position of the grating lobes which have the net effect
of reducing overall system gain and degrading system noise
performance.
Figure 2.2-1 shows the physical layc.ut of the Double Tee
f
six dipole 14 db element. Impedance matching and inter-
connection with the electronic systern is accomplished as
follows: Each dipole has an output impedance of approximately
75 ohms. Separate cables of 75 ohm characteristic impedance
are used to return the signals from the dipoles to point "a`'.
At point "a" the 75 ohm cables are directly paralleled.
Since the system is matched, the impedance at point `a" is
25 ohms. The signals from dipoles 4, 5, and F are combined
in a similar way and returned to point "b". Phasing loops
are included to provide element beam positioning. At both
point "a" and point "b", 3/4 wavelength transformers of 50 ohm
characteristic impedance are used to realize a 100 ohm input
impedance at the respective transformer inputs. These twoP	 P	 P
transformers are then paralleled at point "c" to yield an
input impedance of 50 ohms. An advantage of this sub-array
is that all interconnecting cables are standard nG types and
f
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no cables of unusual characteristic impedance are required.
A major consideration is frequency response of the element
which depends upon both the variation of the dipole impedance
and the behvaior of the 3/4 wavelength transformer with fre-
quency. Under idealized impedance conditions the 3/4 wave-
length transformer adds allhout 0.04 db insertion loss to the
system which corresponds to an input VS"R of 1.22:1. Field
measurements of the complete element were taken and variation
in input admittance was approxi tnatoly +lr o, . In this test,
where phasing and mutual coupling effects are present, measure-
ments showed that the mismatch corresponded to an insertion
loss of .12 db and a VSWR of 1.4:1. These measurements also
included the mismatch associated with dipole unbalance. From
experience with the 38 "Wz solar radar dipole array as well
Rr	
as the Sunblazer 75 r4I:z narrow band array, it has been deter-;,
mined that the feed cable may be connected directly to the
i
dipole without the use of a `,alun. The indiviclual dipole
and cable connection is shown in detail in Figure 6.2.2-1.
Alternate element types have been evaluated. Details
of these measurements are given in Section. 7.7.
2.3.2 Manual Phasing
The combination of six dipoles in the Double--Tee
configuration yields an essentially zenith looking element.
It is comparable to a 14 db yagi and backfire which is mechan-
ically fixed in the zenith looking position. A mechanically
I
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fixed 14 db element would be unsatisfactory if it were not
for the fact that the daily change in declination is small,
thereby permitting the use of a manual phasing systerl at the
element level. A pore rapid element phasing system would
be necessary for tracking earth ortiting satellites.
tlanital phasing is accomplished by delaying the signal
from dipole number three with respect to dipoles one and two
and from dipole neuraer six with respect to dipoles four and
five. Since the distance between point "a- and dipole 3 is
.445a (.63A x sin 0. 5 0 ) and the maximum, declination of the sun
at rl Campo is 52 0 , then the maximum excess delay required
in this cable is: .445A sin 52 0 z .357. Assuming delay
increments of A/C,- a two section time delay circuit composed
of an a/8 and a/4 sections lengths (Figure 2.3.2-1) will
provide the required range of delay variation. in a similar
way the signals from points "a" anC	 are delayed. Isere
the maximum required delay is .7a and Vierefore a three section
circuit consisting of A/a, a14, and X/2 sections are used to
provide the required delay variation.
The cable switching can be accomplished with mercury
switches which exhibit excellent F..F. performance (insertion
loss .04 db isolation 30 db) and are judged to he more reliable
than connectors which must be plugged and unplugged. Based
upon several years of site experience with the manually phased
1000 dipole 38 P4Hz £1 Campo solar radar, it has been estimated
that the required phasing time is about .405 hours/switch
which for a 40 db array amounts to about 8 man hours. Another
0A
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important advantage of thi , ,1
 design is that this switching
system may in the future be mane fully automatic by replac-
ing the manual switches with mercury relays.
2.3.3 Physical Layout of the Array
The physical layout of the final 50 db antenna is essen-
tip?lly specified by the spacing within the l d db element.
Although a uniform array of approximately 4000 -14 db elements
is not required to satisfy the gain requir p-ment and density
tapers may be applied to the aperture; it is desirable to fill
the aperture in a uniform way because the system is greatly
simplified. However, the use of a uniform array does not
preclude the addition of gain, phase or density tapers to
the aperture at some later date.
The 50 db array is partitionec into sub-arrays (p,i lct:
arrays) of 192 elements each shown in Figure 2.3.3--1. The
pilot array which is the basic building 1--lock  of the ! , 0 d.h
system, consists of 8 columns of four 14 db elements. The
phase centers of the elements in each column are colinear,
but there is a displacement of .4457 between the phase c.en:.E:rs
of adjacent columns. 1-Tithi.n a pilot array the individual
dipoles are spaced at a distance of .63A between the phase
1	 centers and the parallel distance between dipoles is .445A
(i.e. an echelon array of dipoles). Figure 2.3.3-2 shows
the configuration of the proposed 50 db antenna which is
composed of a 14 X 10 matrix of pilot arrays, a total of
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26,880 crossed dipol.,ed uniformly distributed across the 1400'
EW by 132u' NS aperture. Alternate layouts are given in
Figures 2.3.3-3 and 2.3.3--4.
It is proposed to build tt^o 50 1b array in three steps.
The first step is to build one 192 dipole pilot array which
will provide the experimental evidence to substantiate the
design both in terms of perforrlance and cost. Following the
evaluation of the pilot system a larger expanded ar c.y, having
a 40 db gain, which can be used for the Sunhlazer engineering
n
shot should be constructed.
k
The 50 db array can be realized by expansion of the 40 c1b
systen, The electronics, cable trench system and construction
techniques are all identical in each of the 140 pilot arrays
and therefore technical difficulties in expanding the 40 dh
system to 50 db should be minimized. In essence, the modular
nature of the array, coupled t,Jith the orderly growth concept
a
proposed, minimizes the risk in the development of the 50 db
array. Table 2.3.3-1 gives a design summary of all three
proposed arrays.
2.3.4 Electronic System
In general the philosophy of the array development
consists of (1) designing the pilot array as a model of the
final 50 db syster. and (2) tit :Tng system compromises regard-
n^ electronics, R.F. ca;71 it, 4 and mechanical hardware, etc.
at the pilot level. Several tUjiferent system organizations
U,
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Tt,..:LF ".3.3--1
Design Summaries
28 db Pilot Array
Operating Frequencies
Total Array Vain
Element Type
Realized Gain Per Dipole
Nurber of Dipoles
Dipole Grouping
Cl-.pole Spacing
Array Aperture
Gr. atinu Lo'hprPolarization
Baamwidt:'
Phasing
40 db Array
Operating Frequencies
Total Array Gain
Gain per Dipole
Total Number Dipoles
Dipole Grouping
Dipole Spacing
Array Area
Bearr,width
50 db Array
Operating Frequencies
Total Array Gain
Gain Per Dipole
Total Number of Dipoles
Dipole Grouping
Dipole Spacing
Array Area
Beamwidth
69.72 TIT-Iz, 74.7 ' ►IIz, 79.68 IAI-iz
2R.r dry
Al2 dipole a/4: above a ground
plane
6 db
192
6 per group in Double-Tee inter-
connection
.63X echelor
10.7X by 7.13a (1d0' y 93.91)
lonra in Zenith pointing array.
,o1,i nations
VS ana ITT
Co x 80
hlyk':: is System; rapi;7 electronic
scan short-term tracking
manual phasing using mercury
swatches for long-term
W clination) scans.
69.72 MHz, 74.7 F?1Iz, 79.60 MIz
CI7
3072
Double-Tee
.63a
42.8a by 28.5X ( 560' by 376')
l.Z° x 1.00
69.72 MHz, 74.7 l 'I.1z, 79.68 11,51z
50.2 db
6 db
26880
Double Tee
.G3x
107X by 99.9x (14W : ^y 1320')
.5° x .5° (Zenith)
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have been considered; for example, the outputs of individual
dipole elements could be returned to a central point in which
all time delay and control equipment is located. On the
other hand, it is possible to distribute the electronics
evenly over the array aperture where the various combining
and control functions are performed at many points in the
field. The compromise solution proposed utilizes the more
desira .tile features of the above extremes reducing both cable
and enclosure costs while maintaining performance.
To present a detailed picture of the pilot array organiza-
tion, it is helpful to start at the individual dipoles and
follow the signal path to the pilot level output. The design
i	 concept is to provide for manual phasing in declination by
means of mercury switches within the individual 14 db elements
j	 (see Section 5.1), and return the output of the 14 db element
to a central enclosure where the phasing and control is
i
accomplished electronically.
The pilot array layout i.s sho.in in Figure 2.3.3-1 and
Figure 2 . 3.4--1 shows the block diagram of the electronic
combining system. The amplifier signals from each of the
14 db elements are returned tL the geometric center of the
group of 192 dipoles where they are appropriately delayed,
and combined. :For example, the signal arriving from the
14 db element designated as point 1 in Figure 2.3.3-1 is
first amplified in a low noise broadband amplifier and then
supplied to network W. The signal from point 2, which is
^djacent to point 1 in the first column is also amplified and
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I
supplied to network 17. Yn this circuit these si fxnals are de-
layed an amount, dependent upon the desired array look angle,
and then summed coherently. A second level of combining is
performed b network n which delays a sum
	o
	 y 	 ^ y and
	
s the output from
two adjacent
	 networks. The output of network X is a
complete column output of the pilot array. There are eight
such column outputs in the array. These outputs are delayed
and combined in a way similar to the above by the operation
networks Y. 2, and T. The P.F.  output of network T represents
the sum of all 192 dipoles. All of the combining networks
are of the same general design and there are only two basic
types of P.. r. circuits used in the corr.;:}ining system; (1) a
broadband amplifier and (2) a t j.TMle delay-surmation network.
G
There is one amplifier at each 1 4 db element and it is
t basically the "receiver front end", However, it is also
used at other levels Ln the syste.. ► as a linear amplifier
to make up for %-he insertion loss of the various time delay
and signal combining netc,rorks.
In the amplifier design ttie principal problen is reproduc-
ibility, since variations between ,nits in gain, phase, impedance
match and linearity will have a deteriorating affect on the
resultant system R.F. output. To solve the problem of system
alignment the amplifier circuit is designed to permit amplitude
and phase adjustment.
Noise figure is another irLt,)octant design consideration.
An overall system noise fig"IY
 a of 5 db implies a front end
noise figure of 3 db which in turn requires that the transistor
1
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used in the front end has a noise figi.re
 of somewhat less than
3 db. Fortunately the gain required in the front is relatively
low, permitting a design for minimum noise rather than for
maximum gain. ^`his low gain requirement yields a more stable
circuit and is a factor that simplifies the amplifier design.
The amplifier frequency response and linearity are also
important considerations. Because it is impractical in a low
cost, high volume productioln design, to provide independent
R.F. passbands for each of the design frequencies, the amplifier
must be designed to have a 3 dh bandwidth from 00 MHz to 90 141.z.
This frequency band is a region of high RFI interference due
to local TV and other commernial services. Therefore, amplifier
linearity, i.e. dynamic range, cross modulation and inter-
modulation, is of prime importance because the affects cf non-
linearities cannot be eliminated by filtering at later stages
in the system. Details of the amplifier design are given in
Section 5.2.
2.4 Planar Array Pattern, Description
2.4.1 General
The ground array is analyzed as a doubly-;eriodic
rectangular structure which gives the array pattern a simple
description in terms of a doubly-periodic function of x and
Y, or direction cosines in the horizontal plane. The basic
1
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unit in the array is taken to be the Double-Twin-Yee, which
is necessarily the smallest unit because of the North-South
staggering of columns in the array. The array pattern
naturally has a sequence of peaks, grating lobes, at doubly-
periodic locations in the x-y plane, with spacing given by
the reciprocals of the dimensions between units in the Id-S
and r-W directions. Based on the spacings between Double-
Twin-Tees, there are about 15 grating lobes in the visible
space at any tine, although for scans within about ± one-half
hour from local noon and about + 15° in declination froir. manual
set point, the grating lobes are better than 10 dh below the
main lobe. Scan points out to shout + one hour are possible
before some grating lobes are bigger than the Main labe.
This analysis is done primarily for the large or nominal
50 db rectangular array. Some ^;Lterns are shown as functions
of x and y (cosines) : (1) for scan p=oints on the meridian
at different declinations and (2) for scan points at constant
declination, varying time. In addition, directivity of the
large array is calculated using a grating-lore summation to
approximate the scattering loss. This directivity is plotted
for scans varying in time and also for scan points varying
in x and v giving contours of constant directivity. The gain
of the array will be less than the directivity shown, because
(1),, this analysis neglects ohmic loss in the array and (2)
also neglect: reflection loss due to variation of active
impedance caused by mutual coupling in the array.
•-33•-
In order to make this analysis, mutual coupling between
elements is neglected. This enables one to consider the
elements as independent and to neglect edge effects in the
array.
One feature of the array which is being investigated is
its noise performance. This is a very complicated problem
because noise reception depends on the location of the sun
and of galact'c noise sources relative to the spacecraft, all
of which vary with time of year an ,? time of day. However,
there i
because
overall
(2) the
columns
n promise that this Problem can be solved in practice
of three proposed features of the array.- (1) the
periodicity and rectangular structure of the array,
use of parallel or independent phasing of roars and
of the array and (3) the use of a digital computer
u
	 to select patterns minimizing noise., reception.
a
Far the purpose of a logical derivation of the array
pattern and performance, the remaining material is arranged
as follows
2.4.1.1 Pattern Properties
2.4.1.2 Assumptions about Array
2.4.2
	 Grating Lobe Structure
2.4.3	 Side Lobe Structure
2.5
	 Planar Array Performance Characteristics
2.5.1	 Gain and Beamwidth
2.5.2	 Gain vs. Time and Declination
2.5.3	 Noise and Side Lobes (& Grating Lobes)
qI
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2.4.1.1 Pattern Properties
The important pattern properties are as follows:
1) Beamwidth of the array. The beamwidth of the main
beam is inversely related to the gain of the array.
The main beam is really the main grating lobe. The
detailed pattern near the main beam is revealed 73y
a calculation of the side lol~,e structure (Section
2.4.3). The size of the main beam is roughly
inversely proportional to the overall area of the
array but a detailed description of the shape of
the main beam will have to wait until the Patterns
have been derived and analyzed (Sections 2.4.3,
2.5.1) .
2) Grating lobe structure of large (50 dh) ground
array. The grating lobes .,ontribute to scattering
loss (reducing gain) and to noise reception (from
;radio sources). T-'Then the location and intensity
of the grating lobes are known it is possible to
calculate the approximate directive gain of the
array and the approximate galactic and solar noise
contribution for any given scan angles and for a
known celestial noise density. These calcuations
can bc made either in terms of pure coordinates
(scan directions) giving 2-dimensional or contour
1
plots, or as a function of time (on a rotating
earth) with declination of celestial source as a
x
X
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parameter ( this is tracking information). The
grating lobe structure, which is mainly determined
by the nature of #.-he smallest unit in the array
(the Twin-Tee) and of how it is repeated in space,
is analyzed in Section 2.4.2 below.
3) Side lobe structure, superimposed on the grating
her h side lobes are the detailslobe structure.	 e the	 e
which fill the pattern between the grating lobes.
The side lobes can contribute to noise (from a strong
radio source) but are typically too small to detract
appreciably from the gain. This problem is related
to the overall organization and quantization errors
of the array and is treated in Section 2.4.3 below.
2.4.1.2 Array Assumptions
In order to make F, -^ attern analysis, certain assumptions
are made!
1) No mutual coupling between elements. This enables
one to consider the elements as independent and to
neglect edge effects in the array. In addition,
this analysis neglects mismatch loss due to variation
of active impedance with scan angle. (See Section 2.8
for an analysis of mutual coupling effects)
2) The 50 db ground array is considered as a larger
uniform (periodic) array. This assumption enables
one to represent the pattern by its grating lobes
x = sin a sin
y = sin a cos ^
z = cos 6
(2.4.2.1-1)
(2.4.2.1-2)
(2.4.2.1-3)
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(and the strongest side lobes are on lines connecting
the grating lobes) a.nd to use a grating lobe series
to determine the e cattering loss (which reduces the
gain). most of the discussion in this Section 2.4
and the following (Section 2.5) is primarily relevant
to the large ( 50 al^) array, v4hich justifies the
approximations mentioned.
2.4.2 Grating Lobe Structure
2.4.2.1 Coordinate Systems
Here the general separation of pattern into , grating
lobe pattern and side lobe pattern will be made, so that the
grating lobe pattern can be analyzeC ?sere, and the side lobe
pattern in Section 2.4.3. First an illustration of the
geometrical layout
of the fundamental
in Figures 2.4.2.1
cosines, x, y, and
angles, ^ and 9:
of a section of the array and an illustration
coordinates, direction cosines, are shown
-1 and 2.4.2.1-2 belol ,i. The direction
z, are related to the azimuth and zenith
1	 The x-, v-, and z-cosines are not to be confused with spacial
1
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Figure 2.4.2.1-1 (a) Array Geometry
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Figure 2.4.2.1-1(b)	 Element Pattern
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P
coordinates t.-.,as the cosines represent a direction in space;
h
consequently, the length of the vector (x,., , , z) is normalized
to unity. The two cosines, x and y, are projections of the
direction vector in the easterly and n^*rtherly directions,
respectively, and are sufficient to represent any direction
above the horizon, as:
Z = 31 - x Z - y 2	 (2.4.2.1-4)
In the following analysis, directions will be represented by
their projections, x and y, within the unit circle, although
a more familiar representation mould he by points on the unit
sphere, as in Figure 2.4.2.1,-2.
2.4.2.2 Case of Exact Phasing
In Figure 2.4.2.1--1, the Double-Twin-Tee (staggered pair)
is the smallest geomW ,_ical unit which can Y,e repeated period
ically to fill the entire array. If the phasing and currents
within each Double-'Pain-Tee are the same and if the phasing
`	 from each Double-Twin-Tee to each other is exact*, then the
array of Double-Twin-Tees will be doubly-periodic electrically
*This exactness will result from quantizing the Rilowed scan
directions as mentioned in Section 2.4.3.3, resulting in exact-
ness at some of the points needed to cover the visible space,
and approximate exactness at all other points.
-38
an3 geometrically, with 40 units .FTY and 56 units NS in the
50 db ground array. In this case, the overall pattern can
be represented as the product of the pattern for the Double-
Twin-Tee multiplied by a (periodic) array factor, giving:
E (x,y) = [x -array factor] • [y-array factor] -
(Double-Train-Tee Pattern) 	 (2.4.2.2-1)
where
1 sin 40w 2.67(x - xo)[x-array factor] 
_	 sin n .^ x - x
o
	(2.4.2 . 2.-2)
1 sin 56n 1.78(y - yo)
[y-array factor ] a n^> -T,	 y - y	 (2.4.2.2-3)
0
(xo ,yo) = scan point	 (2.4.2.2-4)
j`	 2.67A = period in x-direction
	
(2.4.2.2-5)
1.78 A = period in y-direction	 (2.4.2.2-6)
The [x-array factor] and the [y-array factor] produce a series
x
of peaks, grating lobes, at doubly periodic locations in the
x-y plane, displaced from the main lobe by multiples of the
respective x and y periods:
J
t
Ax = 1/2.67	 .3745
	
(2.4.2.2-7)
T
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Ay = 1/1.78 a .5+18
	
(2.4.2.2-8)
In the case of exact phasing, a grating lobe * can be defined
as a part of the array pattern in 4 rectangular domain between
two consecutive nulls in the (x-array factor], between two
consecutive nulls in the [y-array factor], and containing a
point where the denominators in the (x-array factor] both
go to zero, producing what will ordinarily be a single relative
maximum within the domain. Ordinari71.• the magnitude of the
'	 grating lobe will be larger than the magnitude cf neighboring
side lobes, arising from other peaks in the (x-array factor]
and (y-array factor] , Although the detailed pattern will be
of interest in Sections 2.4.2.4; 2.4.3, and 2.5.3 concerning
noise and side lobes and in section 2.5.1 concerning the main
beam, this derivation will first consider the overa11. pattern
in the entire unit circle, as the overall pattern is strongly
*The grating lobes are simply caused by periodicities in
the array, such that a wave is at the same phase (nod 2n) at
all the units in the array. The overall array can be con-
sidered as a conjunction of two one:-dimensional arrays: a
one-dimensional array of 56 units in the y-mire ion, making
one column, and a one-dimensional array of 40 columns in the
x-direction, for which the [x-array factor] is equal to magnitude
to
1 
40	
12ns (x-x )	 sin 401rs (x •- x	
-9)
o)
40 k=1 e
	
°	 _ 40 s n ns x - xo)	 (2.4.2.2
where s = spacing = 2.67 wavelengths. The (y-array factor) is
similarly represented by Equa l"-: ion (2.4.2.2-3).
k_
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related to the periodic grid of lines, parallel to x,y axis
intersecting in the grating lo),es.
Based on the periods Ax,D,^ given by Equations 2.4.2.2-7
and 2.4.2.2-8, there are arout 15 grating lobes in the urit
circle at any time, although it :should he noted that for scan
points close to the manually-adjusted Peak of the nr in-Tee
pattern, as ,.huv,rn in Figure 2.4.2.5-1 and derived in Sections
2.4.2.5 and 2.4.2.6, all of the grating lobes except the s,iain
lobe will be reduced by the (Double-Twin-Tee pattern). In
addition, for a small set of "exact phasing points (which
are a subset of the points mentioned in Section 2.4.3.3 (1) ] , when
the electrical and the manual phasings art# exact, then all of
the grating lob-es except tha main lobe and possibly a diagonal
lobe are ident.i -!ally cancelled.
n	 In order to facilitate a visualization of the overall
,i
pattern, the hich frequency variation of the [x-array factor]
and the [y-array factor), as evidenced in their numerators,
E
-ill be eliminated, as the factors will he replaced by
approximate envelopes or upper limits in the following
Section 2.4.2.3.
i
	 4.4.2.3 Envelope of Array Factors for Exact Phasing
The region between the grating lobes is filled by a
number of side lobes, as shown for example in the numerators
of the [x-array factor] and the fy-array factor] for exact
phasing. To remove the high-frequency oscillation in the
El 2-- w2 .671	 sin-1 ( ) (2.4.2.3-2)
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[x-array factor] and the ty-array factor], each of thPi.r
numerators will be replaced by unity, except near a grating
lobe where the envelope will he chopped to unity, which is
the maximum value of the array factory These relatively
simple modifications to Equation 2.4.2.2-2 and 2.4.2.2-3
result in:
(x-xo ^	 El (mod 1.)
(x-envelopel =	 1	 4x-xo j > 1 - e l (mod 1.)
1	 ,	 otherwise
v
	 40 sin ,f2.F71x-xol	 (2.4.2.3-1)
1	 ,	 y-yo
 l < C 2 (mod 1.)
ty--envelopel =
	 1	 , IY-Yol '- 1 - E 2 (mod 1.)
otherwise
56 sin n1.791y-yo`
	
(2.4.2.3-3)
C 2 = ^`^ sin-1
 ( 6)	 (2.4.2.3-4)
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The (Double-Twin-Tee pattern;, the [x-envelope] and the
(y-envelope], are slowly varying functions of x and y; the
product of all these gives ark overall nominal envelope pattern
-hick will he used to show the overall structure of the pattern
in the unit circle:
(nominal envelope pattern] =
[Double-Twin-Tee pattern] • [x-envelope] • [y-envelope]
(2.4.2.3-5)
This simplification of Equation 2.4.2.2-1 is used to show
the overall features of the pattern, to be discussed in
Sections 2.4.2.5 and 2.4.2.r.
2.4.2.4 Side Lobe Pattern Separation
The high-frequency oscillating parts of the [x-array
factor] produce what will be called the side lobe pattern.
In the more general case when the phasing between Double-
Twin-Tees is not exact, the [x-array factor] and the [y-array
factor] are replaced by sums of the form:
40	 i2r2..67 (mx-¢ )[x-array summation] = I e	 M
M=l
(2.4.2.4-1)
(2.4.2.4-2)
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ty-array sumation) m If e12n1.78(ny-fin)
n=1
where the (mm) and {fn ) are quantized phases, adjusted to
produce a desired side lobe pattern, as treated in Section
2.4.3 below. Investigation of these sums shows that their
side lobe patterns are quite similar to the corresponding
y
array factors, because they all have (1) periodic grating
lobes of approximately the same shape and period as in the
s
nominal case and (2) side lobes which die off more or less
(depending on.how the array is organized) like the nominal
envelope. Therefore, for all scan directions, the overall
behavior of the pattern will be represented by the nominal
envelope pattern, and the separate problem of the details of
the side lobe pattern will be treated in Section 2.4.3, 2.5.1
and 2.5.3.
a
x	 2.4.2.5 Double-Twin-Tee Pattern
The [x-envelope] and the [y-envelopel are respectively
periodic in x and y (as is the side lobe pattern, treated in
Section 2.4.3). Theeaks in the x-envelo a and theP	 [	 P 1	 [Y-
enviDlopel are of unit magnitude and are periodic with the
respective periods Ax = .3745, Ay = .5618. Since there are
about 15 peaks (grating lobes) in the visible space (unit
circle) at any time, it is essential that all of the peaks
4
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except the main peak (main lobe) should he reduced to a low
magnitude by the [Douhle-Twin-Tee pattern]. Fortunately,
there is a large region in the unit circle where the desired
scan point does produce the greatest peak, as shown in Figure
2.4.2.5-1 below. The allowed scan region, as shown, is only
restricted by east-west lack of phasing and by an uncompensated
diagonal lobe. There should also be ,a daily restricil-ion cf
y-phasing; so the net daily scan region would he roughly
rectangle, or a rectangle le s . a part of tiro circular areas.
Reference to geometrical layout of the Double-Twin-Tee
reveals that the [Double-Twin-Tee pattern] is composed of
several factors, which are defined helow.,
[Double-Twin-Tee pattern] =
[dipole pattern]-[z-array factor]-[single tee pattern]-
[TT-array factor]-[Double-TT-array factor]
(2.4.2.5-1)
in the coordinates chosen (x and y direction cosines) , the
pattern of the Fertzian dipole (proportional to Cosine squared
(e), e = angle between the dipole axis and the direction
vector), is normalized to:
1 x2 , east-west dipole
(dipole pattern] _	 (2.4.2.5--2)
1 - Y 2 , north-south dipole
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The (z-array factor] arises from the reflected ir;ge of a
dipole below a ground-plane:
(z-array factor] = sin (n2S 3z)	 (2.4.2.5-3)
S 3 = dipole-ground spacing (wavelength) = .25 	 (2.4.2.5-4)
The [single tee pattern] is formed as an exponential sum of
terms from 3 point sources in the tee:
N
	 (single tee pattern] = (1 + 2e i2n ' 445(y Y1) cos (2n.445x)]/3
iiy
(2.4.2.4-5)
u
where yl is fixed by a mechanical phase-shifter (quantized to
A/8). The (TT array factor) comes from the juxtaposition of
two tees on the north-south line to form a Tvtin-Tee:
fi
(TT-array factor] = cos(2w.445(y-y* )]	 (2.4.2.5-6)
j	 where y * is also fixed by a mechanical phase-shifter (quantized
to X/8)6
Finally, the (Double-TT-array factor] comes from the
staggering of two tees to form the basic geometrical unit
which can be repeated geometrically to produce the entire
array:
w#
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(Double-TT-array factor) =
cos In.445(9•P - ^o •r)]	 (2.4.2.5-7)
A = scan direction = (x, ,7 ,z)	 ( 2.4.2.5-9)
t:0 = e lc. —tronica l ly quantized ( A/8) 	(2.4.2.5-9)
scan direction
The product of all these factors, which are normalized
to unity, produce the (Double-Twin-Tee pattern]. The (dipole
pattern] and the (z-array factor] are slowly-varying and do
not have too much effect on the overall results. The other
factors are vital in their effect on grating lobes, as out-
lined below and illustrated in Figures 2.4.2.5-2 1 2. 4.2.5-3,
and 2 . 1.2.5-4: Table 2.4.2.5-1 on page 48 gives the legend
and notes for all figures.
set	 factor	 zero
A	 Double-TT	 Diagonal lines, slope 3,
offset +Ax, +3Ax,...
B	 TT-array	 Lines for y=y*tAy,
y*±3Ay,...
C	 Single Tee Isolated zeros at
( y l ,+2 ox) ,
(yl±2Ay,±ox),...
approximate
cancellation
ti2-5 zeros, can be
scanned electron-
ically.
ti5-10 zeros, fixed
in y
2-4 zeros, fixed
x and y.
(A) and (B) produce the major cancellation of grating lobes
in the unit circle, particularly the cancellation which is
(e)
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effective as the main beam is scanned in x (or in time, for
I± an hour or two from lccal noontime). (n) restricts the
scan in y. (C) does not remain affective as the main beam
is scanned either in x or y.
2.4.2.6 Overall Envelope Pattern
The product of the [Double-Twin-Tee pattern), as
shown in Figure 2.4.2.5-2 above, multiplied by the Ix-
envelope] and the [y-envelope), which are respectively
periodic in x and y, as shown in Equations 2.4.2.3-1 and
2.4.2.3-3 above, produces a nominal envelope pattern with
I
a sequence of pea?-s at doubly-periodic locations in the x-y
coordinate plane, wish the magnitude at the peaks being
the magnitude of the [Double-Twin-Tee pattern]. As Mentioned
in Section 2.4.2.5 1 the (Dou?-le -Tv ►in-Tee pattern) should
approximately cancel most of the pea'.-s except the main peak,
for which all of the factors composing the (Double-Twin-Tee
pattern) should be approximately maximum (unity).
This desired state of affairs holds only near the
meridian (local noon) and near the y--direction for which
the manual components in the array are phased. As shown
in the figures below, the nominal envelope pattern will
z	
change with local time and with y--.haling. Figure 2.4.2.5-3
shows the nominal envelope for the ;ame time (local noon)
and the same declination. (5.77 0 , corresponding to declination
of sun at 0. months from the summer solstice) as chosen for
-4e-
TABLE 2.4.2.5-1
Legend and cotes for Curves
All curves for nominal 54 db rectangular array
Assuming no mutual coupling between elements.
No East- est phasing within Twin-Tee
Manual North-Sou -th phasing with Twin-Tee (quantized) .
Target coordinates month and hour referred to Sun-
Month: 0.00 at Sumer Solstice to 6.on at reinter Solstice
Hour:	 4.00 at local noon
Other targets in ecliptic plane specified by declination
and local hour (relati••e to meridian) .
i
x and y are direction cosines, related to spherical coordinates
of zenith and azimuth angles.
Basic elements of array can be: t?S dipole, Hertzian
Latitude of array approximately:
01 diz ole„ Hertzian
T.sotrop-c element
17.67 St. Croix
29.22 £1 Campo
35.40 Goldstone
4
1
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the plot of the [Double-Twin-Tee pattern! in figure 2.4.2.5-2
3
above. The latter plot is merely the former mulitplied by
the doubly-periodic envelope of the array factor. Figure
2.4.2.5-4 below shows •.,he same conditions in a normal view,
I
	 also printing the nominal intensities at they grating lok)es,
and superimposing ellipses of: (1) constant declination, for
target +10 0
 and (2) constant time for +1, ±2 hours from
noon.
Figures 2.4.2.6-1 through 2.4.2.6-6 below show similar
plots of the nominal envelope pattern and the grating lobesj,
for a declination of 00 (corresponding to declination of
sun at an equinox) and for varying time in increments from
local noun.
Figures 2.4.2.6-7 and 2.4.2.6-8 below show a similar
set of plots for maxim_	 declination of target in ecliptic
(sun at winter solstice, declination a -23.45 0 ), at local
As shown in Figures 2.4.x.6-1 and 2.4.2.6-2 above,
the main beam, when it is on the meridian, is the largest
Jobe in the visible space (unit circle) when the main beam
is phased approximately to the y-coordinate for which the
manual phasings in the array are set. 11hen the time from
local noon is changed, with declination remaining constant,
as shown in Figures 2.4.2.6-3 through 2.4.2.6-6 above, it is
seen that within two hours, the main lobe has been supplanted
as the largest lone by one 2ox (Ax = .3745) over on the same
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EW line. This occurs, because, as explained in Section 2.4.2.5,
this lobe is initially cancelled by a fixed, isolated zero
in the (single tee pattern; the fixed zero, resulting from
fixed E11-phasings in the tee, cannot be phased E' VI; therefore,
as the pattern of grating lobes is phased eastward, the extra-
neous lobe moves away from the fixed zero, and the desired
main lobe moves toward the other symmetrically--located fixed
zero on the other side of the i.eridian.
Similarly, as the main bean is phased ITS away from the
y-value for which the array is marually phased, the main beam
would be supplanted as the largest lobe by another grating
H
lobe, as other rows of grating lobes move away fr071 the lines
of zeros fixed by manual y-pha sing (*TS) in the arrz,s.y.
The net effect of this reduction in the ragnitude of the
main lobe and increase of the other grating lobes with phasing
is manifested by a loss in gain, or scattering loss, reducing
the weceiving area of the array proportionally to the fraction
,o of power which wo ,111d be scattered in the directions of the
d
other grating lobes (divided by the total. pot yer) . ()uantitatively,
this reduction in gain is covered i: 11 Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2
where results are given in the form of gain contours, gain
I	 vs. time, and some analytic results. In addition, the rise
of a bad grating lobe can result in an increase in received
I
noise power if the lobe moves into a galactic noise source
(which is likely to be 'round in the galactic equator), as
mentioned in Section 2.5.3 below.
Noise due to side lobes is treated in Section 2.4.3, 2.5.3.
-51-
2.4.3 Side Lo}-.,e Patterns
2.4.3.1 Overall Behavior of ride Loi-es
As mentioned above (Sections 2.4.1.1(3), 2.4.2.5) the
main effect of side lobes is a potential increase in received
galactic noise power, proportional to the magnitude of the
side lobes. For gross purposes, the side lobes are represented
by a nominal envelope (Section 2.4.2.6), an approximate upper
limit of the side lobes for enact :-)basing between Double-Twin-
Tees. A secondary effect of the sine lobe pattern is the
effect on the main beam; however., the only significant effect
on the main beam is a alight ripple in Rain caused by a slight
misalign-ment of the main beam as it is moved in quantized
steps throughout the x-y coordinate plane. The width of the
main beam in x-y coordinates in not expected to change very
much with phasing; therefore, the discussion of the main
beam in Section 2.5.1 will he ba^eC on the nominal array
factors.
In the overall envelope pattern (Sections 2.4.2.3 and
2.4.2.6) it can be seen that the side lobes tend to lie along
lines connecting grating lobes in the x-_ coordinate plane.
Thus, the side lobes tend to form ridges in the x-y plane
along which ridges the pattern will typically be of greater
magnitude than in the larger areas between thn ridges. Since
the overall array is rectangular I'r and 171, the ridges of
side lobes are also aligned along lines parallel to the x- and
_52-
-axes in the space of direcition cosines. This overall
structure of the pattern makes it possible to see when a
ridge of side lobes is potentially close enought to a noise
source to produce appreciable received noise power. ..he
exact noise power would depend on the detailed Pattern of
the side lobes, which can deviate a ppreciably from the nominal
pattern, as covered immediately below in Section 2.4.3.1.
2.4.3.2 Side Lcbes for Tree vs Parallel rhaoinn
The detailed side lobe pattern can have side lobes 10
and 20 db ahove the nominal envelope pattern, depenCing upon
the method of phasing the array. It has been seen that the
tree, or digital number, method of phasing the array can
produce some side lobes on the order of -10 to -20 db, because
of the assimulated growth of phasing errors as the signals
from the Twin-Tees are combined through successive phase
shifters, each with a maximum error of a/15, producing an
A
	 accumulated maximum error of 3a/R. In certain cases, this
tree method of phasing was shown to produce si ,?e lobes on
the order of 10 db below the main lobe, r.ihere the nominal
envelope was about 30 cab below the
to improve this situation, a study
methods of parallel phasing of the
least-mean-squared-error phasing w
predictaH le side lobe on the order
main log ,e . In an effort
was nade of various
array. Approximate
as shown to produce a
of 17 db below the main
lobe (this was simply a result of dividing the array into
-53-
groups of roughly equal numbers of elements, each of which
groups simply approximates a sub-array of elements at the
same phase, plus an exact tilt). This results in a significant
reduction in the level of the worst side lobe, and correspond-
ing results apply to the levels of other bad side loves in
the same pa ' terns. In addition, parallel phasing of the
array leaves open a degree of freedom which can be used to
tailor the side lobes relative to a given galactic noise
distribution.
Formulas for tre side lope pa",,-,.terns can he derived from
the basic expressions 2.4.2.4- 1 and 2.4 . 2.4-2. This was
essentially done in deriving Equations 2.4.2.2-2, 2.4.2.2-3
and 2.4.2.2-9. For tree or parallel phasing.. the expressions
are more complicated than for a uniform array, and have
been evaluated by a digital computer (Figures 2.4.3.2-1 and
2.4.3.2-2). For tree phasing (single digital number method)
the array is broken into successive sub-arrays, each con-
taining two units, each half as large as- the next-higher-
level sub-array. This is basically a method of successively
dividing the array in halves. The tree phasing produces an
[x-array summation) of the form:
[x-array summation] = ' cos (ndx 1 ) cos (2. . ndx 2 ) cos (4ndx 3 ) •
,^	 i2n (32dx -8dx ,	 )5{4 cos i^3ndi Q ) cos s...' t;^r^ix^) +E	 6	 5 -A dX 4)
(2.4.3.2-1)
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1
!here dx1 = 2.67(x - 4 1 ) 0' 0 . . , dx` = 2.67(x -- A 6 ) with the
{A ) selected to phase the given Tula-arrays as closet'y to x
m
as possible using phase shifters quantized to a/8. The (AM)
are simply obtained from the single LIigital number by eliminat-
int an insignificant digit from the end of the number for
each :successive level of the tree from top to bottom. Parallel
r	 phasing divides the array into groups with the phase at each
unit in a group given by a constant plus an exact tilt. By
grouping the terms of Equation 2.4.2.4-1, this produces an
[x-array summation] of the fora
[x-array summation] =
l:-1l ax 
S. (x - x )e i2n2.67 [ (x-^x0) Z r?K-A (I:-1) ] (2.4.3.2-2)
k==1 AK 	 o	 1=1
I^rK
^.	 S	 (x - x .)	 ei2n2.67m(x-^x0)
r^K	 ^^	 m=1
(2,4.3.2-3)
where x  is an exact phase point giving the exact phase tilt
(see Section. 2.4.3.3 (1) , (2) bleow, and A is the phase step
from one group to the next (o usually will be the minimum
quantized step = ©x/8 = .0468, from Equation 2.4.2.2-7). The
code of numbers on Figure 2.4. 1.0.2-2 shows the division of the
t
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array into groups at the same Fphase plus an exact tilt
(thus there are 3 urits at "zero" phase, then 3 units at
A/8, then 3 units at 2A/8 1 then 2 units at 3X/8, etc.; all
plus an exact tilt).
2.4.3.3 Quantization of Look Directions
In either case, tree or parallel phasing, it is acceptable
to quantize the allowed look directions in the x-y coordinate
plane (as mentioned in Section 2.4.2.2). This quantization
A
can be thought as occurring at two levels-.
i	 1) First, there is a quantization of points in the x-y
plane at which the phasing can be set exactly be-
tween every Double-Twin-Tee and every other. This
quantization produces a rectangular grid in the
x-y plane with grid spacings exactly 1/S of the spacing
between grating lobes; because the arating lobes
are points where the pha _.a difference beti-,*een Double-
Twin-Tees is a multiple of one i, ,7avelength, and the
exact phasing points are points where the phase
difference is a multiple of one-eighth wavelength
(the quantization of the phase shifters).
'	 2) Second, between the exact phasing points, the space
can be quantized into a sufficinet number of points
which will allow any point in the space to he covered
by the main beam with less than, say, .5 db ripple
in intensity. Therefore, since the pattern is a
I
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product including an [x-array factor.] and a [y-array
factor], the quantization should be such that for
any point (x,,) in the space, there should be grid
points (xk ,yk) such that if the main beam is at (xk'yk)'
then the [x-array factor] and the [y-array factor]
at (x,y) are both within, say, .25 db of the peak.
Investigation of the tree method of phasing based on a
single digital number to specify an x-coordinate or a y-coordinate
makes it evident that the digital numbers automatically quantize
the allowed look points as discussed in (1) and (2) above. The
fineness of the quantization corresponds to the length of the
digital number but the quantization is not significant beyond
the number which is necessary to specify the phasing of the
array. For the parallel method of phasing, the level of
quantization is almost arbitrary but is limited practically
by the number of different side lobe patterns one wishes to
allow in the system's memory. Practically, the same level
of quantization for the allowed patterns in .both methods of
phasing give about the same coverage by the main beam (but
different side lobe levels relative to the main beam).
2.4.3.4 Results
For an illustration of the type of silo lobe patterns
which have been considered, a typical sample is included in
Figures 2.4.3.2-1 and 2.4.3.2-2.
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The final trade-off on the phasing of the array will
involve several factors:
1) !lain lobe coverage. This problem seems to be solved
by the quantization methods discusseO above.
2) Side lobe levels and noise. Since the sun will be
roughly ETI of the target near conjunction, a mongrel
system with better control of rt? phasing than VS may
be economical.
3) Flexibility. To optirize patterns and reduce noise,
some independent or parallel phasing of groups will
be necessary.
2.5 Planar Array Performance Charac teristics
Certain properties of the planar array pattern, which
were derived in Section 2.4 above, will be related to important
Eerformance characteristics of the array, including: antenna
gain, antenna noise reception, and the variation of antenna
gain and noise power with right ascension and declination of
target. Again, the assumptions which were stated in :section
2.4.1.2 will apply. In particular, the discussion will apply
mainly to the large ( 50 db) ground array, for which !.he
separation of pattern into side lobe and overall envelope
parts is particularly valid. the coordinate system of
direction cosines (Figure 2.4.2.1-2) will again be used, as
these are fundamental coordinates in which a rectangular array
1,
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"thinks", and which give the pattern the periodicities discussed
throughout Section 2.4.
2.5.1 Gain and Beamwidth
2.5.1.1 Gain vs Inverse Bear.width
The gain of the array is perhaps the single most important
factor in the performance of the array, as the gain can be
shown to be proportional to the effective receiving area of the
array for a plane wave. IT
	
ohmic losses in the array,
neglecting mismatching reflection losses due to variation of
active impedance at the terminals leading from the n_%iin-Teea*,
1	 and assuming that the pattern can be represented as exactly one
i
unit in the grating lobe pattern (this assumption is good if
ti
the [Double-Twin-Tee pattern] is slo^ily varying in the neighbor-
hood of the main lobe, and if all other grating lobes are small),
then the array gain is inversely prcportional to the product
of the x- and y-beamwidths, normalized by the cosine of the
zenith angle.
2.5.1.2 Expressions for Beamwidth
It is expected that the x and y half-power beamwidths are
*The problem of variation of active impedance does not appear at
present to be satisfactorily solved, even for a uniform array of
dipoles, in which an unrealistic assumption of a sinusoidal dipole
current is often made. See Section 2.7 for a description of
active impedance variation.
1
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roughly independent of the netl^o r: of phasing the array, so long
as the phasing errors do not got out of hand (this still is a
question for investigation, in connection with the organization
of the array, and the side lobe patterns, Section 2.4.3). So
long as the x and y half-power beamwidt rzs are independent of
the phasing, the beamaidths will he given for the case of exact
phasing, for which the pattern in the vicinity of the main
beam is approximately proportional to the product of the (x-
array factor] and the [y-array factor] v,,'., ich are of the form
sin 117rs 1 (x - xo ) /1' sin ns l (x - xo ) and sin Mvs 2 (y - yo ) /
M sin 7rs 2 (y - yo ) from Equations 2.4.2.2-2 and 2.4.2.2 -3 above.
a
The power in the vicinity of the ;;ain beam is approximately
the square of the product of these factors, hick looks sorle-
what like a cosine-s quared function in Froth x and y. Ttie half-
power width of a cosine-squares function is exactly half the
distance between the first (symmetric) nulls in the function,
so the half power heamwidths will arnroxinately equal the
u
	 distance in x and y, respectively, fiorn the. center of the main
lobe to the first nulls.
2.5.1.3 Numerical Results
It can be seen from Equations 2.4.2.2-2 and 2.4.2.2-3
that the distances from the peak to the first nulls in the
[x-array factor] and the [y--array factor], respectively, are
QivEn by
i
1
-H4-
r	 1	 .3745	
.XI3.AI 
= do x 2.67 -	 4n 	 4()93F (?.5.1.3-1)
1	 .5(18	 013?56 x 1.78	 56 = . (x.5.1.3-2)
These half-widths are inversely proportional to the overall
dimensions of the array, so that the directive gain of the
array is directly proportional to the overall area of the
array, under the assumptions stated at the beginning of
Section 2.5.1.
The beanwidths, in addition to being related to the slain,
give an indication of the angular resolution of the system and
an indication of the noise rejection capabilities of the system
for noise sources within a few beamwidths of the ma:.-, beam
(bearwidths given above transform to
2.5.2 Gain vs Timc and Declination
2.5.2.1 Gain - Scattering Loss Relationship
The relationship between gain and bearmAdth or between
gain and overall area of the array is reasonably good if the
main lobe is much larger than all the other grating lobes.
As discussed in Section 2.4.2.6, the main lobe is not always
larger than the other grating lobes. As the array is scanned
away from the meridian (x = 4) and the y--value (corresponding1
l
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to declination) for which the manual components of the array
are set, the main lobe will decrease in amplitude and the
other grating lobes will increase as the manually-phased
factors of the array pattern become more favorable for them
than for the main lobe. The gain of the array will decrease,
depending strongly on the sc attering loss, which is the ratio
of the main beam power to the total power in the pattern, which
will be approximated below by a summation over all the grating
lo gs within the unit circle.
2.5.2.2 Expressions for Gain
Considering the array for the -^oment as a transmitting
array, the effect of the other grating lobes is to radiate
power which should be radiated from tie main lobe for maximum
M
f
efficiency. Considered as a receiving array, the reciprocal
effect on performance is hue to scattered or reradiated power
which can never be absorbed 1.y the receiving terminals of the
array. In order to account for Viese effects, it is necessary
to have an accurate expression for the gain of the array. The
gain of the array will be given by:
(gain) = [directive gain] + (mismatch loss] + [ohmic loss)
(2.5.2.2-1)
o
in decibels, where, for the following, the [iismatch loss] and
the [ohmic loss] will be neglected. The [directive gain] is
°'
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given by the following:
4nP(xo,yo)(directive gain)	 10 10,310
	
- x,y T Nx-d-y7z- (2.5.2.2-2)
(for reference, set- Antenna Analysis, F.A. T°Iolff, 17iley, 'yew
York, 1967, PP 12) . Following the se aration of pattern into
side lobe and envelope (or grating lohe) parts, the expression
for [directiv.^ gain] will be separated into parts for the
main beam and parts for the grating lobes, as follows:
(directive gain) = Go + 10 log10 70 +
R
P (x0"y /z010 10910 ._.. 
	
(2.5.2.2-3)       11P(x 0 + iAXry0 + 7by) /i'ij
all lob ,-Is in unit circle
where G0 is the ideal gain for main beam alone ( as in Section
1.5.1), or 4n/A 2 times the overall array area:
G0 == 10 loglo
 (4,r 4h*2.67*56*1.70)
	
(2.5.2.2-4)
The term 10 1og 10 (Zo) accounts for the spreading of the main
beam in the transformation from x-,r to angular coordinates,
and the third term is the scatterinca loss or the ratio of
1.,
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power in the main beam to the total power (in this summation
Z ij is the third, vertical, directio
xi ,yj so that Z ij	 ►/1 - xi - y^ ) .
summation as an approximation to the
2.5.2.2-2 is justified for the large
n cosine for the point
The use of a grating lobe
integral in Equation
(50 db) array by t>ie fact
that the pattern is only significant in a shall neighborhood
of each grating lobe (in fact, approximately 70t of the
contribution to the integral comes from the single main beam
within each rectangular period of the grat ing
 lobe pattern) .
2.5.2.3 Digital Computation of Gain Curves
This computation has been imple*aented on a digital computer
and the antenna gain has beer. calculated for many poir- s (xa,yo)
is the unit circle-according to one of three different
of operation*:
1) Isolated point. For certain isolated points in the
x-y plane, the gain has been calculated as an adjunct
*Legend for Curves
Months are given in decimals from Summer solstice (0.00)
to ,linter solstice (6.00). then the month is given the
corresponding y-value at local noon, which is tl,e sine of the
zenith angle, is also given. in some cases, the zenith angle
at local neon is also given. The month is given for a target
at the Sun; other targets in the ecliptic planer like a
spacecraft, can be specified by their declinations which
would enable the appropriate gain curves to be located..
When month and y-value are given for Twin-Tee sub-array
phasing, these values are for the closest quantized values
which can be set by manual adjustment.
Dipole spe^ifies the element, which can be "East-VIest"
Hertzian, `North-South" Hertzian, or "TSOtropic".
Latitude is given for the East-based receiving array.
r
-1
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to the intensity patterns, suer, as shown in Figures
2.4.2.5-3 1 2.4.2.5--4 and 2.4.2.6-1 through 2.4.2.6-8
above.
2) Gain vs time. For this mode of operation, the manual
phasings of the array are calculated as closely as
possible to the exact phasing which would be used for
a target at the given declination on the meridian.
Then, with the manual phasings set, the electrical
phasings of the array are varied so as to move the
main beam in an ellipse within the unit circle,
corresponding to a target at the given declination
but at different times of day relative to tie meridian
(or local noon). For a plot of such an ellipse and
a detaileC.. pi cturh of how the pattern changes with
time, see Figures 2.4.2.6-1 through 2.4.2.6-6. The
curves of gain vs time are arranged in .families of
7, corresponding to the sun at monthly increments
from summer solstice to L Tinte .- solstice. The families
shown are arranged to illustrate the change in the
gain curves vs the type of element (or dipole) and
vs the latitude of the array on the earth:
a) Fig. 2.5.2.3-1
	
Lat. = 29.22, Dipole is DIS
b) Fig. 2.5.2.3-2	 Lat. = 29.22, Dipole is P11
c) Fig. 2.5.2.3-3	 Lat. = 29.22, Radiator is
Isotropic
d) Fig. 2.5.2.3--4	 Lat. = 17.67, Radiator is
Isotropic
e) Fig. 2.5.2.3-5
	
Lat. = 35.4 1
 Radiator is
Isotropic
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Figures (c) - (e) show the dectradation in performance
at higher. latitudes.
3) Gain contours. Gain contours show a) the fixed point
for which the manual phasings are set (before quantiz--
ing), h) ellipses showing variation in time ( +1, +2 hr.)
and variation in declination (+1O°), c) contours of
constant gain in steps of 2 db from 40 db up to a
maximum. These contours are intended to show variation
of gain vs x and y, and vs time and declination (rather
than ;ust vs time For fixed declination, as in (2)).
Representative plots here show variation of gain
vs month (or declination) of target and vs latitude
of array on earth:
a) Fig-. 2.5.2.3-6 	 Lat. = 29.22, Month = A (summer)
b)	 Fig. 2.5.2.3-7	 Lat. = 29.22, month = 3 (spring,
fall)
c)	 Fig . :2.5.2.3-8	 Lat. = 29.22, Month = 6 (winter)
d)	 rig. 2.5.2.3-9	 Lat. = 35.4.	 'tonth = 6 (winter)
e)	 Fig. 2.5.2.3-14	 Lat. = 17.67,	 tonth = 6 (minter)
?igai.n the highest latitude is worst, particularly at
low declinations, in winter. The irregularity of these
contours, and the previous gain curves,is due to the
discontinuous nanner in which grating lobes appear and
disappear on the horizon. The Qurves show the shrink-
age in gain at low declination, near the horizon
(particularly at high latitudes).
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2.5.3 :!oi se and &' idelobes
The main reason for deriving a detM led side lobe pattern
in Section 2.4.2 (the basic formulas are given at 2.4.2.4-1
and 2.4.2.4--2) is to determine their effect on receives: noise
power in the system. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, the normal
location of the largest side lol-cs is along ridges parallel to
the x-y axes in the unit circle, and intersecting at the graL-
i,nq lobes; the detailed nature of the side lobes depends greatly
upon the method of phasing the array and the associated phasing
errors.
It is apparent that side lobes along the ridges can have
a significant effect on the system noise figure, even when
the side lobes are in the range of the nominal array factor,
or about -30 db relative to the main peak. This level of
significance is roughly the amount of solar noise rejection which
is necessart r to produce about an 1390°P front-end noise temp--
erature, for the typical noise e r^ fission :,f the sun in a neighbor-
hood of 75 PlHz. The typical solar noise density, referred to
the Earth's surface at 75 ?MIz is in the range of 2 x 1 p- 22 to
10-21 watts/m 2 -cps.	 (See Introduction to R Pida.r Systems,
M.I. Skolnik, McGracj-°Hill, crew York, 1962, PP 370) *. For an
array with an area of 1.272 x ]. 0 .15 m 2 , corresponding to a gain
*Theoretical calculations cited by J.C. James in Radar Astronomy,
J.V. Evans and T. Ilagfors, McGraw -fill, Nlew 'York, 196n, PP 328
indicates that a quiet Sun noise flux of about 1.5 x 10 -22
watts/m2-cps might be expected.
{
1
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of 50 db; the total incident noise power on the array is in
the range k (Boltzmann's constant) times an effective noise
temperature of 1.04h to 9.22 million °I:. In order to reduce
this noise temperature to about 1800 0 0, a side lone rejection
on the order of 30 to 37 db is required. In fairness, it
should be stated that these are averaged side lobe levels,
which are expected to he 3 to 6 db below the peak side lobe
levels which have been discusse ,3 up to this point.
Because side lobe levels of -30 to -37 db are not easy
to ol-,tain, it is felt that there may he an unavoidable loss
in performance when the Sun (or some other noise source) is
at a region in the sky where there is a large side lobe unless
means are provided for tailoring the side lope levels relative
to a given noise source. Bet Taeen the ridges of side lobes,
the noise should be relatively low, although there may be some
points where solar or galactic noise can hurt if the phasing
is particularly ineffective in reducing side lobes.
In theory, it is possible to run carves of receiver
noise vs time (similar to t'ie curves of gain vs time, Figures
2.4.2.3-1 through 2.5.2.3-5) . `Io^uever, the problem is very
complicated because the noise depends on (1) the detailed
side lobe patterns, which depend on the method of phasing
which is finally selected., (2) timme of year at launch of
X
spacecraft, and (3) time of year at o'-, servation. Items (2)
and (3) determine the (le !, ' ^;itior of target and the differential
right ascension betwe,-- ; ':,_k.tCjst and Sun as a function: of time.
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Practically, a reasonahle progran, might he expecteO to give
launch dates and observation times for which the Sun will
pass through a ridge or a region. ^,f high side lobes.
2.6 Frequency Sensitivity
When a phased affray has a principal beam orientation that
is a function of frequency, it is said to have frequency sensi-
tivity. For example, for a given .tt , asing condition the beam
axis at 30 MIz may differ from the beam axis at 70 11 °.I1z by
an angle, A8. Such an array
 would have fre:auency sensitivity,
l if AC ^ 0, and would have limitations that may or may not be
serious depending upon the application. '"his li'itation would
be serious even for a very small A8, if the averarje received
noise at 70 MIIz were subtracted from that at 8 1 2 'III z in a signal
integration process, and the background noise level were a
q	 function of position such as on the Sun.
The amount of frequency sensitivity in a given antenna will
depend upon the way in which the phasing is done, and upon the
Al;
lengths of cables connecting the various elerients together.
By way of illustration consider the phased array sketched in
Figure 2.6-1. This is a line of n dipoles extending over a
distance of 100x 1
 (the X's and f's refer to wave lengths and
frequencies at each end of the 70 to 80 TMiI-Iz band) . All dipoles
are connected to the receiver by cables of e gnual length except
for small phasilIg increments, ¢ k
 (k = 1, n+l) . Suppose these
phasing increments are adjusted so that the beam axis is at an
1
.tom	 _ _.._ _ E ll PI
T
DIPOLE Na/DIPOLE n	 DIPOLE K
FREQ CUENC Y SENS/ T/ V/ TY
//V,,4 PHASED A RRA Y
F16. 2,6 -/
^k = PA 1
D
- k cos rn°
^1.
J (2.6-1)
_F9_
elevation angle of 60° at f l . Then for 01 = 0 it can he shown
that 4 n+1	 n ' O n+l = 0' O n+1	 n ► and in general
2	 4
whets 11 is an integer and D  is the distance from dipole 1 to
dipole k. At frequency f2 this array would have the main beam
oriented at elevation angle 6 such that for every dipole the
e
f following relation would be anprwimately correct.
a	 D
4	 k cos 0 +
A few examples shou
that A6 50. This
this array which is
Ok = I'?a 2 	 (2.6 - 2)
ld convince one that a is about 55 0 so
is large compared ^.Ath the beamuiidth of
about 0.6°, and could not be tolerated
for the Sunblazer application.
i	 The straightforward method of eliminating frequency
I 
:sensitivity is to arrange the feed cable lengths so that the
travel times of all signal components f_rori any wave front in
space to the receiver is the same. Phasing cables longer than
one-half wavelength may be used to phase such an array, and
j the array might more properly be called a tine-delay array.3
Some compormise between a time delay and a phased array system
....	 -
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are allowable provided that a s*call amount of frequency sensi-
tivity can be tolerated.
2.7 flutual Coupling
An analysis of mutual ccupli^^g effects, is usually simplified
by assuming an infinite array of elements. Of the propose('
three arrays, pilot, expanded, and 50 db; the 50 db system
qualifies as an infinite array since it is ar; ,?roxir.-Lately lf`OA
by l n0A. For example, in the 50 dh system the perimeter to area
ratio is .nA:A -1 while in the expanded array this ratio is .11A-1
and in the pilot array .44A- 1 . The array may be considered to
be composed of two zones; the central zone in which all the
elements may be considered to be in u^^ infinite array environ-
ment, and an edge effect zoi-la.
The significance of edge effects is not pattern degradation
due to mismatch, becausc^.- it can k)e argue(" that the periphira.l
elements are less effected by mutual coupling and therefore
more closely matched to their connecting transmission lines.
Edge effects contribute to impedance variations across the
aperture and interact witf:t the electronic signal combining
systems. In this
4
ij
elements near the
element along the
impedance i^rhich i
sense they add phase and
perimeter of the array.
periphery of the antenna
s different from its neig
gain variations to
In general each
has an output
lihors , while all the
elements in the central portion_ of the array have the same
output impedance. Analytically edge effects are difficult to
1
11
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estimate since the specific array geometry must be considered
and coupling coefficients computed hetween every element in
the array. This usually involves the summation of slowly
convergent series and yields little insight into the problem
of mutual coupling.
A more conveniont and physically intuitive method of
considering the )ziutual coupling pro;-)lem is to view the large
array as an infinitely large periodic structure. Since there
are no edge effects to consider, each dipole has the same
active impedance, ', a (e , ^) and " a is only a function of the
angular position (6,0) of the main Y)eam. The periodic structure
I
concept is particularly useful since it permits a scale model
simulation of the infinite array. A simulation, which . cLilizes
waveruide imaging Properties, is described in V-1e literature. 3,7
It has been used at the Center to study the expected mutual
coupling effects of the lar g e dipole array. The resr.1tn of
this study are given below.
The infinite array waveguide s ir ula tion method permits
a rapid measurement of active resistance any? reactance as a
function of scan angle. This impedance variation interacts
with the input impedance of the electronic system and results
in a mismatch loss. In the large array, phase and amplitude
errors due to edge effects will he small because the impedance
of most of the elements change in the same way. Under the
assumption that only impedance mismatch degrades system
performance the realized gain C r (e,¢), in any direction, relative
,;,,. , I
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to the idealize^ or peak directive gain in -.hat direction may
be expressed as:
Gr(eto)	 (2.7-1)
where IR(e,^)I 2 is the ratio of returned power to incident power
due to mismatch loss and is a functior of beam position. For
the cases of practical interest 	 may he related to the
active impedance Z  and the antenna connecting trap mission line
characteristic impedance Z  Fy the relationship
{
For a large uniformity excited planar array in which no
grating lobes are present the directive gain is a function of
beam pointing angle and is g iven ?-v
R
^) = 4--'Gd (e •	 cos a	 (2.7-3)
k
where A is the physical area associated -,7ith each element, 17
is the total number of elements and a is t'?e 1:-eam pointing
angle measured from the zenith. The cos a factor accounts
for the reduced array aperture as the beam is steered from the
,.f
zenith. For a 50 db a^^ ay; 11 = 26,,880, A _ (.C3a) 2 and for the
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zenith looking array (cos e = 1) the gain, G, is 51.2 db. The
net realized gain per element is denoted as g where:
G	 g = 6. 015 db	 (2.7-4)
Now at each element the net realized gain will be reduced due
to mismatch. This effect may be expressed as a function of
beam position by combining the allcve expressions as:
gr(e,0)	 4 2 cos a [1 - jr(e.0) 12l	 (2.7-5)
Now if a one db mutual coupling gain loss is allowed
(g = 5.95 db) and assuming e = 150 , then this r^aximum permissible
value of JR1 is .44. This implies the connecting transmission
lines may be mismatched to the dipoles with a VSITR of about
2.6:1 before there is a significant mutual coupling gain loss.
In the above example it appear3 that mutual coupling
a
does have a determental effect on the gain of the proposed
large antenna. On the other hand these effects are of
manageable proportions and do not impose a fundamental limit
on array operation. Array performance eepends not so much
on one parameter, but the compromises between many conflicting
design considerations. This point may be illustrated by
considering the selection of the dipole spacing which repre-
sents a compromise between low mutual coupling anO grating
lobe free operation. This final selection of .63a echelon
i,.
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4
dipole spacing was made on tLe basis of experience with the
38 PIF;z solar radar which has :)cen confirmed by additional
laboratory and field experiments.
For a large uniformly excited array, in which all
elements are individually phased, the maximum "apgle 9 	 to
max
which the beam may be scanned without rating lobe in ferenceY	 g
is related to the element spacing D/A by:
F
D/A =	 11 + sin 9max (2.7-6)
For a spacing of 0.63X t emax is limitec? to W. It should be
noted that Equation (2.7-6) is only approximately valid for
7
	
	
the Double-Tee configuration since all the elements of the
Double-Tee are not individually phased. In addition, grating
lobes may be enhanced or reduced according to the electronic
system organization and for precise results these effects should
be taken into account. However, Equation (2.7•-6) does give
a first order estimate of the region of grating lobe free
operation. In general, reduced grating lobes require a high
element density per unit area whereas low mlitual coupling for
i
non--directive elements, requires a lo<7 element density. The
.63X spacing was selected as a compromise value Lased upon
equivalent electrical area. From this point of view the gain
of single dipole above a round lane is 7.48 db. This
	 ,.	 g	 P
corresponds to an equivalent effective area of	 (.67X) 2 . C-Then
the spacing is reduced to .63A, the net gain per dipole is
°7
reduced to 6.95 dh. This gain penalty is in addition to the
mismatch loss outlined abovo and reprosertz. another system
loss due to mutual coupling conaiderations. Conversely the
grating lobe problem has been reduced somewhat. The region
of grating to-e free operation has 1.een increased from 3 1,10 for
.67X spacing to 36° for the .63a rear'.nR.
Several experiments were conducted, using the .63A spacing,
to determine the extent of the mismatch loss. A series of
measurements were made at the F1 Carrno, Texas field site using
a small aperture (16 element array). Input 711 was measured
on all elements as a function of scan an gle from 0 0 to 600.
The tests were repeated for various dipole lencrt',s and it was
determined that a 6P inch dipole (.43A) yiuldec", the lowest
r.m.s. value of t-le voltage standing 7ave ratio. The highest
VSUR was 3.94 and the lowest e ras 1.05 with the r.m.s. value
of all elements for all scr. z angles being 1.75. As expected
the center elements displayed a hi gher VS I,:R than the periphiral
elements6.
An independent estimate of the exnecteO VST ,!R was made by
the	 s	 n.waveguide imulatio method 7 . In these measurements the
active input impedance of an infinite array of half wavelength
crossed dipoles spaced a quarter of a wavelength above a ground
plane was measured using an L band waveguide simulator. The
results of these measureme	 hsurements are sown in Figure 2.7--1. Pere
a maximum VSWP of 2.3 was observe(? ! .Olen beam scanning was
limited to the grating lobe free region. As the t)earr scan
angle was increased to include grating lobe affects the o`-:served
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Figure 2.7- 1 Dipole Feed Line Voltage Standing Wave Ratio vs
Array Scan Angle
For an infinite .63a echelon array of X/2 dipoles,
X/4 above ground plane
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VSVIR  increased to 2.8::1. i?oviever, in t-is mor1o. of operation,
the simulator studies are only arr)roxi:na^e. In tre grating
lobe free region good correlation was ok)taine(--* betweer the
finite array and the simulator studies. It is expected that
the design experience gained from evaluating mutual couplir4
l	 in the pilot array will be directly applicable tc ::)oth the
`	 expanded (4" c2h) array and the 50 d?- array..
2.8 Noise ronsiCerat ions
2.8.1 Voise Model
This section will define some of the factors which
contribute to the total sy teri Noise. In the final array,
each 14 db elerient will have its 	 amplifier. However"
tl
for noise analysis purposes it is sufficient to consider the
entire array as one antenna follo-,?ed by a single amplifier as{
shown in the array syst;er.. r_oise	 of Figure 2 . r .1-1. Noise
may enter the system or he generates 1-y each of the coM-,anents,
the antenna, connecting cak:les, anc' receiver. The major contri-
butions to the system noise are as follows
1) Background sky noise characterizeO by the brightness
temperature Tr . The intensity of this quantity is
primarily a function of the system operating frequency,
and ti--Lo eArection of '^ezrn ;pointing. nor the Sunblazer
ground array an average value of 1804°K is characteristic.
2) Noise due to antenna side loY-es and grating lobes
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po nting at galactic hot spots. (T G ) The average
value of this quantity has been estimated as 250 0K.
Over short periods of tire, when system grating lobes
and galactic hot spots are favorably aligned the peak
value of TG will be much higher than 250 0K. Under
certain rare conditions a total system black-out may
occur. Estimates of the effect of si^!e lobes are
given in Section 2.5. '.".he peak value of T G is very
much c'ependent upon the pattern. and system organization
and will vary over a wide range.
3) Noise clue to antenna element losses, cable losses,
impedance mismatches, mutual coupling, etc. The
major componen'-, in this class of losses is mutual
coupling. An allowance: of 1 db or 75 0 T', has been
made for these effects, as outlined in Section 2.7.
4) Front-end amplifier ncise. Por the design under
consideration a value of 3 d}, or 290 °K is typical.
Section 5.2 discusses the noise: properties of the
front-end amplifier.
5) Second stage noise contribution. Due to the insertion
loss of the tire delay networks the noise generated
by the second an y' later stages of the receiver will
contribute to overall system temperature. In Section
2.3.2, a detailed analysis of the second stage noise
I
contribution is given. The second stage adds approxi-
mately 100 0 to the receiver temperature.
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6) Spurious man--made noise entering tl.e antenna at or
near the desired signal frequencies. Additional noise
may be added by intermodulation and cross modulation
products due to high level signals entering the
amplifier. ='he exact :specification of i:;termodulation
and cross modulation do pend , upon local conditions
but as an example; for competing Tv signals of the
order of 501; volts intermo^lulation and cross modulation
products should be coi,? by 80 c:}- for good syste.m per-
formance. These specifications and high system dynamic
ranges are relate! and Uot1 1 are required for a highly
linear system, section 5.2 discusses intermoc'ulation
in more detail.
Neglecting the intermodula ,'Cion noise, the total receiver
temperature is G65*. Therefore, the total equivalent system
noise temperature is Tn + T_, = ?5n r:*	 91
2.8.1.1 Antenna Calibration Usir '' traterrestrial Radio Sources
Although discrete sky sources (hot spots) may contrihute
to total system noise, they are useful in a practical way for
antenna calibration purposes. In Vie 50 r1f, array, the near
field of the antenna {
	
)extends to an altitude of approxi-
mately 100 kilometers above the surface of the earth. This
distance is so large that only a system utilizing a satellite
could be expected to perform conventional far field pattern
i
	 measurements. However, a radio star such as Cassiopeia A,
IL
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provides a solution for this measurement problem. The measure-
ment is performed by dircctii -L. the beam of t1 :e array toward a
source of known intensity and spectral distribution. As the
beam is allowed to pass throug h. the source, the output of the
array is a measure of the gain of the antenna elements, the
electronics and the beamwidth cf the antenna. This test is
also an indication of the accuracy F rith which the beam may be
steered. A similar method was used to test the narrow band
75 MHz 128 dipole experimental receiving array which was con-
strutted at E1 Campo in connection i•7ith this study (Appendix.
7.2) .
2.8.2 Second Stage Noise Contribution
In the R.7. signal com!Anin.g system the received energy
is coherently combined ;,y a aeries of }ime delay networks.
The design details of there circuits are given in Section 5.3.
x
The sertion loss of these network contributes to overall
system noise temperature by an aziount w'-rich d.epen6a not only
upon the overall system gain, but upon the placement of the
various stages of amplification and the amount of insertion
loss between these stages.
8
	
	 There are four cases to he considered. "'la pse are shown
in simplified form in Figure 2.8.2-1, and correspond to
variations in the placement of the second level of amplifi-
cation. In Case 1, this secone amplifier is placed between
the `'y" and "z" time delay circuits. In Case II, the amplifier
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is between the "x" and "y time Belay circuits. In Case III,
the amplifier is between the `w` and "x" notworks and finally
Case IV is for a two-stage input amplifier. I yote that in each
case the receiver is composed of five stages anf' it is merely
the boundary of the stages t'iat changes from case to case.
The active devices are characterized by power gains G101
G 3 , and G S and noise factors 1'F 1 , :'F 2,	 Ups. The C,ombination
of device and pad losses is equivalent to the net circuit
gain. The pads and time delay networks are characterized by
power loss factors LP1 , LP2 , L1 , L a , L 3 , L 4 , L 5 . The noise
factor of a passive lossy network is 1/L there L is power lass
factor of the network. Table 2.8.2--1
noise factors of each stage for Cases
applying the cascade formula for a f i,
system noise factor, ? ,ors , is obtained
stage power gains G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 , and
Nr 3 , "F4 , P'F S as:
gives the gains and
I through IV. By
ve-stage receiver the
in terms of the component
noise factors 1 ,71 , Nr2,
r?F 2 - 1	 TIF 3 -- 1	 r'F 4 - 1	 MF 5 - 1
NF s	 1	 G1	 G2C1	 G1G?G3 G1^'2G3G4
4
Direct substitution of the values from Table 2.3.2-1 yields the
following expressions for system noise factor in each case:
Case I
x NFsl = NIF 1
 +G LL1 LL 	 + G L L L L [ r3 ll +1 P1 1 2 3	 1 P1 1 2 3
U ;
} G G L 1L L L–[L I,^L,. - 11 +1 3 P1 1 2 3 P2
-r,1-
1	 .,
+ G 1G 3 LP1 LP2L 1 T^ 2L 3 L f T'': [r-1' J	 1 l
Case II
lip 
s2' 11F 1 + rl (L  L L -- 1] +	 T 
1L	 (i'?^'3	 1) +
1 P1 1 ?	 ^'1 P1 1`'?
+
1	 I— - 1 1
 +G1G3LPiL1L2 'LP2L3I':tL5 
1
+ G1G3LPiLF2LIA.'2L3L4L5 TFF
5 - Z)
Case III
MFs3 
2'- NF 1 + C [L 1L - 1) + G L1 L [-'F3 - 13 +1 P1 1	 1 Pi 1
+ G G L„ L [L ,L L L,L - 11 +1 3i 1 P^ 2 3
	 5
1
+ G G L L LL,LLL [I\7F5 - 1)1 3 P1 P2 1 4 3 4 5
I v, I
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Case IV
NF,s 
^ = or 1 + G1 [ L-? •- - 1) + G---^ -- [ f!r 3 - 1) +1 P1	 l A l
+ G G 1L (LL L 
1 
L LET, ^. 
1 ) +
1 3 P1 P. 1 2 3. 5
	
+ CGL L iLLLL	 ^'r''r '• 1)13P1P212 3'! L 5
Y	 In Figure 2.8.2-2 these four equations leave ripen plotted asI
functions of the amplifier noise figure using the assumod values:
G1 = G3 = 23 dL
y	 Lr^l = LP2	 1	 L„ - L	 Ln -- L^ w 5 c.".}',
e
In Figure 2.8.2-3 system excess noise temperature has
been platted as a function of amplifier not^e figure using
Case IV as a standard. In other words, Figure 2.,1.2--3 repre-
sent:s the difference in °K between Cases IV ane IIT, IV and II,
and finally IV and 1.
examination of these sets of curves show that either
Case II, III or IV is sr1tis£actory from the system noise
point of view. However, Case II is utilized because it is
considerably less complex.
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2.8.3 Site Noise Considerations
Because the background noise temperature TB is relatively
large compared to the receiver noise temperature te r , improve-
ments in receiver noise performance will have only a second
order effect on the overall system noise temperature. However
even when TB >TR , T  has a large effect on the effective noise
of band comparison experiments. System noise performance can
be improved by careful site selection and seriously degraded
by a high interference environment. Local ^.FI conditions are
of primary importance and the final site selected for the 50 db
array should be shielded from unwanted frequency interference
or be located in a remote area free of man--made noise. Section
7.1 gives the details of recent surveys of potential sites.
rl Campo, Texas is over 125 miles from the nearest co-
channel TV station. At this distance and I ,ecause dipole
elements are close to the ground, little interference difficulty
is to be expected. Indeed, experience with the existing
dipole antenna (128 dipole 75 P:Hz narrow bent: system) con-
firms this conclusion because to date no interferring signals
near 75 MfIz have been observed with this system. Iiowever,
with a directive yagi antenna which has been used to conduct
an RFI survey several weak signals near 75 MHz have been
observed. In general, average man--ma-de noise is low due to
the remoteness of the site.
The existing 38 MEz array has experienced RFI interference
caused by ionospheric bounce on certain occasions when solar
-85-
activity was very high. At 75 MHz this effect will not occur
because the ionosphere is not highly reflective in this frequency
range. The 38 1!'9Iz array. when transmitting, is also a source
of potential interference. In a recent test of the 75 Hz
narrow band dipole array, the onlj obsez°vable effect due to thee
38 MHz transmissions was an increase of about 1/2 dh in over-
all system noise. This is surprisinty ly shall considering the
close proximity of the 500 KT transmitter operating near the
first sub-harmonic of the 75 ;°11z array. ?)wring the critical
periods of the Sunblazer tracking operations the solar
radar will not transmit and therefore no interference from
the existing 38 tu'z system is expected.
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CHAPTER 3
	
> `	 3.0 REALIZATION OF THE 50 db ARRAY
The qoverning design philosophy for the 50 db array
is to: ( 1) design and construct a pilot array, (2)
thoroughly test this pilot array, an(^ ( 3) based on these
tests finalize the design and construct a large array
	
'	 by joining these self -contained pilot units together
to obtain the desired system gain. The array electronic
system concept has been presented in Section 2.3.4.
In this Chapter, we will detail the signal combining
system in regard to types of cables and components,
the number of circuits for each of the three arrays,
pilot, expanded and 50 db system. The detail circuit
7
i
description, i.e. component and transistor types, used
in laboratory experiments is given in Section 5.
3.1 Pilot Array
a
3.1.1 Pilot Array General Consideration
The radio eAergy incident upon the dipoles of the
double tee element is combined by means of a cable and
mercury switch phasing system. As shown in Figure 2.2-1,
-F7--
the cables which connect the dipoles to swimming points
a and b and the 75 ohm Phasing cab]Qs are of the R.G.
11 A/U type. The three-quarter wavelength matching
transformers and the output cables are of the RG
8 A/U cable type. Vie 100 ohm phasing cable is cur-
rently constructed of RG 62 A/U (G o
 = 93 ohm), but a
larger cable, similar to i<.G 133 should be used in the
final array. The output of the double tee element is
supplied to a low noise broadband amplifier.
The outputs from the field amplifiers are returned
to a central electronics enclosure via a direct burial
aluminum sheathed cable. This cable, Poamflox, is ma nu.
factured by Phelps bodge Corp. and the ecomr:iende:i type
is FXA-38-5011. The phase-temperature stability is
25 ppm/°C and the attenuation is 0.7 dU per 100 feet at
75 Aft. The cost of Foamflex is ;x'257/1000 Feet and
connectors are available at approximately $7 each. The
final system uses only a limited numt.:er of connectors
because most field interconnections are hard wired.
Therefore, the relatively high cost connectors for Foam-
flex are not expected to add significantly to overall
system cost. Trenching is required to insure relatively
constant operating temperature and resulting phase
stability for all buried cables.
The Foamflex cable returns the R.F. signe.ls
 to a
central electronics enclosure which houses all the R.F. and
L._._
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control circuiLs required to coherently sum the received
signals. In 'Fable 3.1.1-1 these circuits are listed
according to type and number required for the pilot array.
A grief statement of the major circuit specifications
is also given in the table. Table 3.1.1-2 surtunarizes
the number of circuits required for each array. Table
3.1.1-3 gives a sununary of the various system components.
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Quantities for Ll Campo System
PILOT
Field RF Anplif ur	 64
Time Delay 1W	 16
Time: Delay 2X
	 8
Time Uelay 3Y (Plus amp.) 	 4
Time Delay 4Z	 4
Time Delay 5T
	 2
Power Supply	 1
Logic Digital Control Circuit 1
EXPANDED PILOT	 50 db
	
1024	 8960
	256 	 2240
	128 	 1120
	64 	 560
	
	
560
	32 	 280
	16 	 140
	
	
140
TABLE 3.1.1-2
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TABLE 3.1.1-3
Number of Number of Number of Number of
System 'Type	 Dual Double Mercury Field Central
Tee Elements Switches Amplifier Enclosures
1Pilot	 32 4,18 64
Expanded	 512	 7163	 1321	 16
40 dry
50 db	 4480	 61720	 8960	 140
3.1.2 Testing Considerations
The primary reason for the construction of a pilot
array is to obtain engineering data on design and perform-
ance problems such as amplifier and phase shifter uniformity,
mutual coupling effects precis: antenna gain, losses, etc.
that cannot be precisely calculated. An exact determination
of such effects will be made as the array is constructed
and tested. The theoi:utical performance including gain
and effect of grating lobes end mutual coupling will
be experimentally verified. Thkj reliability of the fi o .d
electronics will be determined under za ,, tual weather and
working conditions.
After the array is constructed an overall evaluation
will be made by using known celestial so.., -aes . Cassiopeia,
Cygnus, and the Sun may be used for the pilot array,
and Virgo, Taurus, and several others including pulsating
sources may be used to test the 40 ub array.
3.2 Expanded Array
3.2.1 General Comments
Since the pilot array is completely self-contained,
i.e. it is designed as a "module", an increase in array
effective aperture may be obtained by adding pilot array
modules to realize the desired gain. Two pilot modules
G
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will yield a gain improvement of 3 db, four modules will
result in 6 db improvement, etc. For the Sunblazer
engineering payload, the required minimum receiving
system gain which will provide satisfactory telemetry and
tracking data is about 40 db which can be realized by
expanding or adding 15 pilot arrays as indicated in
Figure 3.2.1-1. A summary of the antenna system character-
istics for the expanded array is given in Table 2.3.3.1.
A breakdown of system components is given in Table 3.1-3.
3.2.2 Expanded 40 db !gray Electronics
Each of the pilot array outputs are returned to z
central building. The electronic circuits for each of
the 16 pilot arrays are identical to the system described
above, but additional el.e ,-tronics to shift the phase
of the R.F. signal from each pilot and sum the results
must be constructed.
Figure 3.2.2-1 shows a block diagram of the electronic
system to shift the phase and sum the signals. As for
the pilot, the signal energy from adjacent segments is
summed in pairs, then the two pairs are sunuled and finally
the columns are treed together to form one output per
polarization.
The time delay networks W', X;, Y', and Z' are identical
in design to those of the pilot array (W. X, Y, and Z)
except that extra stages of cable loops are added to
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accommodate increased delay resulting from the fact that
the signals come from phase centers whic'z are more widely
separated in physical distance.
3.2.3 Testing
Each segment of the expandcd array will be tested
individually as an antenna in a similar manner as the
original pilot section, and then the resulting sum will
be characterized for gain, noise figure, benmwidth,
bandwidth, etc:. The central buildin g, (control center) for
the array will contain the necessary equipment to
i
operate; i.e. steer, receive, record signals, etc. from
the Sunblazer engineering shot. System no-J.se
 performance
will be evaluated and necessary changes-in the electronic
system organization will be made at this time, if required
(see Section 2.5.3 for a discussion of the system trade-
offs).
n
3.3 50 db System
The experience gained in the electronic system design,
element design, mutual coupling effects, construction
and test of both the expanded array and pilot system
would provide an excellent foundation for the realization
of the 50 db array. Design difficulties encountered in
expanding the 40 db system into a 50 db array should be minimal.
k
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The orderly growth and expansion procedure will minimize
the likelihood of any fundamental problem remaining
unsolved prior to the construction of the final system
and therefore the cost of realizing the final 50 db system
would largely be in materials and services. These items
will be purchased to specifications, which are currently
in preliminary form, 'gut whicf,. are to he fina,liz :d
during the construction and test. of the pilot and expanded
array systems.
The 50 db array concept and layout is shown in
Figure 2.3.3-2. It consists of 140 pilot systems arrayed
in a physically square: 1^1 x 10 matrix. The outputs of
each of the pilot array is returned to central building
which houses all tie higher level phasing circuits, mono-
pulsing, receiving and ccritrol sul;systems, the 140 field
enclosures and amplifiers located at each double tee
will be similar to the circuits describ .sd in this report.
-.:he final designs will be modified by the experience
gained in the 40 db system construction, especially in
regard to, site, hardening, environmental cerlside.rations,: and
.installation procedures.
a
The delay and summation: circuits for the higher
level signal combining system have not as yet been designed.
Additional study is required here to optimize the signal
combining system to reduce the effect of phasing errors, at
the higher levels, on side lobe and grating lobe pattern
structure.
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3.4 Site Installation and Testing
3.4.1 Installation Requirements
After the site has been selected and preliminary
surveying done, the first task in constructing the array
is to level the land. When the ground is used as a
reflecting screen, its flatness and roughness affect the
antenna characteristics. The rms deviation of ground
level should be no more than six inches over the entire
plot, except for a few well placed drainage ditches.
The use of an artificial ground screen may change this
r
requirement.
Ground excavation is expensive and care should be
taken in selecting the site so that a minimum amount of
`	 excavation is required. A 16-acre lot was excavated4	 P
at L1 Campo with a bulldozer and maintainer so that the
plot is now flat with an rms deviation of about 0.2
foot about a plane with a slope of zero in the east-•rest
direction and a slope of 1/10u0 toward the south.
Initially, the plot was flat except for a 9 inch ridge
along the center. This excavation work cost u-. a
little less than $2,000 which is a reminder that ground
flattening is expensive even for rockless, relatively flat,
ground.
ILIX"
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Other -items of-ground preparation may include a
road and perhaps a fence around the plot. Also some thought
must be given to the type of ground cover that is to be
used. A ground cover is needed to prevent mud, dust,
and erosion. Gravel, shell, or crushed rock would be
satisfactory but is expensive. most grasses would require
some type of mowing either by a mechanical mower or by
animals such as sheep. The antenna will not be usable
when a gasoline driven mower is mowing in the field. A
mower with an electric induction motor might ae sat-
isfaCtory provided its silhouette is loco enough so that
it can mow under the dipoles. Another problem with the
grass is the fire hazard during the winte-:time. however,
the danger of fire can be reduced if proper precautions
are taken. A type of grass called Ophiopogon Japonica
is evergreen and requires no it ►owing. It has been used
in some areas at the El Campo site. However this grass
is probably too expensive at 5^/ft 2 . The around-cover
solution will probably be a native: grass which is controlled
with mowing and with herbicides. Ierbicides exist and
have been used in El Campo that do such things as kill
the weeds without killing the grass, slog
 the growth of
all plants, and prevent seeds from germinating.
The next task in the construction of the array is
the installation of the posts that support the dipoles.
These posts may either be aluminum or treated wood.
Treated wood posts are easier to work with and are cheaper,
U'
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and have lifetimes of at least 20 years.
Over 1000 creosoted Fir posts have been in use for
9 years at Ll Campo and none have railed. About 500
pentachlorophenal treated yellow pine posts have been in
I I
	
	
service for 6 years and none of them have failed. The
pentacholorophenol preservative is more pleasant than the
creosote to work with. The posts should be pressure
treated by the supplier, but the buyer should have samples
tested to be sure the proper amount of preservative was
a added. A U.S. Forest Service test on 9G pertachlorophenal
yellow pine posts showed only one failure clue to decay
after 22 years of service. (See "Comparison of Wood
t
Preservatives in Mississippi Post Study, 1--61 Progress
Report," January, 1361, No. 1757, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Foresu Service.)
An accurate surveying job is required for the -r?lacement
of the posts. No posts should be placed more than six
,.
inches from its ideal location. Tr_-enc=ies for the under-
round cables also should be accurately du4	 Y g and records
kept of their location. Posts can be easily and quickly
installed by having a tractor with an auger dig a post
hole about three feet deep. Tide post is then inserted
and the hole backfilled with sand. These suggested
7
procedures have been used at Fl Campo.
The first cables installed should be for the 110
volt power outlets which should be distributed well over
1
w
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the entire plot. These cables should be followed by the
installation of the control cables, the R.F. cables,
and the aluminum power cables for the transmitting
devices. Communication lines should also he installed
I
	 in the same trenches. The phase length of each R.F.
cable should be accurately measured, preferably with an
admittance bridge. A time-domain refloctometer can be
used provided a standard cable is used as a pattern and
frequent checks are made with the standard cable. After
all lines are installed the trenches should be covered, the
ground surface smoothed, and grass planted.
The R.F. amplifier gill likely be supplied with
the flexible harness attached. If so, these should
be installed after the other cables.
The next task to perform is the installation of
electronics which includes the central amplifiers and
the phase shifters. This task will require electronic
technicians whereas much of the installation requires
un3killed labor. The receiving amplifiers should be
placed under the ground, but the Power amplifiers should
be placed above the ground for ventilation.
Finally, the dipoles are installed on the posts and
lead cables attached to the dipoles. Any ground screen
cables should be installed just before the dipoles.
over a period of five years various experimental
dipoles and mounts have been time and weather tested at
1
4^
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E1 Campo. ?1 very strong yet lightweight dipole is a
section of 1 1/2" x 0.050" wall tubing. This can be
fully supported by a wooden dowel which has been impregnated
with paraffin, and which attaches directly to the post.
These wooden mounts have excellent weathering properties
and have resistances no lower than one megohm even during
a rain. Many have been in service at El Campo for
several years. A tool has been designed and used for
quickly inserting the dipoles onto the mount. 'lost
a
	 plastic mounts deteriorate in the sun, and are more
expensive.
A balun is not needed for a half-wave dipole. This
is especially true when the dipole is one-fourth wave-
,
length above ground. None of the several El Campo
arrays have baluns. Two forme: arrays did, but the
performance was no .)etter due to the balu,Is. An extensive
a
series of impedance measurements were made at 75 MHz
on a dipole with and without a balun. For this series
3
of tests, various length feed lines were used. The
feed lines were better matched to the dipoles withoutr
baluns. The reason for this was the self inductance
of the short length of wire used to connect the balun
to the dipole. The reason no balun is needed for the
half-wave dipole is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1-1.
The impedance of a single long line is several hundred
ohms, and the impedance of a line that is partially shorted
LJ
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at one- Tuarter wavelength is much larger, whereas the
impedance of one-half the dipole is 37 ohms.
The two cross-polarized dipoles may be Mounted on
the same post, one or two inches above the other. Uith this
arrangement the measured coupling between the two dipoles
4	
is about 25 db down, which is very good.
3.4.2 Site Testing_
The testing of each amplifier should be done as the
amplifier is installed and before the lead-in cables are
attached to the dipoles. During this phase of testing,
the gain and phase shift of each amplifier is checked.
After the installation is completed, checking consists of
determining only whether or not each amplifier is func-
tioning at all. This is easily done by radiating a
small signal from a generator in the vicinity of each
dipole and observing the outputs at some central location.
In the pilot array at El Campo, weak amplifiers and
faulty cables were easily aad quickly found 10y exciting
each dipole with a small hand-held transmitter. The
response was heard on a receiver at the array output.
With a little experience the technician soon became
proficient with this procedure. There were several
variations in this general method that worked equally
well. A more precise method of checking the gain and
11
i. I
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phase shift of each field unit in the pilot array involved
the sending of a reference signal into the field over
a standard cable. A sample of the input signal triggered
an oscilloscope at the control center that also monitored
the array output. The relative gain and phase shift
were then dire c tly on the oscilloscope. This procedure
works well, but is time consuming and hopefully will not
be needed in the final array.
The testing and calibration of the complete array will
be done using standard celestial radio sources. The
sources Cassiopeia A, Cygnua A, Virgo A, and Tamus A will
be used for the 192 element pilot array. For the 50 db
array, there exist more than 500 sources that r;tay be
used for checking the gain and beam position without
integration. About 25 sources will be of sufficient
intensity for the 40 db array. Cassiopeia: and Cygnus
were extensively used in testing the narrow-band pilot
array. The 50 db array will be divided into 140 separate
"bays" each of which may be controlled separately from
the central building so that the gain and beam pointing
characteristics of each bay can be periodically monitored
using Cassiopeia and Cygnus. This monitoring may be done
automatically by a computer upon command.
The gain and positional accuracy of the 1024 element,
38.2 MHz array at E1 Campo is periodically checked
using celestial radio sources. This has proven to be
much better than a signal source flown by a high-altitude
1
[_I; I .
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aircraft, which was used on several occasions. The cosmic
noise from this array is continually recorded on a continuously
moving paper chart to keep a check on gain, line losses,
etc. The galactic maximum which appears daily around
1800 local sidereal time is especially useful for this
purpose, and no doubt will be also for the 50 db array,.
(See Figures 7.2-6 and 7.2-7.)
11hen the 1024 dipole, 38.2 iiT'z array was constructed
at E1 Campo, it had not been preceded by a pilot array.
rs This was a mistake because many details of design and
construction had to be worked out after the 1024 elements
z
were in place. mhis was a much More difficult task than
it would have been had only 128 or 256 elements been used
initially as a pilot system. It is this experience that
leads us to say, unequivocally, that it is wise .'to first
construct a pilot system for any antenna array for which
an identical model has not previously been constructed.
In addition to receiving, the 38.2 "Alz array also
a
transmits 50OKW of power. When one of the 1024 elements
arcs under power, it incapacitates the entire array for
protection purposes. Within the first year after the
a
array was constructed, such an arc was usually found
within five minutes in spite of the fact that the array
{
consists of eight bays.	 The trouble-shooting success
with this array is due largely to three things: (1)
knowing the probability of various failure modes,
----
	 ---------
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(2) experience with various fault - finding procedures
for the particular antenna, and (3) using the power-of-two
elimination rule.
Experience with the narrowband antenna at E1 Campo
has convinced us that the testing and trouble-shooting
features will not be as great as were expected initially.
The best insurance against trouble is the proper design
and installation of the antenna in the beginning, and the
solving of practical problems in the pilot array stage.
3.4.3 Expansion for Transmitter Capability
The addition of a transmitting facility can be added
for less cost if plans are made for it in the beginning.
3 .
The best procedure is to install both the receiving and
transmitting features simultaneously. however, a satifactory
procedure would be to install only part of the transmitting
0
feature as the receiving system is installed. ror
example, the installation of the secondary voltage busses
for the transmitter should be installed with the other
cables because all the trenches should be dug r1uring a
given phase of construction. A complete description of the
proposed transmitter facility is given in Section 7.6.
3.5 References
1. R.H. Baker, J.V. Harrington, W.T. Higgins,
J.C. James, "History and Design Summary of Sun-
blazer P'nased 1_rray, CSR. Septen-her 1^58.
(Internal Memorandum).
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C11APTER 4
4.0 BEAM POINTING AJD CON'T'ROL CONSIDLRATIO^lS
In this section the method by which main beam scanning
is accomplished is presented. Ancillary data relating to
tracking requirements and th-arefore the array control is also
presented.
4.1 General System Requirements and Constraints
Beam positioning (tracking) is but one function of a
much larger, but as yet not completely defined computer
operated system. The major functions of this system are:
a
1) Generation and distribution of phase angle control
signals to the sub-array modules (i.e., the 140 pilot
systems in the 50 db array).
r	
2) Station, keeping such as array test, fault isolation,
local time dignal generation, etc.
3) Correlation receiver control including frequency
and time estimation.
L	 4) Adaptive pattern analysis including side lose
reduction.
5) Spacecraft acquisition.
a.
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6) Other computations such as data reduction which are
accomplished during "off peak hours".
This section is primarily concerned with items (1) and
(5). The correlation receiver, item (3), is briefly described
in the Sunblazer Documentation (January 1969) and items (2),
(4) and (6) are currently being studied.
For discussion the general tracking requirement is a
two hour per day viewing time at L1 Campo. This corresponds
to an east-west scan of about +15° daily, and a declination
scan angle range of 6° to 52° annually. Last.-west scanning
and the higher level declination scanning is obtained by the
time delay system. At the element level, the declination
scan is obtained with manual mercury switches located at
each element.
An important item is the rate at which the tracking
angles change. During the daily tracking of the spacecraft,
the approximate rate of change of the east-west view angle
is 15° per hour. Since the array beam width is .5 0 , the
target moves through the beam in about 1/30 of an hour.
Therefore, rephasing of the array should occur about once
every 15 seconds. A minimum of six digital numbers are
required to steer the array. This corresponds to a relatively
slow computation for the computer and is well within the
capability of the smallest commercially available computer.
The problem of repositioning ( daily acquisition) has
not been fully investigated, but the mid-day angular position
..... 	 II.
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of the spacecraft changes very slowly from day to day. This
point is illustrated in encounter profiles given in Figures
4.1-1 through 4.1-6 which snow the differential declination-
right ascension angles for the Sunblazer spacecraft in a 3/4
year orbit as a function launch data. The circular points
indicated on the profile path are 10 days apart. These
curves show that during the period of superior conjunction
the rate of change of both the differential right ascension
and declination change about 0.1 0
 per day.
If all other launch parameters are assumed constant,
then the spacecraft-sun encounter profile is a function of the
launch date. It is pointed out in Section 2.8 that peak
solar noise entering the system via the antenna site lobes
and grating lobes may cause system blackout. The amount of
W
peak solar noise will be a function of launch date, since the
array side lobe structure will, in general, be different
for each encounter profile. However, the side lobe structure
of the array pattern which determines the amount of peak
noise, is a function of array organization and control. Ad--
i ditional study of the relationships between the encounter
profile and noise characteristics of the array system is
required.
4.2 Phased Angle Generation and Distribution
u
	
	
The amount of time delay required at each 14 db element
depends upon the beam pointing position and the array geometry.
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Depanding on the system organization, "Christmas tree feed"
or "parallel'* feed as outlined in Section 3, combining is
initially accomplished by delaying signals from adjacent 14 db
elements and then summing coherently. In the regularly
spaced, echelon, array considered here, the time delay is
a function of the spacing between the adjacent 14 db elements,
and the Ream pointing angle. Therefore, the time delay at
all the first level combining points (i.e. the "w" networks)
are the same, and one four-bit number per polarization will
control all of th•:_-se 2240 first level time delay circuits.
The "x" networks combine the outputs from adjacent pairs
of sources. For a given beam angle, the required time delay
in the "x" networks is twice that of the"w" networks because
the signal here comes from please centers that are twice V -1c,
separation of the individual 14 db elements. The "x" net- 	 A
works therefore require a five fit I^ontrol signal or an extra
bit over that of •Lire "w" networks. However, the first four
Lit:s of the "x" network control is identical to that of the
"WO network. By continuing the symmetry argument, it can
be shown that subsequent (higher level) control numbers are
related to the "w" and "x" network cont-::ol numbers and con-
.,
sequently only three numbers are: required to unambiguously
control the array. Essentially one number controls declination,
one number controls east-west scanning of the array, and the
third number accounts for the .445A dispiasement between adjacent
columns. The 'win-Tee to Twin-Tee phasing is described in
i"
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Section 2.4.1. When the array is utilized in a sub-divided
mode, i.e. into four separate independent quadrants for
closed loop tracking (monopulsing), then each of these sub-
arrays must be independently controlled. In this case, a
dual polarized array requires 24 control numbers.
Some aspects of array control are being further studied
because an analysis of the "tree" organization (see Section
2.5.3) indicates a more nearly optimum lobe structure for
solar noise rejection may be attained with parallel phasing
(see Section 2.4.2), for which the distribution of control
signals would be somewhat modified.
-110-
CIIAPTLR 5
5.0 PILOT ARRAY ELECTRONICS SUBSYSTLA
In this section design details, including schematic
diagrams of representative electronic circuits will
be given. lie will start with a description of the
mercury switch, located at each Double Free, and proceed
through the amplifier, time delay, logic: and power supply
circuits. Operating data along ^^ith circuit specifications
is presented. Section 7.3 gives a master list of all
circuit drewings and hardware used in the electronic
system.
5.1 liercury Switch
5.1.1 Design Approach
The resultant pattern of the 14 db element is more
directive than the individual component dipoles and
therefore the individual dipole elements must be phased
to accommodate chanjes in declination. For this reason,
mercury switches are used to insert or remove phasing
cables in the signal path within the Double Tee configuration.
Physically, in the Double Tee element, one 3/8A0 and one
-111-
7/8x 0
 delay circuit may be located near point a,
(Figure 2.2-1) while one 3/8A 0
 delay circuit -nay be
located near point b.
A schematic diagram of the 7/8x 0
 phasing network,
=	 which nclutic n s double pole double trtrow switching
network is shown in Figure 5.1.1-1. The double pole
double throw switcri permits element scanning in both
the northerly and southerly directions. The mercury
switches shown here, S 1 to S11 are hermetically sealed
in glass tubes having sealed-in electrodes and containing
M
a quantity of mercury which makes or breaks contact when
the switch is tilted through a small angle. The tubes
are filled with an inert gas which acts as an arc suppressor
'n high current 	 li	 g	  app ications..
The operation of the phasing system is as follows:
when switches S 1 and S 2
 are in position ADD input A is
delayed with respect to input L, and when switches S1
and S2 are in position BDA input B is deliced with
respect to input A. Time delay increments are obtained
by the setting of switches S 3 and S 11 and depending on
the state (on or off) of f"ese switches any time delay
a
from 0 to 7/8a may be obtained. Lach group of three
switches S 3 , S 4 , S 5 ; S 6 , S 7 , S o ; and S91 S10' `'ll control
the delay sections in a binary manner. For .xample,
when S 4 i^ open switches S 3 and S 5 are closed, a time
delay corresponding to a/3 is obtained. Ire the proposed
_V.
O
2
Or.
--c
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r
a
large array, the switching function may .>e ai , tui:tatell by
the use of mercury relays.
5.1.2 Performance Characteristics
Themeasured variations in V^t?R ~i ► .i uelay time for
the phasing circuit is shown in Tablo 5.1.2-1.
TABLE 5.1.2-
Time Delay VS!-'7R
a/f3 1.25
1.22
3 xA 1. 1),
A/2 125
5 A/8 1.30
3 A/4 1.19
7 x/8 1.19
P
Phasing accuracies better than 5° are readily obtained.
The small excess phase clue to the mercury si:ji i:cii is
compensated for by the ,foreshortening of the length
of the delay cables. The switch shunt capacity is about
.6 pr which corresponds to an isolation of 37 db. The
actual measured isolation for a typical single pole switch
is 34 db.
x
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Insertion loss was measured at high (40 watt:) and
low (microwatt) power levels and in both cases the measured
insertion loss per switch was much less than .j. c?a (it is
very difficult to accurately measure very low losses).
The switch performance at highpower levels is important
t	 because the addition of the transmitting function to
I
	
	 the array will require high power switching at the dipole
level and the mercury switch appears to be a good choice
to perform this function.
7
5.2 R.F. Amplifier Design
a
5.2.1 Design Approach
For a dual polarization 50 db antenna system,
approximately ten thousand Z.F. amplifiers are required.
In production quantities, amplifier cost is a prime
consideration. Also amplifier performance such as gain
and phase stability, noise figure, packaging and reliability
impose requirements which increase cost. The following
r
sections describe an amplifier developed by the Center
for Space Research specifically for use in this array
because an acceptable low cost amplifier is not available
as an ''off-the-shelf" item.
The R.F. amplifier provides (1) signal gain at each
3
element to maintain antenna noise figure below 5 db and
1
A
U"
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(2 ) band lin,i.ti•J1g. 'over' the' 70 I1:1z to • -80 r1itz. frequency
range. Cable losses between the antenna element and
amplifier degrade the system noise performance. In
order to minimize these losses the amplifier should be
located as close to the element as possible. Additional
system noise considerations are presented in Section 2.8.
The amplifier is located close to the antenna element,
accordingly packaging and power distribution is a problem.
For example, if the amplifier is located alliove the ground,
it will be
than if it
r
subject to
packaging.
moderate t,
subj , cted to wider temperature variations,
is buried. However, a buried amplifier is
water immersion which complicates the amplifier
As a practical matter, the advantage of
amperature variations has been judged to be
worth the added packaging complexity.
v
	
	
The amplifier requires a regulated 1 5; volt D.C.
source, which is supplied to the field amplifiers via
the center conductor of the amplifier R.F. output cable.
A filter network at the amplifier output separates the
R.F. and D.C. voltages. The power fuse iz located in
the central electronics enclosure so it is easy -co replace.
This power distribution system aids in installation and
trouble shooting since every amplifier in each pilot
array may be tested from a central point.
A block diagram of the amplifier showing the input
matching network, transistor, widebund output transformer,
i.-
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biasing networks and three section Butterworth bandpass
filter buffered by a T pad is given in Figure 5.2.1-1.
In this circuit, a Germanium transistor is used in tie
common emitter configuration. This : iotorola type :L15000
device was selected because of its desirable character-
istics namely, low noise, high gain and low cost. The
maximum allowable operating temperature (100°C) is well
above the estimated maximum operating temperature (40°C)
for the amplifier environment.
Another scheme that was evaluated utilized a
Butterworth filter at the amplifier input. Input
filtering is desirable because the high level, out of
band, signals are attenuated before they mix in the
transistor base emitter ;unction and because of this
attenuation, the level of the spurious in-band signals
is reduced. However, the filter insertion loss will
increase system noise figure by about 1 db. This approach
has been discarded in favor of ti:e one show y ► in Figure
5.2.1-1 where the filter is in the amplifier output circuit.
This approach is satis factory because the expected site
RFI envirorcrtent is low (see Section 2.8.3).
5.2.2 Amplifier Performance
A variety of measurements have been made with the
circuit. of Figure 5.2.2-1, the results of which are
a
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summarized in Table 5.2.2-1. In general, noise figure
and gain have not been a problem. Typical measurements
show that a noise figure of less than 3 db is easily
obtained. The inherent gain of the transistor is
23 db while net circuit gain is approxAmately 17 db.
Figure 5.2.2-2 shows the normalized gain versus frequency
function of several representative amplifiers. The shape
of this curve (band limiting) is pri,11arily determined
by thet',:Butterworth• filter. The meas!areu ga n is flat
to within ±1/2 dr. over the 70 to 30 Aliz frequency band.
Differences in gain, phase, and time delay between
amplifiers will degrade array performance. To minimize
these difference4 gain and phase trimming adjustments
"r
are provicieci (Figure 5.2.2-1). Capacitor C 5 controls
7	 the amplifier gain over a 4 (.?b iange, and capacitor C7
provides for a phase adjustment up to 20 0
 in the amplifier.
Figure 5.2.2-3 shows the prase- frequency characteristic
of an amplifier for several settings of the phase adjust-
ment. «tote that the slope of all three curves is approximately
the same which is an important consideration in the measure-
ment characterization of circuit time delay.
In order that a. network reproduce nonsinusoidal
signals without distortion all the signal frequency components
must be equally delayed. Since time delay of a network is
the derivative (wit'' respect to frequency) of the phase-frequency
function, a linear phase-frequency curve is required for
--117-
Gain:	 @ 75 Rfiz 1; dig rain
Noise Figure:	 2.7 db max 2.5 db typical
V"WR :
Frequency Input MIR
70	 t-1H z 1.7 max
75	 1 111 z 1.3 max
80	 ::;iz 1.5 max
Gain Compression: -20	 db- 41 for 1 db gain compres-
sion and o13° phase shift
Power Supply: +15 v @ 4	 :pia
:I
Phase Shift Spread
Between Amplifiers; Frequency AOShift
70 1'T:id, 70
73 ^•:YI z 00
d0 I T1"{1:z 100
fi
Time Delay: 38 NS + 5	 TES
TABLE 5.2.2-1 Pleasured Amplifier, Characteristics
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distortionless transmission. The amplifier circuit given
in Figure 5.2.2-1 has a linear phase function over the
frequency bands of interest. Time delay measurements were
made by graphically differentiating the curves given in
5.2.2.3. These results are summarized in Table 5.2.2-2.
As shown, the maximwn observed time delay variation is 9
nanoseconds which is small compared -co the allowed limits
of 200 nanoseconds set for the system. This limit is chosen
to be small compared to the bit lengt;i of transmitted pulsesl
Nominal time delay is 38 nanoseconds. Approximately 22
nanoseconds of this i-s due to the Butterworth filter, while
the remainder is clue to device and other component delays.
5.2.3 T.4.I.T. P:;ased Array Amplifier Specifications
Signal Frequencies: 69.7200 P4Hz 4 . 500 I Hz
74,7000 ►-liiz + 500 I:Hz
79.6800 _IIIz + 500 Fliz
Gain:-, . 13 db + 1/2 db @ 74.7000 14111 with no operator adjust-
ment required.
Pand Pass: The gain between 69.2200 i ,IHz and 80.1800 MHz
shall be within + 1/2 db of the gain at 74.7000 MHz.
The gain at 60.08 1IIiz and 89.72 V111z shall be at
least -3 db with respect to the gain at 74.7000
MHz. For frequencies less than 60.08 IZIIz and
greater than 89.72 MHz the gain shall monotonically
decrease and the ratio between the 60 db bandwidth
and the 3 db bandwidth shall be not greater than
Noise Figure: < 3 db
Gain compression: The minimum input signal level for 1 db
gain compression shall be -16 dbDI.
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Input Impedance: nominal 500 VS M_ < 1.3:1
Output Impedance: Nominal 50Q VSWR < 1.3:1
Phase Shift Spread:, The phase spread between amplifiers
shall not exceed 22 0
 when Measured
at any input signal fre quancy (listed
above). This specification is il-
lustrated in Figure 5.2.3-1(A) for
further clarity. 'The measurement setup
is shown in Figure 5.2.3-1(B).
Time Delay Spread: The time delay spread between amplifiers
should satisfy the requirements outlined
in the following table. These specs are
illustrated in Figure 5.2.3-2 for further
clarification. The measurement setup is
shown in Figure 5.2.3-1(n).
Fre4uency (Mliz )
	 Time Delay (nanosecondO )
69.7200+500 KHz	 t 	 100 nanosec
74.7000+500 KHz
	 td` + 100 nanosec
79.6800+500 KHz
	 t., ^w 100 nanosec
u3 -
Cross Modulation: Cross modulation shall be measured using
the techniques described in References 1
and 2. The desired signal is 75 miiz at
a level of -40 dbl: (2.2 mv). The spurious
signal is 70 ,-IIiz and is 30% amplitude
modulated with 400 cps. The spurious
signal level for 1^s cross modulation shall
r	 be greater than -30 dbil (7 mv) .
Long •`berm! Effects: All specifications listed above must be
maintained for at least two years without
adjustment under field conditions.
Packaging: Approximate physical dimensions 2" x 3" x 5".
Enclosure suitable for direct earth burial
with a temperature range extending from 0°F to
140°F and maximum humidity of 100%. The input
signal connector must be compatible with 1RG8A/U
coaxial cable and the output connector must be
compatible with Phelps Dodge semi-rigid coaxial
cable type FXA-38-50H. The requireu. +15 V shall
be supplied through the center conductor of this
semi-rigid coaxial cable.
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Temperature Range: 0°F to 140°F
Supply Voltage: +15 V
Cross Uodulation
References: 1) L.F. McKeon; "Cross 2iudulationEffects in Single -Gate and Dual-
Gate 14os Field-Effect Transistors",
RCA Application 'dote AN-3435
2) Z1. Akgun; "Cross Modulation and
?ion Linear Distortion in RF
Transistor Amplifiers", IRE,
Transactions on Electron Devices
(October, 1959) pp 457-467
5.2.4 Packaging
The basis: packaging objective is to provide the amplifier
with a waterproof environment. In addition the packaging
design must be relatively inexpensive and easily implemented
on a production basis. The system outlined below satisfies
all these requirements.
In the design shown in Figure 5.2.4-1, the amplifier
printed circuit board is constructed with all components on
one side and the opposite side of t.:e printed circuit board
is a ground plane. After the components have been assembled
onto the board, a plastic cover approximately 2 x 3 x 1/2
inches is cemented to the board to enclose all of the components
except a short section of printed circuit line and several
lugs which are provided for input and output cable intercon-
nection. The printed circuit board and cover assembly is then
inserted into an aluminum electrical outlet box, as skiown in
Figure 5.2.4-1. This non-corrosive enclosure is inexpensive,
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and provides good R.F. shieleing and mechanical support for
the input and output cables.
After the printed circuit board and cover are inserted
into the box, the input anal output cables are hard soldered
to the printed circuit board lugs. 11echanical support for the
cables is maintained by a cable clamp and rubber grommet
assembly. Next STYCAS V- B
 encapsulant (manufactured by
Emerson Cummings) is pourer: into the box in order to water-
proof the entire assembly. The rubber grommets are used with
the cable clamps to prevent the encapsulant from leaking
before it cures. The completed unit is shown in Figure
5.2.4-2 along with the cable clamps. L^ote that the clamp used
has a split ring which is compressed around the aluminum
jacketed cable by means of set screws which insures good
electrical contact between the cable and the enclosure. This
technique is used because soldering or welding aluminum is not
practical. Finally inside the aox a ground strap connects
the amplifier ground to the enclosure.
Since the electronic components are inside the plastic
case, the effect of the encapsulating material on the amplifier
performance is minimum. The heat gerierate:i during the curing
process has caused some deformation of the plastic cover,
however, a plastic exhibiting a higher rielting temperature
should alleviate this condition. We are continuing to investigate
encapsulants having the properties of low exotherm and rapid
curing time. Material curing properties are especially important
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since the final assembly (i.e. Che paekagir;g operations)
must be accomplished at the site in a production type of
operation. At the present wr y. ^.ing the STYCAST V-B is the most
promising material.
5.3 Time Delay Circuits
5.3.1 Design Approach
As indicated in Figure 2,.3.4-1, there are five types
!	 of time delay circuits which are used to coherently combine
the signals from the Double-Tee elements within a pilot array.
ror purposes of analyzing time delay requirements, the aperture
may be considered an array of point sources and the element type
need not be specified. The spacing of the point sources and
the desired scan angle from the zenith deterraine the length
of the various delay lines. For reduction of undesirable grating
lobes the array elements have been spaced such that the physical
area occupied by each dipole is approximately equal to the
dipole electrical area.
In the system outlined in Section 2.3.4, the spacing
between the phase centers of the Double Tee elements is
1.780X. For a scan angle of 52° from the zenith, the
maximum time delay between these phase centers would be
(1.780X sin 52 0 ) or 1.40X. If the time delay increments
are adjustable in X/8 steps, then a four- ;pit network of
the 1W type, having a maximum delay of 1 7/8X is used which
-124_.
permits scanning almost to the horizon.
The inherent periodicity of the array geometry not only
simplifies the control of time delay circuits because all of
$^	 the W networks require the same time delay setti ng as a^!	 Y	 g
function of beam scanning angle, but also simplifies tiv_ design
of the time delay network. All of the time delay and summation
networks are basically the same. The only differences being
between the range of the time delay. For example, networks
W and Y have 1 7/8A maximum delay, while networks K and Z
have 3 7/8A maximuia delay. :letwork T has a 7 7/8A maximum
z
available delay.
5.3.2 Performance Details
The design of the W circuit shown in Figure 5.3.2-1 is
typical of all the time delay ,
 circuits. Basically, it consists
of a double: pole, double -throw K.F. switch, a switched delay
line and a summation network. T.I..e function of the double-pole,
double-throw switch is to permit either of the inputs to be
delayed with respect to the other input. This is a necessary
function because if the array is pointed in a southerly
direction then input B must be delayed with respect to-input A
and for a northerly direction then input A must be delayedp	 Y
with respect to input B.
The time delay is obtained in the switched delay line
sections. Circuit type 14 consists of four cables with
electrical lengths A, A/2, A/4 and A/a. These cables are
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switched in and out of the signal path as a function of the
desired array loot: angle. Schematic diagram 104-400023
shows two complete time delay and summation networks. Refering
to this diagram, if it is desired to have input A delayed with
respect to B (southern pointing array) and a signal delay of
X/2, the do inputs BDA, L5 out, L 4 ir., L 3 out, and L2
 out
are made positive 6V with respect to ground. All other control
inputs are held at ground potential. The R.F. signal from
input A, is switched directly into a fixed delay line and
goes to the coherent power corcibiner_ TOHJ-302I1. The R.F. signal
from input B. is connected to the delay line section where
diodes D 4 , D 6 , D $ , D10 , and D13 have been made to conduct by
the above selection if ac input voltages. When D 6
 and D O
 are
conducting, a delay of a/2 is given to the signal arriving
from input B. This signal is coherently combined in the power
combiner with the signal from input A. The signals from inputs
A2 and B2
 are summer: in the same manner.
`Typical performance curves for type '"I" networks are
shown in Figures 5.3.2-2, 5.3.2-3 and 5.3.2-4. There are
r
four delay line sections in circuit
	 ant:: therefore, the
delay from 0 to 1.75A occurs in 16 increments, The delay in
degrees as a function of the step number has been plotted in
Figure 5.3.2-2 closely approximate a straight line. The phase
error as a function of step number is plotted in 5.3.2-3 for
both halves of the network. Note that the maximum error is
about 7°. Finally Figure 5.3.2-4 shows the variation of signal
F-_
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amplitude for each half, of the circuit as a function of step
number. Here the nominal insertion loss is 5 tib and each
section has been compensated with a resistive pad to equalize
the amplitude response. Typical total variation in amplitude
is less than 1 db.
5.3.3 packaging
The central electronics enclosure for a pilot array,
contains five time uelay circuit board types: lW; 2X; 3Y;
4Z and 51. There are a total of 17 time del:t -1
 circuits for
each polarization which are distributed according to the
following table:
Circuit Soard Type	 IIumijor
	
16d	 3
	
2X	 4
	
3Y	 2
ry	 4Z	 2
	
5T	 1
The 1W, 2X and 3Y boards have two complete sets of time
delay circuits while the 4Z and 5T each have ore set. The
3Y board includes a stage of R.F. amplification to make up
for the insertion loss of time delay circuits 1W and 2X.
The 4Z and ST boards have only one time delay network due
to the increased volume required by the relatively long lengths
	
cable attached 	 Yof	 1to t ese boards.
-.127-
All of the time delay networks are packaged in ':he same
Iway. Single sideu circuitry is used throughout. All com-
ponents, except the long delay and interconnecting cables
are mounted on one side of the board. lh-a
 entire reverse
side of the board is utilized as a ground Mane except for
small regions opposite to the component land areas. The boards
are rectangular (9 inches x 10 inches) with a small (5 1/2
inches x 3 inches) cut out centered along the top edge.
Turret terminals are located near tiiis cutout, which provides
a channel for the D
`f
and interconnection
7
center conductor of
soldering the outer
connectors are used
.C. and control wires. The R.F. cabling
is accomplished by hard soldering the
the coaxial cable to a land area and
braid to two turret terminals. No
in the R.F. cabling system. The R.F.
cables which are coiled and tied on the ground plane side
of the board are held in place by an aluminum back plate
which is located about one inch from the ground plane. The
back plate is held in position by four stand offs. A
photograph showing this packaging arrangement is given in
Figure 5.3.3-1.
Electrically the layout is simple. All resistance,
inductance and capacitance values are standard preferred
values the only exception being the coherent power combiner
which is manufactured by Olektron Corporation of Dudley,Y
AAssachusetts. The land areas to which component solder
connections are made have been located on a rectangular grid
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J
1/4 inch x 1/2 inch.	 This type of layout has been designed
to aid in circuit assembly.	 V-ie circuits will function properly
when assembled to a higia quality "commercial practice" speci-
fication.	 There are no special or critical areas where: higher
grade assembly practice	 is	 requ.Xre.d.	 After the components
an^L cables have been mounted, but before the aluminum back
plate is added, the entire circuit is nipped in a radio
frequency lacquer (Amax A-27) manufactured by the Q-n ►ax
Corporation of Narlboro, New Jersey. 	 This substance protects
against oxidation and corrosion and has excellent R.F.
properties.	 Fiore details of the physical properties of Qmax
a
are given in Section 6.
5.3.4
	 Diode Switched Tinte Delay Circuit Specifications
A
Network Type
1W and 3Y 2X and 4Z
	 5T
Maximum Relative De13y
	 1 7/8 A 3 7/8 A	 7 7/8 A
Number of Delay Incrementsi 16 32	 64
Insertion Loss
	 4 db _+ 1/2 db 5 db + 1/2 dt 8 db
± 1/2 db
^	 U
For all circuit types:
E
Operating Frequency:
	 69.72 mHz + 500 miz
74.70 r.::iz + 500 KHz
79.68 mulz
	 500 KIIz
UA
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Time Delay Increments: 1.67 nsec + .42 nsec
Input Output Impedances: 50 ohms nominal V.S.W.R. = 1.3,1
Electrical Configuration: Two equal amplitude signals,
delayed up to the maximum relative
delay specified alcove, coherently
combined into one output. A
double-•pole, double -throw switch
(diode) must be included at the
input circuit as shown in
Figure 5.3.2-1.
Control Voltages: 6V @ 30 ma per delay line section plus
6V @ 50 ma for each double throw switch•
_:read. `ype 1W to be designed to permit
15 V @ 8 ma to be supplied to the field
amplifiers.
l
M	 5.4 Logic System Circuits
5.4.1 General Comments
In Section 4, it was shown how three digital numbers,
properly truncated, control each array polarization. In
this phased array design, the control numbers will be
transmitted from a central control building to the field
electronics via multi-conductor telephone cable as was done
for the presently existing narrow band 128 dipole pilot system.
Laboratory experiments using the 400 foot telephone cable
(Phelps Dodge catalogue no. EB025) have been used to simulate
the phase control link. The 50 db array would have 140 such
1
t' Va 4
••130-
1
control links which sends the command signals to the central
electronic enclosure where they are translated into time delays
for the various R.F. signals. The source of these commands
is not critical. Theyh  may originate from a small on-site
computer, like the PDP-8, or a special purpose control system.
In either case, the processing circuits at the pilot array level
will remain the same.
In the following two sections short descriptions are
given of (1) a manually operated array control system which
has proved to be useful in the test and debugging of the
various logic circuits and (2) the logic circuits which are
J
used at the pilot array level to control the field time delay
circuits.
5.4.2 Aanual Receiver Control
At the pilot array level, the three numbers required to
control the array are pulse sequences of variable length.
The manual control which generates the pulse sequences is
documented by drawings 104-80UC15, 104-400038 1 and 104-400037.
The overall systems block diagram shown in Figure 104-800015
indicates the various circuit functions that must be performed
in the control building, i.e. B+ control, repetition rate control,
beam directions, number selection, etc. The control function
essentially consists of generating 3 pulse sequences, the first
of which may be 0 to 15 pulses long, the second 0 to 31 pulses
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long and the third 0 to 63 pulses. These sequences are sent
to the central electronic enclosure where they control the various
time delay circuits.
The logic diagram for the generation of these sequences
`
	
	
is shown in Figure 104 -400038. It consists of a clock, count-
down chain, six stage counter, along with six gates and six
line driver circuits. The count-down chain provides the
basic repetition rate rontrol. The circuit is designed to
permit selection of three different rates at which the
central pulses are
	 '^	 	 generated. The clock pulses also give
A
the six stage counter and the gates. The outputs from the
counter and clock are logically combined in the gate circuits
to yield six output signals. These signals aro the pulse
sequences 2n where n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,. The manual receiver
control output numbers are obtained by combining the desired
number of output pulses from these six lines by means of
swi tchea .
This basic control system, only slightly modified,
has been used to control both the electronic time delay
circuits described in Section 5A and the phase shift
circuits used in	 type 12" elen ens; band dipole array
(Section 7.2 )". In bcLh cases the necessary circuits were
constructed from commercially available intcgrat.ed circuits.
r
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5.4.3 Digital Control
The pulses genera
are transmitted over a
electronics enclosure.
to drive the R . F. time
Circuits
ted by the central control system
buried telephone cable to the central
Mere they are processed and used
delay circuits. A block diagram of
this control circuit is shown in Figure 5.4.3-1. It consists
of a differentiator, power amplifiers, (drivers) counters,
driver gates, SCR drivers
Three Signals are require
into a unique time delay.
shown in Figure 5.4.3-1.
clear pulse arrives which
and an SCR power control c*.rcuit.
d to convert the pulse sequence
The format of these signals is
The control cycle begins when a
activates the SCR power control.
The function of this pulse is to momentarily remove the B+
voltage supply from th y. O►CR and thereby render all SCR's
non-conducting. Follewing the clear pulse the control
numbers (a sequence of n pu^ .ses defining a unique time delay)
are supplied to the differentiator. After amplification the
resultant series of pulses is supplied serially to the counter.
In this circuit, 4,5 and 6 bit counters (corresponding to
the length of pulse sequence) are used. Each counter has
a unique state for each pulse sequence, which is transferred
to the SCR drivers and hence the time delay circuits remain
in a given state until the next clear pulse arrives and
starts the cycle over again. The rate at which the array
is controlled is determined by the length of time interval
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between clear pulses which may be varied by a control clock
at the central building.
Th(: gates; register element and amplifiers are all
designed with standard commercial quality integrated circuits.
There are no special requirements with regard to speed or
power considerations imposed on these devices. However,
because of the large number of time delay circuits in
parallel, the SCR drivers must handle currents of the order
of an ampere. An SCR was selected precisely because of its
ability to switch high currents at relatively low device
cost. The complete circuit diagram of the digital control
circuit is given in 104-400036.
5.5 Power Supply
Power supply requirements are, of course, dependent
upon the size of the installation under consideration. In
T	 Pable 5.5-1 the power requirements are listed for a dual
j	 polarization pilot array (32 Double-Tee elements per
polarization). After consideration of the power levels
involved and the reliability that is required, we concluded
that the power supply could be a purchased unit.
Discussions withotential suppliers permitted us toP	 PP	 P
draw definite conclusions regarding size, cost and - es:ign
features available as options. Figure 5.5-1 shows the
installation scheme for the power supply. The main power
switch is located in the operators building. This switch
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TABLE 5.5-1
Power Supply Requirements for a Dual Polarization
I
	
Pilot Array Installation (32 Antenna T Elements per Polarization)
Power Requirements	 Application
+15V @ 2 1/2 Amps	 RF amplifiers and
SCR clear pulse amplifiers
+9V @ 15 Amps
	
SCR clear pulse amplifiers
+3.6V @ 1 Amp	 Integrated circuit logic
modules
i
I.
I
I
1
i
1
1
I
f/SV
6
2 % AMPS
10_9 v
4
S, ;MPS
I
POKERON,
0
POWER09190
rNREE POWER SUPPL DES MOUN TED ExrERNALLY
ro FIELD ELECTRON/C EIVC405URE
P/EL D OPERA TEDON • OrA' II
I =
I
I
I
ro
" P'/ELD POWER 5W/ 70C 
40 CA TED /N OPERA TOR
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e
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I =
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ENCLOSURE
PoWER 541PPL.V LAYOUT
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places A . C. excitation across the three power supplies.
They are externally mounted onto the field electronic
enclosure. This eliminates any thermal problems that might
arise from having the units enclosed with the phase shifters,
etc. It also alleviates a severe space restriction that is
caused by locating the power supplies within the central
enclosure. The containers must be designed to withstand
outside weather conditions. Investigation has shown that
the size to be ex, e^-tcd for suitable "off-the-shelf"
s	 power units will be about 10" x 5" x 5" each. Commercial
units having suitable voltage and current capabilities
and voltage tolerances less than +1% with respect to line
and load variations are readily available. Other features
e
such as automatic current limiting and transient suppression
networks are also available and a suitable combination of
options will be purchased to specification. This is very
important since all of the
s
could be destroyed quickly
transient conditions. For
R.F. amplifiers each of wh
requires +15 V. To insure
digital logic modules for example
under certain power supply
each pilot array there are 64
ich are buried in the ground and
that a possible short circuit in
one amplifier will not short the entire +15 V supply, thereby
shut ting down the system. Aach line that feeds individual
amplifiers is separately fused.	 Thus, if one amplifier
fails the rest of the system will continue to function.
-136-
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6.0
	 ,If:Ci:A—:ICAL AND L._.VI:tO'v ;L..'TAL C0.14SI'.)L^A.'I').:S
6.1 :..ystc:r. Packaging
The pri,.tary o.tJoc Live in j. ackaginq is to protect tae
:system frog=, tie enviror,Anent at a roasona'Ae cost. r.:ie --sign
concepts presented in t„is section are tke rc!3ults of a length•
stuLiy of all t,.e various aspects of the. array fro-. ;jperforii,ance
tl:rouy.. reliaLility. ,.Ai ditionally, t:tc r_onc -3pts ir% uaseu on
trig eight years of field experience v,i L;i tae existin(-; 1.1 :-' dllpo
facilities.
6.1.1 Protecting .iaterial
Printed circuit .:)o ,rc.:5 ,zust be protected from moisture
anc,. corrosion, without interfering wit.: c: r;: electrical properties
of the components on t'.ae board. A low lass factor and nigh
L,ielactric strengt n are i%gjortant char. acteristies of the
material uses► .
The boards within the cE^ntral enclos :ire are unencapsulated
But are coated with C--;ax A27 'Radio Fregunacy Lacquer. minis
material possesses gcoci dielectric strergti. (1^:G:.) volts per
mil average) anu repels moisture. Also tests of prolonged
V,
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exposure to :iuni p ity Wiow tliat tiw lo.-.-- t.ar i sta l ,ility is
cfoo.!.	 In an a,md--jnt of 9" O r uric .-'"U relative k,.1. • idity, t,1e
surface resistance is greater t ,,?.n 1.73 x lc, 1 `` oh! .s. T tie
volur.e resistivity is hig ir i 7.	 x 13 14 n^ Ims. lilt• loss factor
at 30 ii,z and nigher is .073. 	 trie	 tax lacqu.ir is funcli-
resisting.
The dipole aA,pliliorsr whic:i arc: .uried; ariC. t .ereforG :..ust
tie waterl roof .1u ,t a lso oc protectec: 111 a naterial that will
not alter their electrical perfor Ance.
ilia encapsulant used for i,.e a .plifiers (S - 'YCIPM V- D,
I 'marson an , ' Cursing, Inc.) is a	 epoxi:'-.! casting resin
whica has been specif °.eally fors iulate.^ for encapsulated
electrical circuitry. It e:;iiiL its :;oo, l flow , rroperties and
rapi.• cure at room tj.r.i^,c:r.ature, low ,thin agc, a ► :.^: is con-
venient to wore 7it:... .,dditWial pro perties are
STYCA.S'i' ype V-.;
liaruness, shore U
Volume Resistivity ohm-cm
Dielectric Strengt.-i volts/mil
bielectric Constant, 60 cycles
dissipation Factor, 60 cycles
Surface resistivity, oh;-as
Flammability
1
70
1013
110.1
6.9
0.016
1,J 1 3
Self-extinguishing
s
I*
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6.1.41 CC.I l.ral .Jectronics .:n,.-Iosure
The central ciiactronic5 , • nclosurc: iuc,t *.-o ­aterproof,
 ,
uustproo.f, yet aecessiL,le. In or(:er to aV4iL J%Ces-.-iVQ
te:.iperatures, the enclosure *gust be siiacted ana raise., aLove
the ground by at least six inches. a si t%^A.e roof attacheu' ;
to foar posts accowplis:ios this anu allows air convection.
2.ie electronic ooar(,:s art asservileu into the enclosure from
the top into gui.'es .,ounte.. c., a rac:c.	 .ae ca'-)les enter at
the si«e of tine cric;lesure t';rou^j_, ru,). ►er grog drots anc: are
soldere(_, directly to t,.e circuit ooar^s . Wi., urns 6.1.2-1
and 6.1.2-2).
6.1.3 iocnanical Specifications
'IiYe pur, oae of an cnclosi:re is to protect the zncloae:^
elements from the er.visron-Mont; particularly ­eat'.:er, caust,
ani-ials, and insects. :Arect !.,urial amplificr enclosure
that appears to be satisfactory is constructe<: fro,. ,
 142 gauge
steel v,hic:i is either painted with a A,ard enar. ►el or hot-
dip ed galvanizes:.
7
ItG.2 Lipole aiii.. ,_ j ouble-'Tee ELer.ent e , sserii;ly Design and Test
.,
The basic element that has been proposed for tae array
R
is a groiip of six dipoles in a "Twin- g ee arrangement which
is shown in Figure 2.2-1. Phasing within the twin-lee is Gone
manually ;ay inserting or reiaovii:g cal.le lengths at appropriate
B
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ijoints .
`mica jeai-iwi,.. to of t ic
	 will li.At Cie vieving
ti p,-e for a given source to about twe hours eacAi :ay, an.' will
require manual phasing a,)out Li;. tii, ►es, per ycar as t.ii(-: sun
cnanges in :aeclination.
l	 `,,he , ,.vin-Tee eletuent is a co-^promisa in the interest of
`	 economy. The antenna k.)orforraance would. De improves: if a sepa-
rate amplifier and automatic phase s:zifter
	 used with each
dipole.
0.2.1 Apole Iaterials
A 1 7/2" c:iameter x 0.050 wall alu, ; ^inui,^ tu,^e was selectee,,
for the dipoles on the bas i3 of past experience wit .h '.)oth I"
aril 1 1/2^' th i n-walled tubing. '.`iis tuning is light in weight
which reu'uces the cost and a11 F.viates the mounting pro)-lem.
Lxperience with tie 1' tu!Ang in a narrow--..,anz 75 Ufz pilot
array . g as sliown that occasionally a dipole is broker. i:y
 a
worker in the fielu. 1 1/2 a
 tubing is muca stronger.
The tubing is tightly fitted to a pin y: do?-;Tel impregnated
with paraffin. ^ pis woo(,en mount is cheap, easy to iaount, and
has high electrical resistance. Such wooden mounts that have
been in service for over two years slow no signs of deteriora-
tion.
The posts are 4" x 4" Penta treateC pine. '.L*hey are
inserted into a 3 foot bole in the ground and backfill,:^u:;. with
sand.
1
1
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u.- 1 .2  '.ingle -il ole ,;i_-,::nsion • -:^a: CilaracteristL ,
A nominal dipule heig.it
 a..-ove ground of 1/4 wavelength
alas chosen to provide broad angular cove rave, nic-: ,4 gain, and
rasistive au .:ittance. The actual a-Aght a: )ove ta ,:- physical
surface witli uo grounC screen is not critical, and this should
decrease the requircn ►ent of ground flatness for tie final
array. .fie optimum, heignt is slightly a,Dove the 74.7 '.iiiz,
1/47► level. Some of t:'vDr-o, experimental results ar• ,^ ta.,.:ulatacl
in `iable 6.2.2•-l.
A dipole length of 6`1 ­
 tip-to-tip raas c'.osen as the --lost
co,1Tpromise for lengUi on ti:` :.:a: is of a- -nittancc. '^nis lenc,th
consists o1 two 32 a? urninum tu;:,es plus t_ a ,, woo: 1 -3n spacer.
Some of t1te aasured ac % ittances as a fu action of len gth are
shown in La:Ae 6.2.2- 2.
Ihe aipole ac:rnittan^,^s ^r^ith and t^itA	 - a i-alur. were=
measure.:: for a l rge nLu.- .^er of foecc c..-Ae lengths. The Srith-
chart plot of thesa results shows Chat a balun is not needed.
The pattern of points for the Oipolu ••rit,.c)ut the balun is
actually closer to the chart center. l ne reason for this is
the unavoiCable inductance introduced by	 balun ccanecting
leads.
The best feeu geo:,etry was c?etnrranined experir►entally to
be that which minimizes the inductanc e--- of t'-., e fee: wires.
,, •Liis implies short, thick leans. _'-1 satisfactory =arrangement
using only a braid an A center conductor of the	 A/i7 ca'ale
I
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TABLE: 6.2.2--1
Jeasure d allmittaiiees of a single 1 1/2" x 64" tip-to-
tip Cipole al;ove ^1 Cai:ipo soil in Octoher, 	 fed with
RU-11 ca;jle having no ;.)alun an y s. •►ort conductors at the feed
point. The nominal frequencies of 70, 75, and 80 refer to
actual frequc-ncies of G9.72 	 7:.7	 an( 79.68 .:.:z,
respectively. lip.. hoi-1ht L is	 1/0 point and is 3' x 5116"
a
k
Iieight :,cove
Ground Fre-iuencv ?1-.4a:r.►ittance	 (, .,:los )
7U 16 + j7
L + 12 75 17 + j2
i30 12 - j 3
70 17 + j6
L+6'' 75 16+j1
8.) 11	 •-	 j 3
70 10" + j6
L 75 16 - jo
30 10 - j4
70 19 + j6
L - 6 7j 17 - j2
8.j 14 - j5
lit 22 + j3
L --	 12' 75 20 - j4
60 10 - j7
4
^t
y
i
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...ela;L 	 6.2.2-2'
r
Dipole admittance as a function of tip-to-tip length for
a 1 1/2' dipole with a 4" woo(, en I'lount, no balun, and short
Y ;i
	 RG -11 feed conductors. The dipole haigi , t -aas 1/4A at 75 ,'Uiz.
Length	 Frequency	 Admittance (rrtiios)
70	 18 + j5
69'	 75	 14 - j2j 3
73 18 + j7
Gct	 75 15 - j0
1 4 ) 1 0 - j3
70 16 + j8
6 7 '	 75 16 + jl
;,^) 11 - j3
k{
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was worked out.
	 sketch of t.iz^ feed is shown in Figure 6.2.2--1.
Figure 6.2.2 - 2 shoes ea:: 1e mountinc, details.
i
6.2.3 Caijla .,arness
I
	 >>
n
A c:iacaram of the Twin •1eo- -ayout with the harness details
li
is shown in Figure 2.2-1. __Le t otal effective mismatch anri
attenuation loss of this harness is	 its was deter-
r;iinec:i erperii te:itally tig connecting two harnesses together
:jack - to-Lack and .ieasurina t?-te loss throug:-1
Cable interconnections ware n.6e as sown in Figure
G.2.3-1 and then potted in epoxy. This potted connection was
tested umber water and -may	 rairectly buried under the ground.
It was used in all awirt-lee tests rerorted here.
6.2.4	 les mange
A transmitting dipole was attacAhe^? t the F
	
o  Lop of our .250
foot tower, and it was excite+ '.-)y a signal generator in the
site building. The G-element Twin-Tee array was installed
south of the tower at a distance to require a Twin-wee phas-
ing of 28 0
 north to see the tower top. The tower top is in
the far field of the
A reference dipole to monitor the field strengt: from
the tower dipole was installed about two wavelengths away
Y	 from the near point of the Twin-Tee.
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G.2.5 iwin -wee e ta Uttances
'Vhc: rieasurecl a.-iinittances of the
	 '.'win-Tee antenna
under various priasin(j eouuitions are lista(, in 'tea ►► l.s ^.2.:i-1.
The ideal admittance Mere show::	 2U rAlli;.iios.
These alnittarieus are quite-_ accepta,)le, a;:^: r-uch }getter
than ext.)ecteu.
6,2.6 Pattern Fro. Tower Dipole.
The tower dipole produces a conplex gain and paasc: pattern
in the vicinity of t::e 'win-' ei!. rlhc rms variation in power
level a i+tong tiie si;. dipoles was 25% or 1 u,:;, an.l t:.e rms
phase variation anong the six dipoles was 7 :0 . 'iAhis is
attributed to to ,r . r reflections,  an not to v i , itual i_ q .,, ant
of t.;s dipoles, because each Ci dole except t.ic onc:, under
test was disconnects(,.
G.2.7 Twin- ee antenna Gain
In spite of the non-ideal tower pattern the Twin-Tee
gain measurements look very good. The ideal gain at 30° id
is 7.5 db relative to a single dipole, and ti,is is about what
was measured. The gain uteasurements are given in Table 6.2.7-1.
These measurements are for a single Twin-Tee.
The gains listed in Ta :ale Lf . 2.7-1 are actually larger
than expected especially since thy: harness loss is Q.G db.
This means that the largest gain tY. t should? -)e expected would
W146-
Tr"1r, ..L;, J • 2.5-
ii,dinittance of Cie. j"wiry -eve :1xitenna
I
t
I
1
I
1
Phase Frequency ALimittance (mr0os )
70 23 + j2
30°N 75 23 + j0$0 22.4 	 +	 j3
7^ 2:3 +	 j4
60 0 .7 75 2G - j5
s0 24 + jl
7? 24 - j2
30 0 ", Tl 20 ` j3
31 21 + j5
70 23	 -	 j 9
630y 75 13 + j4
co 17 - jl
70 2a + j0
JL °	 5:. 75 20 - j 0
II
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I
uj 7.5 db at 28° 1s . '.Che only ex p lanation is exi-:eri--.ental
error.
Greater nortrr-south sky covera(fe can
	 had from the
nortii- • souti-i dipoles t)y bending taem as s:iovin in Figure 6.2. 7 -1.
I	 'Phis improved horizon gain is :iad at the cost of less gain
near the zeni.tii direction. If t"lle array is installec.i near tAhe
i	 equator, the bent dipole of Figure. 6.2.I-1 - T ill riot be necessary.
That a !j nt c.ipole is
	 f.,;,)r northern latitu(:es can he
understood by co:i icaering the following oquatioo for the power
gain pattern of a si;rigle ^ipol3 ore quarter ;avelength aj)cv`
a perfect ground reflector.
r	 P = cos 2 r [n/2 co, .A sin 2-1 _1 coa Z] sill h(^	 ^`	 )	 (6.2.7-1)1r,- o S 2 A
 sin 41
(See Antennas 'jy hraus , p. J 0 3 )
w'icre P = relative: power gain,
A = azir uth angle measureu fron-L axis
of dipoler
Z = zenith angle.
hlit= height of dipole a')ove { roun:: _ w in radians.
As an example, note that the gain loss !.s at)oL,t 2 db for a
zenith angle of 30 0 and azimuth of 0 0 . At a :;enith angle of
50 0 tiie gain ? os a ran be as ,nuch as 5 d1.) f ror<< that at the
zenith. Figure G.2.7-1 snows the pattern:, in two planes, of
a half wave c ipole one quarter wavelPngth above a gooc' ground
screen.
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Gain measurer.ients of the Twin-Tee antenna on ''overiber
7 1 1968. Location of transi fitting dipole is fixed at 2 8 *0 -
4
7
IT
{
{
Phase Anglc: Gain Relative to
of Single T)ipole 1/47►
Twin-Tee Frequency AbOVe Ground (db)
70 7.3
28 75 7.3
30 7.6
70 -4..3
30 0h 75 -13.6
80 -101.7
70 -14.1
60°L 75 -5.5
80 -17.3
70 -3.8
30 0 SW 75 -90?
e0 -13.1
70 1.
GO°S:ii 75 0.3
(grating loge ss0 1.9
condition)
70	 -2.6
60 00 	 75	 -4.4
30	 -1.2
{
i
I
1
i
n.
A BENT D/POLE THAT HA SA 2 DB FL A T TER
SKY PA TTERN THAN A SIMPLE DIPOLE
F/6.6 2.7. -/
k
0
1
1
I.
1
1QW
41
O10-%
t4
N
2
ib:
fi
l
i
1i
1
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G.2.3 Twin-Tee Pattern
	 wits, .,elicopter
So-veral pattern and gain neasurei:ient:s of a Llwi:i--Tee
array were ,mach  at 1 1 Campo on .'c')rua.ry 13, 1969, using a
helicodter to fly tie raciatinc►
 sources. Tile iiieasured
patterns w!icn the array was c,hasetl to
	 zenit:►
 angle of
zero degrees are siiown in igures 6.2.0-1 and 6.2.8-2. A
single dipole one-quarter wavelengt:i above ,mound was uses:
as the calibrating element. The, a'-)solute gain of the Twin-
Tee above that of the si_igle _ii t,olE; r ,,as aaotlt 16.5 d!) at all
Ciree frequencies compare(: to a theoretical value of 7.78 rat,
for a zenith-looking array.
G.3  A..riviron.aental C'onraitions
^•ne city of El Campo is locates: in tree sout.i-central
texas Coastal Plain about 80 miles soutIu--v*e-It of .1:ouston.
'T"nc clii.tate, alt'aough classified as humi•.1 subtropical, is
pleasant because of the prevailing saa breeze (about 10 mph)
frorn the nearby Gulf of Aexico- `leather _)ureau records show
there are a:.)out 120 clays per year tha the l ?aximuin temperature
exceeds 90 0 . The average maxkntua temperature in July is
83 0 . There are on the average only 11 (.gays pe year when
the temperature drops below 32 0
 and it is very rare that
below freezing temperatures extend into tale afternoon. The
annual rainfall averages 40 inches and because -the ground is
extremely flat, occasionally temrorary flooc:ing of one to
K
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y
ii
r
J
f
two inches in depth (once: or twice per _.Tear) does occur in t.ie
low lying areas after Acavy c..tunder storms. :;urrieanes and
tornadoes are rare in this area. '-lie lest hurricane was in
1961 when the eye: of i!urricane Carla passao within 30 riles
of the station; however, it cl ,; no da^ arc to t!ie 1000 dipole-
30 . •:iiz array.
Operational experience of the past several years at Z1
Campo	 t_ u large R' !.I!z arrays shows t ih A ca:-les anti
electronics s lhoule' :;e !•,uriec- in tae c rounc. to proviuc a
stale tai.: der: tune enviro ment. l'ho soil at t:l Campo is a
homogeneous mixture of loam, clay, and sa.n„” and there are
no rocks.
	
Consequently, trench ui.jging is inexpensive.
Tyne soil temperature and fluctuzz,tion- level is, dependent upon
soil depth and groun ,I surface con%itions; t ',ie greatest
fluctuations occurring with Mare uncultivated soil and t:ie
least with crass covered soil. base(! ur)on soil temperature
c;ata of Figure G. 3-1 aru' Ta'-les 6.3-• 1 anti 6. 3 - 2, we recommend
t1hat cables and preamps be ')cried at a de pt. of two feet.
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IAean soil temperature )1 r.ont ►s for 195 :-193C
jepta 6",, :'errple , ` c as , Texas 116 1 University
. laximum	 I;inimum	 Aver
January 51.8 49.1 47.8 44.3 49.6 46.3
February 52.8 53.3 48.5 43.2 50.5 50.3
March 53.6 62.8 66.6 X5.0 5G.v 53.G 51.3 59.6 60.1
April 65.4 70.7 75.7 GI.4 62.5 62.0 G2.:3 166.5 058.:
, 4 ay 70.3 79.) 31..3 62.8 71.j 71.5 66.3 75.6 77.7
June 31.7 32.6 91.2 73.3 73.9 7,,.0 77.3 78.2 84.5
July 31.4 80.0 101.7 80.0 79.5 •' 4! . 3 85.1 33.-1, 93.0
August E6.0 83.1 1 ,0. ;3 76.7 77.1 x'5.1 80.4 82.5
Septe,-wer 7':. 2 VD. 3 91.4 71.0 75.1. 30.3 74. C' 78.1 32.5
October 71.5 76.E 61.3 63.1 64.7 67.3 72.5
i1ovember 53.0 61.5 58.7 47.7 51.7 52.2 40.2 56.6 55.4
Uece::I';':)e-r 49.1 52.2 53.3 x:4.5 11 6. 7 47... 46.6 49.0 51.1
Yearly
average
	 6100.8 G9.7 '75.0 62.7 63.'j G 	 65.0 66.2 169.6
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TAL', L.. U • -2
Soil Thermograph Data for 1956
ilePt:i G , Temple, Vlxcl y
 . Ted-as A&,.,
 University
DE,Cc':1aCl' Autj
Day of .lax- tin- iWer- . iax- dn-- A! ver-
1 56.0 46.5 51.2 105.0 sC.0 95.5
2 56.0 47.0 51.3 102.0 36.0 -i3.5
3 58.0 50.0 5 .1. J 104.5 ;,3.0 93.5
4 60. 0 56.0 58.0 107.) 35. , ) 10.0
5 63.5 58.5 60.5 106.0 36.0 u. J
G 64.0 G1.0 G2.5 10+x.0 '.v.0 96.0
7 65.0 60.5 C2.% 138. 87.0 97.5
8 61.5 54.0 57.2 100.) 97.0 97.5
9 54.0 49.5 51.7 109.0 37.0 9C.0
10 53.5 46.0 49.7 1.19.0 38.0 93.5
11 .57.0 50.3 53.5 108.5 27.0 97.5
12 58.0 51.0 54. 5 103.0 37.0 97.5
13 56.0 50.0 53.0 109.5 ('^J.O 910.0
14 54.0 11 3.0 51.0 112.5 39.5 100.5
15 53.E 48.0 50.7 12.2.:) 90.0 131.5
16 54.0 46.0 50.0 110.0 90.0 10O.J
17 GO. U :.3. J 56.5 10,E . 0 s7.0 93.5
18 56.0 44.0 50.0 103.0 91.0 95.5
19 46.5 44.0 45.2 1J1.0 10.0 95.5
20 50.5 45.0 47.7 90.0 85.0 87.5
21 52.0 46.0 49.0 05.0 7£.o 83.0
22 57.0 50.0 53.5 •91.0 76.0 83.5
23 53.0 46.0 49.5 93.0 77.0 05.0
24 48.0 42.0 45.0 94.0 79.0 86.5
25 47.0 40.0 43.5 91.0 79.0 85.0
l
26 48.0 40.0 44.0 88.0 83.3 35.0
27 43.5 41.0 44.7 90.5 81.0 85.5
28 48.0 41.0 44.5 93.0 83.0 83.0
29 50.0 42.0 46.0 94.0 35.0 89.5
30 52.0 43.0 47.5 .95.0 86.0 90.5
31 53.0 44.0 43.5 95.0 BG.t; 90.5
Average 53.9 47.8 51.1 100.' 35.1 92.9
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CHAPTER 7
7.0
	 APPLUDICES
1.1
	 Site Survey Re, p=
7.1.1	 A Discussion of Desirable Site Characteristics
on June 9, 1965, a meeting of radio and radar astronomers
from all over the country was !geld at the University of
Maryland to discuss problems associated with the selection
sites for large astronomical arrays.
	 The 20	 'of 	
	
r	 y 	 a	 participants
were asked to vote on the relative importance of nine site
characteristics.	 The results of _his poll placed the nine
characteristics in the following order:
Topology (flatness) 
Interference
Latitude
Climate
Local Accommodations
Access
Longitude
Geology
Owners
The twenty participants consisted largely of technical
people who would be responsible in some way for the performance
WW
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of the antenna. Had all the participants been people who
were intending to live at the site, "local accommodations",
including schools, would undoubtedly have been placed high.
Had the participants had in iaind a dipole array,	 latitude
would probably have been placed second, because low latitude
is more desirable for a dipole array than for other types
of arrays.	 Furthermore, radio interference is not as serious
for the dipole array because of its low silhouette to the
ground.	 Had the participants been people who were to be
responsible for the procurement of the land, "owners" would
undoubtedly have been placer higher in the list.
	 Had the
participants been people who were interested in the array,
but not directly responsible for the technical performance
"climate"	 ' local	 "'the antenna	 accommodationsof	 ^	 , and
"access" would probably have been placed higher in the list.
"Longitude" indicates proximity to the home office and is
relativel,,,
 unimportant.	 "Owners" refers to the cost and
availability of the land. "Geology" determines the ease of
d
post-hole digging and trench digging, and the dielectric
constant of the ground reflector, and affects flooding
possibilities. "Topology" is important because of the expense
of excavating land.
"Radio interference" is important when low signal strengths
are to be received and is not likely o be as i mportant atY	 P
75 MHz as it would be at lower frequencies. When mountains
surround the site at an elevation of 5° or more, radio
_41
}
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-	 interference is not a serious problem. The site should not
be near a large city because of industrial and amateur radio
interference. To avoid ignition noise, the site should be
at least one or two miles from a busy highway.
d	 "Latitude" is important for several, reasons, especially
V
for a dipole array. The sun and planets are all near the
ecliptic, and this means that arrays nearer the equator scan
to smaller zenith angles. An array that is required to scan
r
to a smaller zenith, angle has the following advantages
(1) The antenna characteristics are more uniform over the
entire scanning region. (2) Frequency sensitivity is not
as great a problem. (3) Mutual. coupling among dipole elements
is not as serious. (4) The projected aperture is larger for
a given amount of real estate. (5) The single dipole pattern
is more uniform over the scanning region. (6) The array gain
is greater when the zenith angle is small. (7) For a given
dipole spacing, grating lobes are much less likely to exist.
(P) Radio interference is less likely to be a problem.
ON
	
is important for several reasons. (1) In a
good climate more outside work can be done per year. (2) Snow
and ices are not problems for southern latitudes.
	 3 Corrosion
	 p	 ( )	 is
of metal and leakage across insulators is not a problem for
dry climates. (4) Changes in ground conductivity is not a
problem for dry climates. (5) In a tropical climate or in
a very dry climate the fire hazard is not a problem.
1
i
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"Local accommodations" are important for the people who
must work at the site and especially for those who must live
at the site and send their children to school. There should
be facilities in the area for housing occasional visitors,
t but if necessary these can be constructed on the site. Of
more importance are local services and supply sources such as
a	 electricians, plumbers, air conditioning technicians, mechanics,
i
and railroad and truck lines.
7.1.2 Site Surveys
In February 1966, several possible sites for the Sunblazer
R
array in West Texas, New Dlex:ico and Arizona were visited. The
report of this field trip is; given in Section 7 . 1.3. None
of these sites were at a louver latitude than E1 Campo, but
the were in a much drier climate. The sites of this group
--	
Y	
	
that appear better are Sierra :Madera, Nine Point Mesa,
Santiago Peak, Alkali flats, Bone Spring, Road Forks, and
possibly Mitt Peak although the Kitt Peak site is likely not
flat enough.
o-	 In august 1967, about 3 0 sites were visited in Puerto
Rico. The report is the field trip is given in Section 7.1.4.
The principal advantage of these sites is the low latitude,
and for this reason they should be considered. Several sites
are sufficiently flat bzlt little is known at present about
round reflectivit , , ra 10 interference, and land availability
.^	 g	 Y	 Y
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and cost. Known disadvantages of Puerto Rico are quality of
labor, cost and availability of supplies, and schools.	 Access
and climate would not be problems.
Other possible sites that have been
South Texas, and St. Croix in the Virgin
Goldstone site ranks very high as far as
are concerned, but low for "latitude" an,
visited are Goldstone,
Islands. NASA's
"owners' and "climate"
I "..,.,.. ^	 "	 The,...r...^ogy
A	 350 latitude should eliminate it from consideration.
Several sufficiently flat sites west and south of Corpus
Christi, Texas, were visited. Compared. to the El Campo site
these have advantages of somewhat drier climate and a two-to-
three decree less latitude. otherwise they are very similar
to El Campo. Whether or not a two degree gain in latitude
is worth the unknowns of a new site and a moving operation is
questionable.
A possible site on St. Croix was visited. This site is
very attractive as far as latitude is concerned, and would be
better than Puerto Rico as far as schools and the language
ed but flatness	 availabilityu'barrier are concern ,	 a	 ex 	 req ire
more investigation.
Other possible sites that have not been visited are the
Florida Everglades and one of the Hawaiian Islands. These have
latitudes of 25 0 and 20 °
 respectively.
Oneroblem that may be encountered in a remote site ip	 y	 	 s
the availability of sufficient power for the transmitter. A
peak power of 2 14W should be available.
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7.1.3	 Report of Field Trip to Locate Possible Sites for
Future VHF Phased Arrays	 (C.F. Kaye, J.C. James,
February 1-4, 1966)
The main criteria used to determine suitable sites were:
1)	 Flatness of ground 	 r an area of at least one
mile in diameter.
2)	 Absence of large rocks so that post ho es could
be easily dug.
3)	 Low average humidity.
4)	 Low latitude but within boundaries of the United
States.
5)	 Presence of surrounding mountains that would{
serve to shield unwanted radio interference and
to shield our site from known radio astronomy
stations; and to a lesser extent.
6)	 Accessibility.
7)	 Cost of land.
y A total of twelve sites were at least partially 	 ,.nvestigated.
Of these twelve there are five that appear to be more desirable.
These five,	 (discussed in the order they were visited) along
with a general description and other notes are as follows:
1)	 Sierra Madera, Texas.	 This site is located in the
north-central part of Sierra Madera topograhic
map about 15 - 20 miles south of Fort Stockton,
Texas, in a valley just east of Madera Mountain.
There are several pos54.ble sites in the general area.
^`
2)
1
4)
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The land is used for cattle grazing except for
one cultivated plot where gravity-flow irrigation
was used. The ground condition was generally
good but some areas may be rocky.
Nine-point Mesa, Texas. This site is on the
north-central or north-east part of 1-tie Nine-
point iiesa topographic map about 50 miles south
of Harathon, Texas. This site is almost completely
surrounded by mountains which rise to three or
four degrees above the horizon. The land is
owned by Mr John "I.  Dios s , Box 515, Marathon,,
and can probably be purchased for $20 per acre.
The fly+?: area may be less than one mile in
diameter. There are a few small rocks near the
surface.
santiago,Peak, Texas. This site is on the central
and east-central part of the Santiago Peak
topographic map and is located about 27 miles
south of Marathon. Seems to be very flat and
large in extent. liountains rise about three
degrees on the west, about two degrees toward
the south and east and about one degree to the
north. The land consists of compacted abode: mud
and is not rocky. This land is owned by Mr.
Pope and can probably be purchased for $20 an acre.
Alkali Flats, New r3exico. This site is about 10
miles east of Tucson. cater covered some of the
t
1
3)
1
1
fi
I	 !
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area due to recent rains. An area could probably
be found near the mountains so that a very effective
screen would be provided on the west. The mount-
u	 gins on the'east rise about one or two degrees.
The site is located four miles north-east of
Road Forks, New Mexico, and most is government
land.
5) I:itt Peak, Arizona. This site is in the northern
1
part of the Alambre Valley just east of the
Kitt Peak Observatory, and was not thoroughly
investigated. It appears to be flat when viewed
h from the mountain and it may be rocky. The
V	
shielding by mountains is very good on all sides.
11
	
There could be power line interference from
Kitt Peak. The site is on the Papago Indian
reservation about 50 miles south east of Tucson.
The Kitt Peak observatory probably has a lease
in perpetuity from the Papago's that includes
this site.
Three of the sites were judged to be a little less desirable
than the five listed previou:,ly. They are, (in the order they
were visited) as follows:
6) Bone Spring, Texas. This site is located at
the left center of the Bone Spring topographic
r	 map and is about 40 miles south of Marathon,
Texas.	 It is at least one-half mile by Any:-half
i
1
x
1
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mile in extenti•and-is not rocky.	 •.	 .	 ,.
The mountains rise to the south about five
degrees and to the north about two degrees. The
land can probably be purchases: for $20 per acre
and is owned by Mr. Houston :dart, Hatrax Land
Company, Box 2171, San Antonio, :texas.
7) Cochise Playa, Arizona. This site is very flat
over an area about ten miles in diameter. Water
covered the site to perhaps a depth of one or
two feet clue: to recent rains which began in November
1965. Water had covered the site for two months
but this is unusual. Normally there may be some
water during July or August for a few days. The
site is 80 miles east of Tucson and five miles
from Wilcox. The mountain ranges are about
two degrees toward the east and west.
8) Road Forks, Pew Mexico. This site is south and
east of Road Forks which is 140 miles east of
Tucson.	 The land appears to be very flat and
not rocky. The mountains to the east and west
are perhaps two degrees in elevation. The
T	 northern part of this area is part of the alkali
flats but the :southern part is farm land which
was reported to cost between $50 and $800 per
acre, however, some of the land is government owned.I
1
1
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The following four sites were judged to be less desirable
E
l	 than the previous eight sites.
9) China Labe, N.L. Texas. On the north-east
corner of the China Lake map. The land wasj
rough and rocky with no mountain protection.
F 10) Playas Valley, . N^:w Mexico. Located 11 miles
east of Aminas on Route 9. Water was in the
playa which was about one mile wide and 14 miles
long. mountain coverage was about two degrees
to east and west. This site is very remote.
11) Ryan airport area about 15 miles west of Tucson.
The land appears to be generally level but
probably quite valuable. The land is not
rocky and the mountain elevations to the east
IF and west are between one and two degrees,
12) Pitoikam site on the Papago Indian Reservation.
This site is 71 miles west of Tucson and is very
~	 rocky. The mountain protection was only good
toward the east.
The cost of the lance for the Texas sites is probably
about $20 per acre, and probably more for those in Arizona and
New 14exico unless they are government lands. The latitudes
of the Texas sites vary between 29 0 and 31 0 , and the latitudes
of the Arizona and New 14exico sites are near 32 0 . The average
humidity of all sites investigated was sufficiently low.
I
t.
	
y"-
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I
There are other sites that should be investigated. Some
of these are: (1) Dry Salt Lake about 75 miles east of S1 Paso,
(2) Yuma desert area in southwest Arizona, and (3) the White
Sands area.
r	 1
7.1.4 Report of Preliminary investigation for Possible Antenna
Site Locations on the Island of Puerto Rico, (August 1967)
There are several possible sites in Puerto Rico that are
sufficiently flat. Radio interference could be serious and a
radio interference monitor at the possible sites in Puerto
Rico has not yet been made. The probability of interference
is made smaller because of the separation of Puerto Rico from
It	
the U.S. mainland, but is made larger because of proximity to
areas over which our government has less control. Any site
within 10 miles of a large city such as San Juan may be bothered
with industrial radio noise. The presence of mountains near
a site should decrease the probability of interference as long
as a relay station is not on top of it. To be of much benefit
the mountains should be higher than four or five degrees when
viewed from the site. At some of the Puerto Rico sites,
mountains will be an advantage but some ignition noise should
be expected at all sites investigated. Low latitude is an
advantage because this decreases the ranee of zenith angles
over which the aria must be phased. This in
	 y	 	 turn leads to
j
more uniform antenna characteristics over the scanning range.
The Puerto Rico sites are very good in this respect because the
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entire island is between 10 0 and 18 1/2 0
 north latitude.
Tile living accommodations, schools, quality of locate labor,
and shipping time from supply sources are not as good a5 in
the United States. The climate and access of most of the
Puerto Rico sites are very good. The humidity is satisfactory
`
	
	
for the coaxial-line construction that we are proposing.
Electric power taill likely not be a major problem at any of
the proposed sites. The ground consistency seeM3 to be good
for digging post holes and burying cables at, all sites investi-
gated; however, weeds and grass will likely be a prob.,em.
Some of the sites may be swampy at times, and the cost of
the land has not been investigated. Xost of the possible
sites were covered with sugar cane.
The site search was started by screening all the 7 1/2
minute series topographic maps of Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. All flat areas of 1/2 mile or larger'in diameter
were marked as possibilities. There were more than 30 such
possibilities in Puerto Rico.
On August 28, 29, and 30, 1957, twenty possible sites
were visited by C.F. Kaye and J.C. James. Comments on each
site are listed as follows along with the name of the quadrangle
on which the site is located. The r ites are listed in the
order in which they were visited.
'nearby. Partl1) Carolina. Has power line 	 y in
sugar cane and partly cow pasture. Ground not
rocky nor marshy. North of the hamlet of Hoyo
pmulas. Several likely plots. Flat. About 5 miles
r.
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east of San Juan city limits:
2) Rio Grando. Several small plots near Highway 187.
About 10 miles from city limitn of San Juan.
Largest possible plot is about 1/2 mile in
diameter.
3) Punta Puerca. On Roosevelt Roads I-Javal Reservation.
Too hilly, rocky, and bushy. The site of interest
as selected from Vie map is now the Naval base
garbage dump.
4) Naguabo. East of intersection of Highways 3 and 31.
Small. Elevation changes about four feet in 1/2
mile. Southern Fart of this plot is more flat
and more swampy. IJear town of Daguao.
5) Waguabo. North of Punta Santiago. Just inland
from a coconut grove. i1oute 3 is between a nice
beach and the coconut grove. Flat, sandy soil
covered with sugar cane. According to map the
Blanco :fiver may limit the plot size to about
3/4 mile in diameter.. There are mountains to
the west and north in the direction of San Juan.
6) Aumacao. West and north of Punta Santiago.
Similar to site 5. We only viewed the site from
Route 925 (a back road). According to the map
it is at least one mile in diameter and very flat.
Covered with sugar cane. One or two degree
mountains in direction of San Juan should providei
1
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some shielding. This site is about 25 air-
line miles from San Juan.
7) Humacao. A reas(;nably flat site sot4theast
of town of Rio Abajo. Covered with sugar cane.
Near site No. 6. 14ountains to west and north.
8) Santa Isabel. On south side: of island where
there is less rainfall. Two and one-half hours
from down town San Juan by Route 1. Several
fairly-flat areas all around town of Santa
Isabel. These sites are not as flat as others.
All possible sites covered with sugar cane.
9) Sabana Grande. Large, very flat area in Lajas
Valley. Covered with sugar cane. Soil okay.
There may also be other less flat sites in Valle
do Lajas on quadrangles San German and Guanica.
Mountains on all sides except west. Looks good.
lo) San German. Fairly flat sites west northwest of
town along Route 2. Covered with sugar cane.
11) Aguadilla. Flat, sander area on coast about two
miles southwest of Aguadilla. On U.S. Naval
Reservation. A tall tower is being constructed
for Naval communications. May be marshy at times.
12) Aguadilla. On Ramsey Air Force Base. We did
not go on. base but guard said that the entire
area that we were interested in is now covered
with buildings.
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13) Bayande. Ten miles west of San Juan along coast.
Large, flat areas some of which are swampy. U.S.
Navy has antennas in one area. Best plot may
be about one mile directly west of Naval instal-
lation. Dorado Hilton Hotel is nearby.
14) Vega Alta. Northeast of Uorado. Has power line
through enter of sipall plot and has many fences.
Not :much sugar cane. Some pasture. Does not look
very ,food.
15) Vega Alta. Large, level plot northwest of town
of Ceiba. Soil okay. Sugar cane. Along Rio
Cibuco.
16) Barceloneta. South and Southwest of town of
Planita. Flat and covered with sugar cane. Too
near Route 2. The Manita River bisects site.
Soil okay.
17) Barceloneta. Northwest of town of Manita.
Route 2 is too close.
18) Barceloneta. Just east of Ilanita River near
town of Barceloneta. Not flat enough, too near
Route 2, and a new proposed highway will bisect it.
19) Barceloneta and Arecibo. Large, flat area seven
miles long and one and one-half miles wide
between highways 681 and 682. Covered with sugar
cane. Soil okay.
I
I
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20) Arecibo. One or two possible sites along Arecibo
River. Coveied with sugar cane. The largest
site is three miles south of town of Arecibo,
which is too near town. Another site is two
miles farther up the river is onjy 1/2 mile
wide but is protected by mountains. Automobile
ignition from Route 10 may be a problem. This
site is only about four or five #Irline miles
from the Arecibo dish.
Conclusions The best site is probably 6, 9, or 13 and
possibly 15, 19 or 20. The next step is to decide whether
or not any Puerto Rico site is desirable from the point of
view of living accommodations, labor supply, and equipment
supply time, and if so, investigate the availability, and cost
of several likely plots. Then, a more careful investigation
of size, flatness, radio frequency interference, ignition
noise, and seasonal flooding should be made.
7.2 128 Dipole Narrow Band Pilot Array (75 MHz) Experience
_Summary
The narrow-band 75 IIIHz pilot array antenna consists of
128 dipoles which is just sufficient to see the strong sources
s	of Cygnus and Cassiopeia. The sun also is strong enough to
°	 i variable and so is not reliablebe used but it often. s	 s aa
test source.
Aq
r,
i
is
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In this pilot antenna, the large line problem was solved
by placing amplifiers in the field close to the dipole elements.
The phasing problem was Solved by providing an automatic phase-
shift network at each dipole in the field. The outputs of all
amplifier and phase shift circuits then were combined properly
and brought back to the main receiving building. Schematically,
the circuit arrangement was in the following order; antenna
element, amplifier, phase shifter, and power combiner as shown
in Figure 7.2-1.
The pilot antenna was first completely installed last:
February and March (1968). The dipoles had been installed
during the previous summer. The ground had been prepared and
surveying done prior to that. Just after the installation last
March, the recording system was worked out so that signals
could be recorded on a calibrated chart. One problem that was
immediately apparent was that the amplifiers in the field had
too much gain. This produced a high level output and required
a special system for calibrating the receiving building. The
calibrating system included a PRD noise generator followed by
a power amplifier of known noise figure and gain. After the
recording system was installed and the calibration system worked
out, the source Cygnus was immediately seen. This source
appeared at the proper time and with the approximate correct
amplitude. The problem of determining the correct amplitude
required a knowledge of the line losses, the average gain of
the receivers in the field, and the allotted gain of the antenna
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array itself. A system was worked out whereLy the line losses
could be accurately measured. This system used a cable of the
lit
	
1/2 inch Foamflex type which appeared to have stable gain
and phase characteristics so that a signal could be transmitted
from the receiving shack along this cable to a particular
point in the field. After the line losses were measured and
properly accounted for, and the gain of the amplifiers was
taken into account, the entire array had the expected gain.
g	 The first step in verifying this result was to measure the
gain and phase of all amplifiers in the field. This job was
completed on May 3, 1968. After measuring the gains and phase
shifts they were then adjusted to be a constant value within
limits.
Subsequent tests showed
	
f
	  that the gain o_ the array was
still approximately as expected, and perhaps 1/2 db higher
s1
when looking near the zenith. However, on some occasions
when looking at the zenith angle of 25 degrees or more,
the gain dropped more than should have been expected.
In midsummer 1968 anotherroblem becamep	 apparent. This
was the corroding of the circuit boards in the field due to
condensation during the nighttime, and to leakage of rain
through the plastic covers which by this time were becoming
somewhat frayed. Plastic waste cans were installed in place
`-	 of thelastic covers to stop the leakage andP	 p	 g n condensation.
However, the gain and phase shifts of all the circuits had to
I
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be adjusted again. This job was completed in the fall of 1968.
Also during this time, the phase length of all the buried
cables were again checked and found to be a pproximately the
same lengths as when they were installed. Small adjustments
however, were made in the line lengths so that for long runs
the phase length tolerance was within ±50.
The degradation of gain with large zenith angle was not
solved until December 1968. Apparently the problem was due to
different output impedances of the combiner board amplifiers.
This resulted in different outputs from the various bays of
the antenna when the power supply voltage was removed from
all bays except one. The output of a particular bay would depend
upon which bay was being looked at. Fir example, the output
of bay No. 1 might be considerably higher than bay No. 2 when
the antenna was phased to look at the zenith. In December,
the combiner networks, which sum the outputs of four receiving
boxes, were changed to resistive combining networks. These
resistive combiner circuits had losses, and served to equalize
the impedances of all bay outputs. After this modification was
introducer! and sources Cygnus and Cassiopeia were again looked
at, the problem of degradation of gain with zenith angle was
not apparent. For some as yet unexplained reason these reactive
combining networks apparently cause a loss of gain when the
antenna was phased to a large zenith angle.
When proper account is now taken of the gains of the field
units and the line losses, the gain of the antenna array is
1
1
1
,._.
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slightly higher than expected. It is difficult to believe
that the efficiency of the antenna is 100 percent which is
what the results shod. however, all the measurements haR,Ye
been checked carefully and it is not believed that this final
result is in error • by more than one db. Figures 7.2-2,
7.2-3, 7.2-6, and 7.2-7 give typical performance data of pilot
array and Tables 7.2-1 and. 7.2-2 give typical system calculations.
During the winter and early spring of 1967, a 16 acre
square area was chosen for a final 75 :iI-tz array. The pilot
array was to be a partially filled step through the center
of the final array. The area was chosen well away from the
Public road in order to avoid ignition noise. The entire 15
acre plot was leveled at a cost just under $2,000. This
leveling consisted of removing about 6" of dirt along a high
ridge through the center of the plot and depositing the removed
dirt along each side of the plot. A dirt road and one wooden
bridge was constructed to the site area. Power lines at 440 V,
60 cps, were buried in a trench from the main site building
to the 16 acre plot, and this power line had outlets distributed
over the region of the pilot array. A sheep-proof fence was
constructed around the plot, a well was dug, and Bermuda grass
was planted to prevent mud.
An 8' by 8' receiving and control shack was constructed
at the center of the pilot array. The shack had heating and
air conditioning and was well insulated. The floor was 1 1/2 feet
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above the ground level so that cables could he fed through the
floor. The four corners of the shack were anchored in concrete
in case of a hurricane. The location of the shack with respect
to the 8 bays of the pilot array is shown in Figure 7.2-4.
i
	
	 The east-west alignment of the array was determined by
Polaris sightings. The locations of the bays and dipoles were
s
accurately surveyed on the basis of a dipole spa%ing of 0.6300
wavelengths at 75.000 M.Hz. Trenches for cables were also
accurately placed. The physical layout of a typical bay is
given in Figure 7.2-5.
d
	
	
power lines were first installed and next the 4" x 4"
wooden posts. The posts were placed about 3 feet in the earth
and backfilled with sand. Control and R.F. cables were then
placed in 2 foot trenches. Afterwards, dipoles were installed,
and finally the receiver and phase shifters.
The control cables were 25 pair and 6 pair, 22 ATIG copper
conductors with 5 mil shields. This cable has a pulse rise
time degradation of 0.1 microsecond for the first 900 feet, and
has a characteristic impedance of 120 ohms. The R.F. cables
were RG-8 A/U, RG-11 A?U and 1/2" Foamf lex.
There were 128 crossed dipoles and 32 receiving boxes.
Each box contained 4 receivers, 4 phase shifters, and one
combiwr board with amplifiers.
Junction boxes for the control cables were outdoor,
telephone type enclosures. They were quite satisfactory.
Junction covers for the Foamflex cables were heavily,,galvanized.
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steel buckets mounted on steel rods driven in the ground.
Phasing of the array consisted of setting four toggle
switches for each of the 128 elements. Computer computations
for this phasing were made at Wharton Junior College and
iM.I.T.
The main pilot array beam was 1° x 20°. Separated east
and west of this main beam were two side lobes of half intensity.
The long axis of the beams were north-south.
The antenna gain amounts to about 6 to 7 db per dipole
for near zenith sources, but l'&ss for off-zenith sources.
This is near the maximum possible gain and amounts to approximately
90 percent efficiency. The pointing accuracy was good. Some
improvement in design, packaging, and placement of the field
electronics packages is required.
This pilot array has demonstrated that the basic idea is
sound. The gain and pointing accuracy exceeded the expectations.
The separation of the dipoles appears to be near optimum
and the details of dipole construction and mounting are good.
This has been demonstrated by the antenna performance and
the lack of mechanical problems during the past 1 1/2 years.
The wooden, pentachlorophennl treated, posts and the wax
impregnated wooden mounts show no signs of deterioration. The
coaxial cables with foam dielectric are inexpensive, have low
loss, have good phasing stability, and are free from mechanical
damage and the deterioration caused by weather when buried
under ground.
I.
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Experience with the operation of the array has shown that
what might be called a simple modification to one unit turns
out to be a job of major proportions for 120 units. It is
especially important to completely work out all the desiredA	 Y A	 A	 Y
details of the electronics for the large array in the pilot
array stage.
The Enclosure or "box" for the field electronics has not
been completely satisfactory. It was physically too large, it
j	 leaked water during rain, it corroded, and it had no ventilation.
Snails, opossums, dirt dobbers and other insects and animals
shorted the connector terminals on top of the Lox. The plastic
L	 and ft,bric bags that covered the box initially had a lifetime
of about six months. In fact, it is likely that our greatest
ry problem with the electronics began when these bags began leaking.
The solid plastic trash cads that now cover the boxes perform
much better. For the next phase of testing, the circuit boards
will be covered directly with moisture-proof paint.
The combination of wind, rain, sunshine, heat and mechanical
motion is a much stronger weathering agent than is water alone.
Consequently, it is normally better to have the electronics,
cables, etc. under the ground.	 On one occasion the gain of the
pilot array dropped several decibels within a few minutes time
when a cold norther blew in.	 Most of this drop was due to a
loose connection in one of the boxes.
	 The wind aggravated
the connection but the combiner board is also temperature
sensitive. Normally, however, weather conditions do not
I,
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strongly affect the gain; that is, rainfall does not short
out the dipoles, nor does it cause an effect on the gainP	 •	 Y	 g
of the amplifiers except through box leakage.
The field electronics require some modification for a
large array. The front-end R.F. amplifier on each circuit
board caused no particular problems, but it had more gain
than was necessary. 
	 g. Tire phase shiftin  network and the combiner
amplifier did require maintenance. On three occasions during
the first year all the electronic boxes were brought to the
work bench, checked, repaired and adjusted. Part of the
problem was corrosion of the circuit boards and other components.
The field electronics were not packaged for ease of servicing.
Future field electronics should be rugged, reliable, and
stable with changes in temperature, supply voltage and time.
J	 They should be completely water proof. The noise figures
should be less than three db and the output impedances should
be constant and stable. They must have a very low failure
rate. The amplifier and phase shifter should not be a sophis-
ticated laboratory device. During design much attention
should be paid to practical problems that may arise in the
field. This can be done by maintaining very close contact
with experienced field personnel or by having the design work
done at the field station.
The phasing board and circuits in the control shack
were quite satisfactory. The noise figure of the Nems-Clarke
kyy
"
Receiver would have been too high had the field receiver gains
not been excessive. The 1/16 wavelength phasing increment
is not necessary. It would have been somewhat more convenient
to have had a selected number of pre-wired boards for phasing
to certain angles, and for fut"re arrays, of course, the
phasing must be automatic.
The control of the B+ voltage of each bay from the control
shack was a definite advantage in trouble shooting.
It was found through experimentation that ea:h dipole and
its amplifier could be quickly checked for failure by radiating
an R.F. signal near each dipole. The problem of 'seeping check
on field units in the large array is not believed to be at
A	 great a problem as some would expect.
All designs should proceed with a proper consideration of
the entire system and not just the particular part being
designed. For example, a better impedance match might be had
between the dipole and input amplifier, if the dipole were not
one-quarter wavelength above ground. +f the dipole were lower
to the ground there would also be better sky coverage. Other
possibilities are that feed cables could become part of the
matching network, or the amplifier may match directly to the
parallel combination of several dipoles. This principle of
paying attention to the performance of the final overall system
as each part is designed will be especially important if a
transmitting feature is to be added later.
1
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Perhaps an inverted V-shaped dipole should also be tasted
in search of an antenna element with greater sky coverage.
Such a dipole having each arm bent downward 30 0
 should provide
a 2 db improvement in the flatness of coverage.
TABLi 1.2-1
COMPUTATIONS OF ANTENNA GAITS USING WlE CYGNUS SOURCE
From "List of Constants" the Cygnus level
at a zenith angle of zero should be . . . . . . . . . . 11.8 db
Correction for dipole pattern
	 .3
Average field receiver box gain . . . . . . . . . . .
	 39.8
Line and transforming section losses.
	 . . . . .	 4.1
Resistive combiner loss . . . . . . .	 o
Expected level.
	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.7 db
Actual recorded level corrected for background
noise level (12/2'0/68) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.0 Cab
COAPUTATIONS OF ANTENNA GAIL USING THE CASSIOPEIA A SOURCE
From the "List of Constants" the Cassiopeia
level at a zenith angle of zero should be . . . . . .
	 13.5 db
Correction for dipole pattern . . . . . . . . . . . .
	 1.8
Average field receiver box gain . . . . . . . . . . .
	 39.8
Line and transforming section losses. . . . . . . . . 4.1
Resistive combiner loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-11.5
Expected level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.9 db
Actual recorded level corrected for background
noise level (12/23/68) . .
	 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 36.0 db
I
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TADLE 7.2-2
LIST OF CONSTANTS FOR 75 MHz PILOT ARRAY
Simple half-wave dipole one-quarter wavelength above perfect
ground.
d
Gain	 7.2 db (at zenith)
Effective area	 0.42A2
Actual area allotted each dipole spaced on a 0.63A x 0.63A grid.
Actual area 0.40X2
3 0.63A	 at 75 1*411z = 8.26.19 feet
A at 75 MHz = 13.1142 ft. = 3.99721 ,meters
Actual area of 128 element pilot array is 128 x (0.63 x 3.99721) 2 =
811.72 m2
One U . S. yard = 3600/3937 Meters (by, act of Congress)
k w Doltzman's constant = 1.30024 x 10 -e3 watt sec/deg.
Loss in 1/2 inch Foamflex, 0.7 db/100
Loss in RG 8A and RG 11A, 1.7 db/100'
Temperature phase change of RG 8A, -200 ppm/oC
Temperature phase change of Foamflex, 25 ppm/oC
S T LFLUX DENSITIES AT 75 MHz
^r
Cassiopeia A	 2.2 x 10-22w/m2/cps
Cygnus A	 1 . 5 x 10- 2 21•r/n2 /cps
Taurus A	 1.9 x 10 22w/m2/cps
Virgo A	 2 . 4 x 10- 22w/m2/cps
9
w
I'I....
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TOTAL POWER INCIDENT ON AN 812 SO. METER APERTURE AT NORIAL
INCIDENCE FROM FOLLOWING SOURCES. T IS THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE
OF 1/2 THIS POWER EXPRESSED IN db ABOVE 2900
Source	 Power (10-20w)	 T(db/2900)
Cassiopeia A	 18	 13.5
Cygnus A	 12	 11.8
Taurus A	 1.5	 2.7
Virgo A	 2.0	 9.0
POWER GAIN OF A HORIZONTAL HALF-WAVE DIPOLE IN FREE SPACE
RELATIVE TO ITS MAXIMUM GAIN (which is 2.15 rib over isotropic)
IS GIVEN BY
P	
cos 2 [ n/2 cos A sin Z) (Kraus f. Antennas, , p. _.308 )
fs = 1 - cos 2A sin2Z
where
A = azimuth angle measured from axis of dipole, and
Z = zenith angle
POWER GAIN OF A HORIZONTAL HALF-WAVE DIPOLE SPACED A HEIGHT
h RADIANS ABOVE A PERFECTLY REFLECTING GROUND IS
P = Pfs sin2 (h cos Z)
This gain P is relative to the maximum gain of 7.2 db over isotropic
t
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7.4 Financial Analysis
The following cost estimates were proposed by the Center
for Space Research, Laboratory for Space Experiments. They
have been carefully analyzed in the light of our collective
experience with the phased array over the past three years.
The figures represented xri our estimates were predicted
on actual coat data wherever practicable and we have every
reason to believe they depict the eltir- cost picture. But
they are still estimates, and as sucli, are subject to revision
as future costs become actual. P,lotwv'itsLaading this, we
submit the following statements for your consideration and
evaluation.
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Eli CAMPO SITE OPERATION
(10/1/68 - 3/31/70)
I. Salaries & Wages
A. 1 Proj. Engineer (25%)
B. 1 Proj . Technician
C. 1/2 Secretary
D. Mgt. & Support
E. Overhead (25%)
F. Benefits
TOTAL Salaries, Wages, Expenses, etc.	 $ 421220*
II. Materials & Services
A. Maintan. of	 @	 51300	 95,400
Facility
B. Outside,	 @	 1,500	 27,000
Misc. Purch.
TOTAL Materials & Services	 122,400
III. Travel	 @	 500
	
9,000
TOTAL SITE OPERATION
	 $ 1731620
* Total salaries, wages, including overhead and benefits, will
increase by 73K; total will then be 246.6K if array does
not support some of site personnel.
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DETAILED SU!•ZIARY
PILOT ARRAY
(10/1/68 - 6/30/69)
I. Salaries, Wages & Management
A. Salaries
1. 1 Proj. Eng.
2. 1 Site Eng. (75%)
3. 1 E. Eng.
4. 1 E. Eng.
5. 1 Mech. Lng. (50%)
6. 1 Programmer (50%)
B. Wages
1. 1-1/2 Proj. Tech.
2. 1 A Tech
3. 1 B Tech
4. 1 C Tech
5. 1 Machinist (50%)
6. 1 Draftsman
TOTAL Salaries & Wages	 Site
MIT
C. Hanage.ment
1. Tech. & Admin. Mgt.
2. Gen. & Admin. Support
TOTAL Salaries - Indirect
D. Overhead @ 50.5% (MIT)
25%	 (Site)
E. Benefits @ 14.2%
TOTAL Labor & Overhead
24,614
65,025
13,500
39,655
6,154
14,646
$ 163,594.00
$
-185-
PILOT ARRAY
II. Materials & Services
A. Hardware & Digging for
14db element
1. Post hardware & hole
digging (6 posts &
associated hardware
@ $12/dipole)
$72/14db
element
2. Mercury switches
	 49/14db
#14 @ 3.50
	 element
3. Cable 16A @ 3.85/A
	 61.60/14db
element
4. Trenches 5.25)1 @ 3.30/7 ►
 17.33/14db
element
Sub-Total	 $199.93/14db
element
5. Installation Labor
	 28/14db
element
6. 2 Amplifiers @ 38.47
	 76.94/14db
element
Sun-Total Hardware & Labor
	 304.87
14db Element
TOTAL Hardware & Digging Cost for
Elements: [318.30/14db Element
x 32 elements]
B. Cost from 14db Element to Pilot Center
1. Cable 740A @ 3.85/A, . .2,849.00
2. Trenches 88A @ 3.30/7 ► 	 290.40
Sub-Total	 3,139.40
3. Central Electronics Box
	 4,599.00
Sub-Total Element to Pilot Center
TOTAL Material Cost - Elements
$ 9,775.84
7,738.40
$17,514.24
R..
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C. Site Preparation
1. Power	 ' :; w	 18 , 5 0 0
2. Gravel Road	 3,000
3. Surveying	 500
4. Construction of suitable	 10,000
facility (complete with
water, air conditioning)
TOTAL Site Preparation	 32,000
III. Capital Equipment
A.	 MIT/LSE
Power Amplifier Receiver $1,400
RP voltmeter 700
Vector Impedance deter 2,700
IF Strip 1,000
Time Domain Reflecto-
meter 1,500
Standing Wave Indicator 11300
Probes 600
TOTAL MIT/LS.E Capital Equip. 9,400
B.
	
Site Capital Equipment
(Included part of C/E required
in 40db Array) 25,_000.
TOTAL Capital Equipment $34,400
IV. Travel
20 man trips (MIT) to site @500/trip
10,000
TOTAL Travel	 10,000
V. Maintain & Continue Operation of 128/dipole
Narrowband Array	 3,000
VI. Documentation (including final report)
	
28,000
VII. Previous Support, not funded (as of
9/30/68)	 1040000
TOTAL Materials & Services 	 288,914.24
TOTAL PILOT ARRAY (Labor, Materials & Travel)	 5392.SOII.24
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EXPANDEOD 4 Ddb ARRAY
(5/1/69 - 4/30/70)
0
I
I
1
f
l
i
1
I
1
I. Salaries, Wages & :4anagemen-t
A. Salaries & wages
1. 1 Proj. Eng. (MIT)
2. 1 Proj. Eng. (Site, 75%)
3. 1 E. Eng. (14*T)
4. 1 E. Eng. (Site)
5. 1 B/M Eng. (Site)
6. 1 Mech. Eng. (509)
7. 1 E.A. (Site)
S. 1 Pro rammer (509)
9. 2 Pro. Tech. (Site)
10. 1 C Tech
11. 1 A Tech
12. 2 B Tech (Site)
13. 1 A Tech
14. 1 B Tech
15. 1 Draftsman
16. 1 Machinist (509)
TOTAL Wages
B. Management
1. Lab Tech & Admin. Hgt.
2. Gen. & Admin. Support
TOTAL Management Salaries
TOTAL Salaries & Wages
C. Overhead ( 50.59)
D. Benefits ( 14.2%.0
TOTAL Expenses & Salaries, etc.
Site $ 104,328
HIT	 740,100
26 400
$ 204,828.00
MIT	 50 , 752.00
Site	 26,082.00
29,086.00
a.c +^+mow
$ 310,748.00
c
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11. .4'aterials & Lie rvices
ii. 1.arslvaru & Gigging for
1 ,41 aa Lierlent
1. Post har(Aware & hole
digging (6 ,.onto &
associates, harUwara)
2. . cercury switches
#14 0 $2
3. Cable 16A v 3.27/A
4. Trenches 5.25A U 3.30/A
Sub-tot-al
5. 2 Aaplifiers @ 27.37
6. Installation Labor
Sua--total 1.1ardware i Laj=
' OTAL Hardware & Digging Lxpense
($284.39/14db ele:;;ent x 32 (9,100.48/pilot
unit) x 151
B. Cost from 14ab Llevient to Pilot Center
1. Cable $2349 x 15 - less 15%	 36,324.75
discount (2421.65 x 15)
2. Trencres $290 x 15 plus 4,350
additional trenching 56A @ 184
3.30/A
Sub--total wrenches
	 41534.00
$136,507.20
element
2G/14dL
element
52.32/14J i
elei.lent
17.33/14db
eler:ient
4205.65/1ddtj
element
54.74/14,14
ale,-vent.
24/14WI)
element
284.39/14db
e leyaent
-1Q9-
t
3. Central Electronic pox
C.
 3343.32 :: 15
Sub-total to Element Central
Electronics
50,149.80
91,008.55
5227,515.75*TOTAL ;Hardware & Digging Cost "Npanded Array
III. Site Preparation
Grading & surveying of expandea array area $3,000
IV. Capital Equipment
A.	 IIT/LSs:
I;P 608 Signal Generator
	 ;+2, 910
2 G $1450
aktronix Sampling
 Scope
661 lain Fra"-
	 1200	 21400
ST3 Timing Unit 2 9 050 11700
451 Sain9 )ling Unit 2
1475
	 2,950
Automatic-fetwork lest
Equipment
'."iltron 3103 Indicator
	
31485
A ltron 311 V23 Resolver 21950
Wiltron Sweet Generator
61'?3 Frame
	 1, 450
U6 105 Plug in
	 W9150
Sub-total ^iIT/LS:: Capital Equip.
	 19, 785
23. site
Computer
	 30,000
Tape Recorders	 35,003
Tiiae 7 Frequency Stand,:	 7, 503
Gen. West Equipment	 15,000
Facilities Iraprovent.	 15,000
Sub-total Site Capital Equip.
	 102,500
* '_'his cost is exclusive of control cable cost at the expanded
array level estimated at $3,300.
T
I
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122,2:.;.00C. .O , ,ik.L .;aioital .quip.tent
V. ijC Power oistrioution for :.F ZransiAttir
VI. ixtra :aintanence
VII. 'ravel
40 .aaa trip ven%:or ry 150	 6, 0.
r..;an trig .aI1 , to site
500/trip	 4,'JOO
TOIL"AL a rav a l
2J,04,i.'^0
15, 000.O0
387,800.75
lU,000.00
TOTAL EXPAND-".1 ) AI'. PAY COs-l'	 ^7 a , 5y ' ,,2 7'.,
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5JLk'b 1 ►RRAX
(6/1/70 - 12/31/71)
I. Salaries, pages & ianagenant
,,I. Salaries & :Jages
1. 1 Proj. Lng.	 (X )
2. 1 Proj .	 Lng.	 (Site,	 75%)
3. 1 1 •	 Lng.	 ( iI 1 )
4. 1 L.	 -nq.	 ( Site)
5. 1 L/.: Lng.	 (Site)
6. 1 -tech.	 Lng.	 (50s,1)
.	
`, t to )
S. 2 Proj . Tech.	 (Site)
9. 1 Prograax,ie r	 (5 Q " )10. 1 L,	 '.C'ecil11. 1 A 1 v C 1
12. 1 ^ i' acil	 (cite)
13. 1 A Tec i	 (Site)
14. 1 L Tech (Site)
15. 1 L Tecia
16. 1 Drafts,aan
17. 1 :,:acili.nist	 (50°x)
TOTAL gages	 Lite .5171,, 376
. 'IT	 115j723
L. : tanagement
1. Lab Teca. & A.Uhnin. _crt.
2. Gen. & Admin. Support
TOTAL izanagement Salaries	 .14 8 i? ., o
C. Overhead ( 50.5%)	 14	 30,392
Site	 43,71)
D. Benefits (14.2%) 	 47, 37'0)
TO` 211 i:xpenses & Salaries, etc. ;, 462,788
-192-
,
II. .:aterials & :^erv'ices
A.	 Hardware & ui.3ging Cost::;
1. Yost hardware & %Aq ing v' 1U V14do
(6 posts & associates.► elarlent
Hardware, installed)
2. Laercuty	 ,jwitcht s 21/1 k d.:
1;14 @ 1.50 el':. ant
3. Caine 1Ga ;'	 2. J5/
El•^'I'1lLU.t
4. &rencl-les 5.25A '^
	 2.97/a 15.5j/14db
nit?ment
Sul — total 1 55.39/14dh
E let .ent
S. haplifiers . 17.75	 35. 50/1,1(;b
clement
6. Lasor of fairing	 0/1 11.
ele-ment
.juL-total :iar^.,ware & Lal.ior
	 240	 14d1j
element
TO':?L hardware & -Agcin 
(240.39/14u. e1..^nEnt
	 32 (7, 70u.'f3 'pilot
	 ;:955, 351.52
unit) x 1243
B. From Llement to (-'entral ^.leotronius
1. LaLle ( 1;204 1 less 30'-.;)
1)94.30 x 124
	 2.4 ; , 293.7.0
Additional ca.:le
	 62, 000.00
309,293.20
2. 'rrenclies
	 x 124 32, 364.00
*Additional trenches 3,000.JO
35,36.1.00
3. Central ElectronicsQ q
-2601 x 124	 322,524.00
TOTAL .•+A^'LRI,%L :;OSTS -Elements $1,623,432.72
* Trenc:7es to Pilot shack;.
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III. power uistri:_►ution for -rranst titter
IV. troa6 (completely encircling array) '
V. Capital Rquipnent
TOTA.L i,'t1^ ;1 RIALS u S".'YZVICE:
VI. ^xavel
TOTAL 5 0dij talil` aY
1,0,000.00
35,000.00
100,000.00
1,933,032.72
12,000.00
^..' i 2A
 2 A.0
VII. Autowatic .:ercury Switching at Element Level 	 400,000.00
VIII. `transmitter 500:S:i
	
	
1,3J01000.00
$4,112,32U.72
-154-
S tUTARY
Methods of Construction .. Cost Comparison
I. L;uilc!ing 6irray
A. 'Total Cost
B. Total Cost
Array
Total Oost
GR; ^ i/ `TQ titl+r to I'Lll
Step,
:;y : tep n
Pilot array	 391,508.21,
40u.:.) Expanued 700,543.75
50db Array	 21410,820.72
Id Array by	 3, 511, b77 71
II. :jLildirir,. 50,Ai> Array '/o
Inter.le,:iate Stays.
Lauor
F4	 S
C. Lxtra :;able G^,u00.J0
il. Capital equip. 2J:^, :1J0. v0
L . Power Lusses 2°.;0, JJO.OU
F. Travel . 30, 000.OU
TO'2AL 311'91130.OU
N.B. Therefore, difference between building Array by
by eight interztediate steps or in one effort is approxi-
mately $323,000.
	
Step ' aethod	 .to /steps
Adding Transmitter:
	
$3,511,877.71	 ZTrans:: : tter X3,190 ,000.00
	
1,300,OOO.00	 in 1972)	 1,300,000.00
	
$4,811,877.71	 41490,000.00
Trans=:jitter 1970	 3f1901000.00
11503,OJO.00
4,G)O,OU0.00
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7.5 jescription of tihc "un?:)lazer Prograr.ir
7.5.1 i =ission ^;oasiderations
7.5.1.1 Scientific fission .tdectives
The pri-Mary o^.Jective of tite Sunr;lazer program is to
measure the electron density profile -iith good accuracy over
the 5 to lUO solar radii rzistancFS from the sun where it teas
only tjeen inferred with consi6orahle ani:)iguity fron radio
star occultation Ajuasurewents. .i. secondary ovjective is to
measure unatraAguously the Scale of tur'.julence in Cle inner
corona and the outwar:! moving velocity of the inhomogenei ties
in the inner corona. Ad„itional o:.Jjectives include observations
of Faraday rotation or pulse splitting to infer some qualitative
information a`jout the existenco of a General. solar magnetic
field, and to carry a variety of particles and fields e.speriments
to the .52 A.U. region of interplanetary space.
In addition to experiments involving the spacecraft, quite
significant radio and radar astronolay experi.:ients may 4be per-
formed with the antenna alone. Soine of these possibilities are
discussed in section 1.4.
7.5.1.2 other On- Board Lxperiments
The present spacecraft weight is approxi..iately 28 pounds
exclusive of any on-board experiments. The 5-stage Scout is
^f
1	 -196-
I
capa-ile of placing a payloa4 of ^5 mounds into a .55 A.U. orbit.
:flee word "payload" in this case applies to all YeigIt appended
to the fiftri-stage rocket casing. There are at least 10 to
15 pound: of engineering telemetry which has been put a:aoard
the 5-stage S^out vehicle for performance-testing which presumably
could ±je re_novej on Later launches. '.:,a would_ expect that t.'Us
;i
additional weigat could 4ae uses., for additional science on
Stinblazer. A large number of suggestions for quite meritorious
experiments have ^)een proposed, relating mostly to particles
and fields experiments in the .52 and .65 A.U. region that
Suni:lazer will traverse.
All of ti.e proposeu experi-ac:,,ts are typically those that
count events over say a one- day period and require the zontents
of a counter to be transmitted ly acj' once a day or so for the
experiment to ae accomplished; these are quite suitable for
the low data rate transmission system that Sun:.;iazer will have,
7.5.2• Uascription of t =ie Sunalazer Inacecraft4	 r
7.5.2.1 1,ne Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Orbit
In the interests of economy for this series the standard
four-stage Scout launch •ve'hicle modified %)y an ac ditional
"velocity package" fifth-stage will be utilized to provide
the solar orbital injection velocity for tiie Sun li:)lazer space-
raft. The five-staged Sc performance ' sc	 g	 out perfor a e i given in Figure 7.5.2.1-
ad
Y'
SOLAR PROBE MISSIONS
Wallops Island Launch
126 Degrees Azimuth
85 Degrees Elevation
• ° 2.2
'	 0 1.8
•N 1.4
°;u eir $ol r Orbi tsa
—l.q
_-4a
—'0.6 Inferior Solar Orb' _woo
au moo0
'^' RP4 0 0.20 r4 0 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70
w Payload Weight - Pounds
a^
Figure Solar Probe Performance Using Scout Fifth
Stage-Wallops Station
Mars
Earth
Venus
Mercury
Jupiter
5.0
4.6
4.2
3.8
3.4
3.0
2.6
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I
and indicates t:iat approximately a 57 pound payload s=tay bn put
into a 0.65 %^. U. perihelion solar orbit. This orbit was
{ selecteu because it incluc::_,k: three superior conjunctions which
are generated Ly the relative motions of the spacecraft and
the earth as saown in Figure 7.5.2.1-2). 'lhe selected omit
4
permits the spac3craft to apparently remain witiiin a su';tended
1	 angle of 3 "e9rees frow the sun for a period greater than
6 mont'Aa.
7.5.2.2 Uo.ue isasic Spacecraft Desi:,;n izequirements
Within t:io size and weight livAtations of ti'ie spacecraft
y	 . s were 	 .Ithe following requir.Qn.enx..e-rc, i^^^^ose<:I ..
1) ilien(tal survival of tie apparatus at 1.0 A.U. and
4.65 A.U.
2) The generation of 2 kilowatts of transmitted _t.F.
power.
3) An earth pointing antenna : )ea+m pattern for the
delay experiment at superior conjunction.
These three basic requirements are satisfied c;y designing
a spacecraft which is aligned with a projectc^ solar radius
throughout the entire: orbit.
Thermally, one side of t.Ye spacecraft always faces the
sun and is .cooled :)y the opposite side: which acts as a heat
sink and radiator to cold space.
W	 solar cells spaced on the sun facia side of thith  	 	 g	 e
spacecraft, the available power to solar cell weight ratio is
optimized since all cells are constantly illuminated.
At
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During superior conjunction 1 1:rich is the pri+rary region
of scientific interc at, tae spacecraft antenna beans pattern
is automatically aligned with t:.e eart;l.
7.5.2.3 The Spacecraft Configuration
Shown in Figure 7.5.2.3-1 is tie t%ain aody of t1h.; SunUazer
spacecraft, it consists of a solar cell ::ounting platform and,
attached to its ruar Portion, a cylinurical. radUator whic`i
also houses the cruciform structures electronics su:jasscr:bly.
Orientation of the platform-radiator asserLily to the sun
is maintained ;:oy the use of four triangular shaped, rear
canted solar sails which have an a4justal)le pitch angIz in
it longitudinal axis. Control	 the	 +the	 y	   f of  i sail1 p.^ tc ^ angle is
maintaineu jy a solar aspect ant: spin rate detector mounter in
the spacecraft's spin axis on the solar cell platform. Logic
and amplifier circuits associated with the aspc(.t sensor pro-
vide the control signals to pitch the nails.
Solarassure on the sails whicl•r are 'Oehina hp	 the center of
mass, generates the require. torques to erect the spacecraft's
spin axis in to
 aligruuent with the sun.
The spacecraft's main radiating anta%nna is a quarter wave
dipole configuration mounted at the rear edge of the platform.
cue to the volume constraints and the forces involver: during
spin up and despin, lboth the sctils and antenna are dAs.T,.gried
as deployable menbers whici:, are activatel after injection
when the spacecraft has Leer, Jespun to a slok,,er rata.
IlLATPORM
4N MAINA
SPIN A X /S
,- a c o^^ sOti C- M A
RADIATOR
^-
" ff 0 mpt or - of w mw ^ ftm ^^ O'V r now
S`1NB4AZOR .BRA +CSCRA FT
CON CI SURAT/ON
.	 ,v
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7.5.2.4 Spacecraft Power
The solar cell array is ina : te up of sixteen paralleled
series strings of forty 1 x 2 centimeter cell-, whit, t,Pill
:apply about 18 ^4atts of po • -per at 1.0 A. u. and about 30 watts
r	 at 0.65 A.U. Tais changing power profile is tracked ')y a
special O.C. to ij.C. converter to provide near maxirawii con-
_	 tinuous power to a capacitive energy storage system. Present
capacitor technolody provides a:)out 30 Joules of energy storage
per pound. Approximately 15 percent of the ;unblazer's weight
has been allocated to the attain transmitter's energy storage
system which has been designed to provide su'usy item redundancy.
.watery operated, 50 watt beacon transmitter is also
included on board tAe !,Iacecraft to provid-c initial tracking
and telemetry data. 'lie signals fro:- the t ea{_-on transmitter
1
are rac.Uatek; froxn the solar sails.
7.5.3 Propagation anc: Comiaunication Considerations
7.5.3.1 The Propagation Experiment
Aany studies have 'Oeen made of the e:;tent to which the
turbulent coronal plasma should be expected to distort a
pulse. This occurs by means of frequency broadening which
would arise front the motion of tae turbulent refractive in-
homogeneities or, correspondingly, from the delay distortion
which would occur in the time donain through the dispersive
ht
^w.
[S..:`
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nature of the Medium or through multipath. We :have conclude-1,
on the basis of :)ot:z theoretical studies a.-IL; the examination
of the data provided by radio star occultation an •:y the
{ Aariner 4 frequency broadening rrteasurai^l nts that a 3 milli-
secon": pulse at 75 Oliz has an excellent probability of being
detected in as clo:Je as 5 solar rafti, and ;Further that this
pulse can :.;e cor posed of 25 rAcrosecond elementary pulses
c:istinguisneu .±)y phase reversal modulation. in effect, then,
we would have 25 microseco^id resolution and slaould be able
to identify any n-ultipatn contrihutions as well as to iuentify
contributions arriving on different iragn2t6ior_ic propagation
moues. aloe large advantage that this pulse%: group-delay
method has over the kind of sinusoidal modulation employed
in the Pioneer propagation experiment is that the periodicity
F	 of the modulationreclucies the ossilbilit of identif inp	 P	 Y	 Y g
multipath and other perhaps unanticipated propagation moc.es,
and rc,. yes difficult if not risky the interpretation of the
-	 delay data.
The other, in our vier, great deficiency of the Pioneer
p	 experiment is that the delay leasurements ar: made on the up-
link for matters of engineering convenience, but the inter-
pretation must a then done by a relatively inept machine
and not by the scientific observer who is available if down-
link transmissions can be made adequate, as we believe they
are in Sunblazer. In Pioneer, for example, all possibility
of scintillation measurements, frequency broadening measure-ments,
-2ol-
Faraday rotation nieasurenv,ants ar*, e;:cluded unless an ex.tre :ely
complicated receiver on the spacecraft is postulated. ';e are
convinced from an engineering viewpoint teat the I. I.T. propa-
gation meas: rement has been provocl feasi Ae.
7.5.3.2
	 Communication System
This section of the report is concerned pri.miarily frith
t::e communication syster.: co::stzai.nts an& performance require-
ments that are germane to the Lac d n sf.,ucification of Cie
receive.: coiplex and piiased array antenna.
	 "AL'o provide per-
spective for this discussion we start by revie ,,ring briefly
the caajor system constraints V* gat arc discussed ii: detail in
other sections of t;ii s report an:.t in t-ae coripanion re p
 nrtizigl^	 J
specific to tae Sunblazer spacecraft.
	 Li.%e Most systerft
designs, tae final configuration is reac .►_le,.' :.y a series of
compromises between these various constraints and is aimed
toiaard the achieve.-,tent of an optk-lal balance between maximum
tperformance and minimum total system cost.
A fundamental criteria is that ta.e Sunblazer experiment
must 'be con6ucte ,d
 econo: ically both to mini',,Aze thn cost/
effectiveness ratio for the imme;.tiate propagation experiment
and to facilitate a continuing program of deep space exploration
experiments at the univers i t
	 level.	 Thir, re uir :a-r.iient leach,P	 Y	 4
iaviediately to the choice of a relatively low cost launch
ti	 yvehicle and the accepta.,ce of a conseque. : t modest lifting
.R
.:a:,m
I
F
If
d	 ^
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capability. The resultant restriction of spacecraft size
and weight is manifested principally by restrictions on the
spacecraft complexity and tita available spacecraft power.
-.hose limitations, in turn, restrict the choice of communication
strategy.
Ocher important constraints are jictated oy the nature of
the transmission : ^ediun. that is to be investigated and the
scientific data sought in the propagation experiment. A regirie
of maxi-mum Lnterest^ will occur when the spacecraft approaches
superior conjunction. At tail ti: e t:ie ri.aJIu?:c All introuuce
appreciaule distortions and pertur;Dations in tie coixaunication
path that will affect the received signal adversely. Indeed,
the signal design is cliosen deli:^arately to accentuate the
effect of the uc:c: iuiL'1 so t'Ltat t:ie rriagnitucie of the ;perturbations
can be measured with tolerable accuracy.
These various constraints combine to require the transmission
from tee spacecraft of relativ::ly short pulses with high, atit
restricted, peak power an:x the accurate: measurement of the time
of receipt of these pulses -n the face of perturlOations induced
by the medium and a very long communication range. In turn,
these factors coruwine to dictate a xminirium reguircd system
signal-to-noise ratio and hence to establish the required gain
of the phased array antenna.
7.5.3.2.1 Spacecraft Constraints
The average power available in the spacecraft is limited
by the size of the solar cell array that can be carried. As
is
II
F
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shown in the com."anion report concerned with the our.,Aazer
spacecraft, the availa.-Ae power. in Cle region of superior
conjunction will be a'^out 16 aat-ts. Some part of t:sis is lost
by inefficiencies in the power conversion processes, and in
the y ixeu power drains imposed ;.)y the spacecraft ti::.Iing ana
control circuits. Consequently, the average lower available
at each of the two carrier frequencies used in the prii.,e
propagation experiment is limited to about G . ,Yatts. `.'his, of
course, is a significant constraint on the con ,
 nun ication system
strateUy and performance.
The peak power of each transu itted ;pulse is limited both
by the average power constraint and by the availa':ility of
suitable ligAtweigat, relial)le, spaceworthy trans titter
components. Avail.a^)le transistors permit a single output
stage to generate ak^out 7U watts of a.F. poorer. .A larger
total peak power is secured by cortbining the outputs of many
suca stagers to parallel. in principle, an (Ai esirad ntLA)er of
stages coull be used to acnieve any ar'oitrary peak power level.
Practically, however, difficulties in properly pleasing the
Individual outputs over the requireCI frequency band restrict
the total nunuwer of paralleled stages to about 30 to 40 with
a consequent total peak pourer output of the order of 2 or 3
kilowatts. This restricted peak power combine:,, with the long
transmission range as the spacecraft approaches superior con-
junction precludes the use of incoherent envelope 6etection and
f
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retakes necessary the use of a cetierant "otection tec'inique. ;Title
this tectirique the proper criteria for systa; ; capability is not
the average E.oaer or )ea,c power j.;ut is ti.(. energy contained in
each receiveu pulse.
ri'he trans,	 pulse energy is constrained by two
i..;..portant con ,iterations . tho pulse repetition rate required by
the propacation experi-,.tent,, aaC the nature: of the energy storage
dev. c.w in the spacecraft power conversion sub -systent. To obtain
a data sa;.:ple rate: adcquate for tine experiarcent it is necessary
to use a pulse mpetition rate of t,ce order of one pulse per
Secondo since tae available average potaer, per carrier, is
6 watts, this implies a maxi%iu::; trarnsmitt ' .' pulse energy of
the order of 6 Joules. "his is within Cie range of capa:^ility
of a capacitor energy s •rorac;e sub-system, a desira;jle quali-
fication ,since it avoius tiie us:^ of an active tamoerature control
mLecharisin t4iat woulr: be requires if chc^ .tical batteries were used
as the main energy reservoir. Froth considerations, therefore,
point to the same. optinal transmitted pulse energy of 6 Joules.
Unfortunately, this energy has to be radiated in a nearly
onini--directional pattern. A truly high gain spacecraft antenna
is precluded because it is not feasible to carry star sighting
and pointing mechanisms in a small inexpensive spacecraft. A
small imrprovement is achieveu by emphasizing the radiation
pattern toward the front of the spacecraft whic} ,
 is nonially
pointed toward the sun. .1his causes a reduction in received
Ii
t.
^u
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signal energy whan the spacQcr^ft: is near t.:e earth and viewed
from tho rear; however, in this ti.,,e region too range is relatively
short so tnis reduction is an acceptaL)le price to pay for the
irnprovemeat obtains:.: vnien the spacecraft is near superior
conjunction an« pointing, ,Uitiultar.-uously toward the sun anI toward
earth. To avoia unaccepta;ale penalties in critical portions
of Cie spacecraft or p it, .iowever, Chc directional gain has
to be 1 ].: li te al to a.at.) L t 3 d.1.
7.5.3.2.2 ^,otcu Lunication 1:'onstraints Impose" by the (edium
A parameter of i, viiei::iate significance diem is the communica-
tion channel coherence time. This :13scr.iba3 the :maxiiimm ti;::e
duration for whic^i tae channel i:iay be expectat- to maintain
phase stability. T—iat is, it. defines the maxi:-u:- pulse uuration
that may be used if the receivor is to take full advantage of
the detection ir:provement possi',)le with co ►iarent integration
of the total receive: signal energy.
The companion Sun)Aaze r spacecraft re= port c1aracterizes
the expected parameters of the cortimunication c-hannel in terns
of the probable- behavior of the transmission medium. It is
shown that the channel coher:_, nce time may be as little as 3
milliseconds w,'den the spacecraft approaches superior conjunction.
Cou,bining this time t ita the allotted 7 .joules per pulse, we
see that the required transmitted pulse peal: power is 2 kilowatts.
This is within tae range of capability of the transmitter and
is, therefore, an acceptable requirement.
____ ._ .
i
I
1
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1.5.3.2.3 :ceeeiver Constraints
In oruer to extract the signal from the noise Background
it is necessary to use a correlation technique in whir- ► the
receiveu signal is compared with a multiplicity of locally
generated postulated signals to ueter!iine the presence: and
tir►e of arrival of the received pulse. 'A".he efficacy of this
procedure is related in a non--linear. manner to t: ►a signal-to-
noise energy ration. Several system perfor3nanco parameters
degrade rather rapidly when this ratio ?.)ecomes less than about
6 db. This, therefore, represents a -,-Aniraun threshold energy
ratio that :lust ;)e achieved to ensure acceptable detection
accuracy.
The design value of the signal--to-noise energy ratio must
be greater t.san the taresnolc value ley an ar,;ount sufficient
to offset a variety of probable detection inefficienciese these
include possiLle degradation in the spacecraft transmitter,
reduction in the receiving antenna gain causer: by beam distortion
when the antenna is pointed array from the zenit1h:, slight losses
caused by less than perfect painting of the receiving antenna
at the very distant spacecraft, a less than perfect knowledge
of the instantaneous received frequency, fading and multipath
interference induced 1;y the •ledium, and localized increases in
the galactic background noise. Proper allowance for these
disturbipy factors requires the system to lje designed to yield
a noni.nal signal-to-noise energy ratio of the order  of 16 db.
s
.. ­._ _rl_.__. _'.
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7,.5.3.2. A Sit1nal-to-^&vise .ratio
For the type of coixmunication system involved here the
parameter of prime interest in determini.nr, systeir. performance
is the signal-to-noise enerery ratio; that is, Cle ratio of the
energy in each ruueiveLI pulse to the background noise spectral
.?tea	 t ^	 ^'	 `^'	 mdensity, or noise i^o^ ..r per unit .aan ^rid ..7. ...iis ratio may
be shown as
r
Lt JtA e
t N energy
or, su.'i.,stitsting:
X 2
r
Ae -Tn
i'tGtA 2Gr
,S	 n	 k 1'
where x. is the ener	 of the transi-Yitteugy pulse, in Joulest
G  is the directional gain of the transwitting an;:enn:s
A  is the effective area of
r
the receiving antenna, in racters2
R is the connaunication range, in vic tors
k is Boltzmann's constant, in Joules per (?egree _:elvin
T is the total equivalent noise temperature of the
observed background and the receiver front ind, in
degrees t;elvin
A is the wavelength of the R.F. carrier, is meters
Gr is the directional gain of the Yeceiving antenna
r
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• aarranginr, tais, wo ca-t ,;ti ,,ul t;_- a ru juiru . ' aasign value for
t,ie 9 round antenna gain is;
(S) (47► .,) 2F.P
G  
s 
LtGta
► :ow, it ;,as ,peen shown that t:ie energy of the transmitted pulse
is 6 Joules, that t , i.- 6irectional gain of t'a transrItting
antenna is liitliteu to 3 u : , and that the received signal-to-
noise energy ratio is requirau to La 16 _ ':. It is shown else-
VherG twat ttte inaximur-1 range is .) A . U . , or 3 x .1U
	 deters, and
twat tho ciiose:n froquency is 75 ^ega':ertz with a consequent
wavelength of 4 ..,titers. -he averagealactic 'Jack round noise5	 g
ter►peraLure at 75 . ?ega.i,ertz is 14J50 t:.egrr,es Kelvin and the
m	
e auivalen-6 noise temperature of the receiver front ene! is 665
`	 uecrees 1,:elvir..
SuDstituting these values.
r	 43(q 3 x 10 11 ) 2 (l.35 x 10 -23 )(2.52 x 103)
r -	 (6) (2) (4 )
1.035 x 10 5 = 50 ^a:.^
As we have seen i o :^ r sections  of th' r eport, 	.,m is c  performance.
of this order can be achieve(:. at reasona )lc cost. It has also
been shown that the resultant antenna facility offers numerous
fringe benefits in the form of additional unique scientific
MMEM
__
1	 - Zn9
o:iservations that can	 made, thug , in of fact, prorating this
cost among javeral investigative pro r:^ IS. .1e tihe refrs're close
the systei ► .:esicn loop justifying toe original choice of
a modest cost launch Vehicle, with the copse( uent restriction
of spacecraft complexity, in a total system configuration that
is practical to ii.%plaiix:nt au<< that is near optirual on Ijoth
n economic and scientific .oasis.
7.5.4 :racking Require, .eat3
Trackir►g and conr.iunic;ations are not pro. lems ^;-ven if the
normal	 tracking nets are not used. The angle and Doppler
is - information we get on Sunblazer from the pl ►ase"! array will be
sufficiently accurate to establish the or'.At wit:i enough pre-
cision for the propagation expariiler.t. For t: ►e propagation
. experiment, the on ly importantort 	 is t,^e ui:^olacementp	 P	 p
of the ray path from the solar center an(: the actual locations
of the tergiinals, assuming that 1^oth are viell outside of t;he
region of greatest electron density, are u. ►important. Even
so, from the angle and Doppler measurements . a ,^: oect to be
argy le to locate the spacecraft within 10,000 kri s
 with nigh
relia!)ility.
Tilare is no up-link contemplated in tae Sur ►blazer mission,
and the modest amount of telemetry in elic,:ated will x)e multiplexed
on the same 75 :lira carrier emanating frv,.^ the spacecraft.
MUMOMMM
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7.6 Transmitter Considerations
7.6.1 General System Constraints
An antenna is required to receive signals transmitted
from the Sunblazer satellite. An antenna array that is
operable over the range 70 to 80 Miz has been proposed for this
purpose. It will consist of 27,©A6 crossed dipole elements,
will be electronically steerable, a.-id will have a total gain
of 50 db over isotropic. As previously proposed, the Sun-
blazer antenna will only be able to receive. A proposal has
been made for a transmitting function to be incorporated as
the antenna is first; constructed. The simultaneous construction
of the basic receiving array and the transmitting feature will
save much time and expense in the long run.
The Sunblazer program is designed to learn more of the
physics of the solar corona and interplanetary space by
transmitting a series of controlled radio signals through
the corona and space. The transmitters will be on the Sun-
blazer satellite whose orbit will place it in position behind
the sun. ttlith the proposed transmitting function the Sunblazer
antenna can also be used to study the backscattering properties
of the solar corona and of allp lanets within the orbit of
Saturn.
In the receiving configuration the received signal from
each group of six dipoles is amplified, fed through an electronic
phase shifter, and then added to similar phase-shifted outputs
,a,
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of other elements and fed to the main receiver. In the trans-
mitting configuratton a signal of proper frequency and modulation
is fed to the vicinity of each six--dipole element through the
same lines and phase shifters, and then before being fed to
the radiating elements is amplified by a solid-state power
amplifier. This design requires 4,480 power amplifiers,
switches to remove or insert the proper amplifier, a wire
line from the control room to control the switching functions,
and a primary-power distribution system. As a basis for
analysis a system that will radiate one million RF watts is
assumed. This requires a 250-watt amplifies- at each of the
4 1 480 six-dipole elements.
7.6.2 Solar Radar Studies
7.6.2.1 Need for New Solar I'lad.ar Investigations
The sun is fairly well understood as ,far as atomic and
ionic processes are concerned, but many macroscopic phenomena
are riot understood at all. The present theories of ionized
plasma have been unable to explain the solar corona. The
behavior of a hot ionized plasma in the presence of a magnetic
field is very complicated. The phenomena of the appearance
and dev'elopment of sunspots, plage regions, flares, prominences
and surges have been well observed and documented optically,
but have not been explained.. Prior to the El Campo solar
radar studies there were many theories as to why the coronal
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temperature was two million degrees, even though the photo-
spheric temperature was only six thousand degrees and the
energy came from nuclear
 processes at the center of the sun.
Radar studies have shown that wave motions that coul d heat
the corona are always present in the corona out to about
1.6 solar radii., where Brandt ( 1967) has shown that the
deposition of energy must cease.
	
j	 To help untangle the complicated problem of plasma
`l
behavior in the sun, more radar observations are needed.
Plasma motions can be observed by radar much better than
they can by optical or radio emission. Radar, undoubtedly,
has a future in explaining the solar corona, but only prelim-
inary radar studies have yet been made. The only significant
scientific ' studies
	 ethat have been mad were those at 38 r4Hz
	
"	 by MIT at E1 Campo, Texas. In 1959, a group at Stanford
University demonstrated on three occasions that solar echoes
could be received at 26 MHz, but have not been able to do
so since, in spite of numerous attempts and an enlarge
antenna. No other successful experiments have been reported,
	 P
although it is known from private sources that attempts were
	
^a	
made at 49 Wlz in Peru and at 40 MHz in Puerto Rico.
Solar radar experiments are badly needed over the
frequency range from 20 PZHz tD 200 MHz. more system sensitivity
and more angular resolution,, than the .resent El Campo systemP	
has, would help consiutrahly in the interpretation of the data.
Experiments at 75 1011	 ^pf-^rmit coronal levels as., near the
-113-
sun's center. as 1.15 solar radii to be studied. The deepest
penetration of the 39 MHz signal is about 1.35 solar radii,
which is 2.3 times as far from the photosphere as the 1.15
level.
r
	
	 Radar studies at 75 MHz could lead to a determination of
the coronal absorption and Mean temperature to the 1.15 solar
radii level. Of more importance would be the variation in
temperature and energy deposition as a function of events in
:a
the chromosphere. The velocities of plasma waves at the
1.15 level should help considerably in deciding what type
of waves heat the corona. In general such experiments should
teach us more about both the sun and plasma physics.
*	 7.6.2.2 Solar Radar Results to Date
Solar radar experiments have been performed at 3R 71Iiz
near F1 Campo, Texas, since 1961. During this time much
has been learned about how to use radar to explore the an.r
in addition to learning new facts of solar physics. For
example, it has been found. that the frequency sensitivity
of the antenna causes a decrease in the quality of the
integration process, especially when certain types of solar
noise bursts are present.
The echo intensity, or radar cross section, is variable
on both a long time basis of several years and a short time
basis of several days. The echo signal is fairly constant
over a 16-minute interval except for a very small amount of
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fading at times with a Period of five to ten minutes. The
crc;s section is usually appreciably stronger when active
regions are on the disk. A large amount of Doppler spreading
is always present whether the esun is active or not. The
Doppler bandwidth between the hal"* _ower points is 30 to 40
KHz, and this is much larger than the 1 '-(Hz tha t m3 ,7ht be
explained by the rotation rate of the sun. More energy is
received at Fositive Doppler shifts than at negative shifts.
Some echo components have only small amounts of Doppler shift
and spreading. The echo appears to have equal energies in
both linear and circular polarizations.
The main part of the echo is reflected from some sort of
wave motion in the corona. These wave motions could be, and
Jvery likely are, the mechanism by which the corona is heated.
The waves are moving in a predominately radial direction with
;velocities between 100 and 200 Km s. Because of/	 	 multiple
reflections, and possibly some wave motions in the dir-
ection of the photosphere, there are negative Doppler c(^im-
ponents in the larger-delayed part of the main echo. The
intensity of the main echo changes Yecause of changes in the
coronal temperature, changes 	 h
	
	 ,in the intensity and number
of shock waves, changes in the size and shape of the corona,
and changes in interplanetary plasma that focuses the radar
energy.
The solar radar cross section tends to be considerably
larger during the decreasing portion oZ the sun-spot cycle
	
	 9 P
	 P	 Y
for some une:Kplaired reasons.
'•i
i
I'-
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Some echo components arise from irregularities in the
high corona out to three or more solar radii free the sun's
center. These irregularities are moving radially outward at
10 to 20 Wits. Their densities change much more slowly with
distance from the s pin than does tha mean density of the corona.
Echoes from these show up in the early range inte "ils and also
1	 in the late range intervals. The late echoes are due to
I
sigh is that are first reflected from tiie shock waves in the
corona, then from a backside of the high corona irregularities,
and then again from the shock waves. The late echoes have
a large amount of Doppler spreading; whereas,the early echoes
have a very small amount of Doppler spreading. This should
be expected because the shock waves impart a large Doppler
spreading to the signal. These high-corona echoes may be
moving along with the solar wind, and if so, radar provides
a. measure of the solar wind velocity in t=.e high corona. how-
ever, Dessler (1967) has shown on theoretical grounds that
the solar wind velocity in the high corona should he super-
sonic, and if so, the high corona echoes are reflected from
coronal irregularities that are not participating in the
solar wind.
7.6.2.3 Solar Echo Studies at 75 Mz
Several factors enter into the computation of the expected
signal-to-noise ratio for a solar radar experiment at 75 PZIiz;
namely, average transmitted power, antenna gain, antenna beamwidth,
`t s,^
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Doppler spreading of the echo, background noise level, coronal
absorption, and radar cross section. It is convenient, and
perhaps more significant, to predict the re_ lative performance
of the proposed 75 MHz system and the known 38 12iz system
rather than compute the received energy of the 75 MHz system
only. At 38 MHz the cross section has varied from about
0.2WR 2 to 20WR 2 with 500 KTT of transmitted power and a 35 dla
gain antenna (R6 is the radius of the photosphere) . The
cross section was typically  between 0.5 and lwR 2 . The signal-
to-noise ratio should be no les-& than it was for the 38 MHz
system in order for a significant experiment to be performed.
From the radar equation, the relative sensitivity, 5,
of the proposed 75 DlHz system and the present 3S P PJiz system
is given by:
S : (sig. ^n^al_) ' ^ ( signal.) pT ( 7 To (a' )5^ 2 rte,
noise	 noise	 G _^o A	 t^ (7.6.2.3-6)
where PT , G, Ao , A, and 0 are respectively transmitted power,
antenna,gafn, solar radar cross section, wavelength, and back-
ground noise temperature at - g r'sIz; and where the primes refer
to similar parameters at 75 MHz. The 5/2 power for the wave-
length ratio arises because the effective area of the receiv-
ing antenna varies as GA 2 1
 and because the Doppler bandwidth
is assumed to vary inversely"as the wavelength. For a
detection procedure employing signal integration, the signal-
to-noise ratio varies inversely as the square root of the
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bandwidth. For the 38 MHz system N is about equally divided
Al	 between galactic and solar noise, and a typical antenna
temperature is 20,000 degrees. At 75 ?4Iiz the photosphere
should be approximately resolved, and so in the absence of
grating lobes the antenna temperature would ha about 1R0,n00
degrees. The cross section at 75 MHz is an unknown quantity,
and is dependent among other things on coronal absorption.
For a one-million-degree corona the two-way absorption for
the central ray is computed to be 7 dh at 38 "Ez and 14 db
at 75 PC3z (Janes, 1968) . For
is 1 and 2 db, respectively.
of the reflection strongly of
for the central ray at 75 P±Hz
[	 3 db at 3 million degrees and
rays at the limbs the attenuation
The temperature in the vicinity
Sects the attenuation. For example,
the computed attenuaf, -'r jiL
36 di, at 1/2 million degrees.
The solar temperature is likely about one million degrees at
the 75 MTiz reflecting level. he type of reflecting irregularity
(shock wave, Alfren wave, plasma density irregularity, etc.)
will, of course, also affect the cross section.
C
On the basis that both N' 11 7 and .71,0 /A' are 7 db, the value
of relative sensitivity is comp•T4- a-d to bb
S = 12 db	 (7.6.2.3-2)
L
for P' = 1000 KW and G' = 50 db. This value of allows a
^ 	 T
margin for error in the prediction of A'.
'•
j
I
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7.6.3 Plar,
 
►tary Mp.periments
7.6.3.1 General Discussion of reasons for Doing
A radar study of planets is another very important
reason for including a transmitting facility in the antenna
design. Planetary studies yield information on orbits, sur-
face features, rotation rates, ionospheres, magnetic fields,
and interplanetary plasma. TIhen the reflection is from the
surface rather than the ionosphere, such as is the case for
the dark side of Venus and for riars, something can be learned
about surface roughness and composition. Reflections from
ionospheres could lead to5much information of scientific
value such as atmospheri:3'-41 	and density.
Radar echoes from planets would he modified by the inter-
planetary medium thus providing a means of studying inter--
planetary plasma from an earth-based laboratory. Results of
such studies would have application to solar physics and
space communications. The interplanetary effect on the echo
should vary inversely as the square of the frequency and so
75 MHz should be more sensitive than higher frequencies to
the plasma effect. The integrated electron density between
earth and the planet can he Measured directly when the system
sensitivity is high enough to permit short pulse measurements.
For Venus,at inferior conjunction,a pulse width of about 20
microseconds and a receiver bar_dpass of about 300 XHz would
be required to detect an average electron density of 10ycc.
f-219-
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For a signal-integration detection system the sensitivity
varies inversely as the square root of the receiver bandpass
and so, as the bandwidth was increased from 1 Hz to 0.3 MHz
to accommodate the narrow pulse, the sensitivity would decrease
a	 27 db. This means that a sensitive system would be required
to measure weak interplanetary electron densities, but a
50 db gain, 1 141,1-tranamitted-power system would he sufficient
to make such measurements using the planet Venus and, perhaps,
Mars.
The transmission properties of the solar corona could he
studied by an earth bound radar system when planets were used
as reflectors. This principle has been used previously, for
example, to study transmission properties of aurora by using
the moon as a reflector. (See James, et al, 1960.) The
planet Mercury would be quite useful for this purpose because
it is in position behind the corona a good percentage of the
time. This technique, ^)ecause of the two- gay passage through
the corona, would not result in 4ata as easily interpreted
as that from the Sunblazer satellite, ",ut it would have
i	 advantages of repeatability and flexibility. The backscattered
power from Plercury when behind the corona would only be about
n.2 watt for the 1 PTI, 50 db radar transmitter, but this is
both the average and peak power and so could easily be receiv-
i	 ed in a relatively narrow pass band.
is
7.6.3.2 Conputations c+^ ::cho Power
'l,►ie proposed 70 - 80 t:t7 antenna Twill have a gain of 50
gib over an isotropic radiator. In the computations to follow
it will be assumou that tl-te total raC-iateCi power is 1 P',
wnich is only AU watts per _ ipole a; ►::'. a power
 that can °.ae
reasonaoly outaine,i. 'i lie preseiYt A Campo array transirits
a totalover of 500 X.. whic:i is a c ut 50C 5,, ,n	 ,	 efts 1.)er lipole .
►^c3 raUar Syste. ., sensitivity for a giv ,-..n planetary tar-
get is dcterinine^.. ^_}y t.iil ratio of tae receive" echo power to
the aackgroun;a nOiZL fluctuationz. :2.4is ratio should be at
least 5 d:^ in or:acr to iue ►ztify the eca'io is lZae presence of
noise;.
' hL— :)ackground noi: ce is conveniently expressed in terms
of noise tenperature , i,, or in terms of ub with respect of
the standard room temperature of 2 11 0 0 . The relation between
available noise poorer in watts, V, an.-.t stoise temperature is:
Q = k^,j	 (7.6.3.2- 1)
where k is 3oltzruan's conwf:ant (1.30 X 10 - 23 j,,/.12 /cps) and 3
is effective aandpass in cps. At 75 ,'Hz the oackground noise
for planetary experiments will consist of receiver front-end
noise plus cosmic noise. "or the proposed antt:naa teie front-
end noise will be the avQrage noise f1gure of t!!- receivers	 j
in the field, ana so the front-end noise temperature i-?ill be
about 3 db/290 *. When the sun or a strong ratio star is not
r
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in the beauu, the cosmic noise temperature will vary from a`)out
2 Jb to 12 da) with the higher values falling along a narrow
region near the galactic equator (silky stay' . TiLe antenna
assumes the meats sky tei i erature of thL region falling withinP	 9	 9
the be ;a, regardless of idea+a size:. In the computations to
follow, tiie sskY temperature was taken to be 3 dt,/290 0 , which
leads to z total background tei :iierature of G dh/2^0 0
 when
the receiver noise is include:'.
she received echo power is computed t)y the radar equation,
Gee	 A 
P:K	 l^,`,	 o4 wRI O- 	 (7.6.3.2-2)
where PR is received echo power in watts,
is transfii t t.ed
	 inP
m
power	 watt B ,
GT is transmitting antenna gain over an isotropic radiator,
r is the target rang; in meters,
A  is the target cross section in square reters,
A„ is tine effective aperture of the receiving antenna
1% in square ineters, and
p is the polarization misalignment factor.	 For a linearly-
polarized antenna p will I:ave an average value of 1/2
for random polarization angles.
she following su!^-stitutions will .--,e. made in order to
simplify the radar equation:
PT = ltd 6 watts
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G.  _ '3	 5  d' or 10 5
1.496 V x 10 11 -.eters, where V is, range in astronomical
units.
^2
`^K	 G R4 n
a 2 = 15.9 ,, 111 2 at 75 vlilz
A = 1/2
'li tli taese substitutions t.ie ra ,-Iar • tquatio t 'sJe`ouies
.:i
PR = ^4 x 3.04 x 1() -,, 32  vrattS .	 (7.6.3.2-3)
Tile JToss section, Ago , is the projected area of the planet
(wr 2 ) times t:he backscattering reflcctivity. TAe reflectivity
is a parameter to u` measured a:1c4. is not accurately known
except in tIe case of Venus and even :sere it fluctuates
greatly with time from near zero to T.M. (See James, Ingalls,
4	 and itainville, 1967.) '^:le reflectivities of the planets
are discussed by Pettengill (1963), and are largely the gases
for the reflectivity assumptions listed in ' , a-..le (7.6.3.2-1) . The
listed value for Saturn and Gany mede (one of Jupiter's moons)
is no more than a typipal value for planets that Nave ber;rl
observed. The reflectivity for Jupiter is probably larger
E2 =
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TAi^iLi , 7.6.3.24-1
Predicted values of si-jnal-to•-noise ratio for radar
studies at 75 MHz witu a 53 (1.) antenna an() 1 ::1 transmitted
power. Values of astimate(: reflectivity ari.L Uoppler hanc
<tii .:th, anu round-trim ti:aes are also: liste^:. .lax a..: !
 min
refer to the larSest and s_.allest distances of t..•!e y ou;, froil
the earth withi.. tne next ten years. 0 is, radar cross
section, and P,
-,
 is received echo po , r--,r. 3ackground noise
ter:kperature is assumed to to 6
!':.-':cU!?Y VENUS MARS JUPITER GANY?i.;rx. SATUR J
10.0 4.8 6.1 69.9 63.9 142.1
23.3 25.3 43.2 108.1 100.1 175.4
6 15 7 8 10 10
1.1G 18.1 2.54 1290. 1.92 1146.
Gu' 20600 1090 33. .05 1.7
2.3 17.4 0.45 5.7 .009 0.7
?ot?nd--,trip	 '.iI: .
Ref lectivity ( ti
A0 (10 12m 2
 )
PR (10 -20 watts)	 It ^^.T.i .M.
bandwidth (cps)
S Ma) 440 Signal1111IN.
N	 Integration lUkX -
(db) With 5 _fins. nja.
1J	 Integration ,SAX.
Time
(db) Signal	 Ivtli:.
IntegrationX.
For Round-
Trip T ime
2 2 100 100 2 100
13 38 u -7 -18 -20
-1.5 7 -25 -14 -26 -23
27 52 31 15 -4 4
12 21 -3 8 - 12 - 1
29 52 31 21 2 10
15 43 2 15 -5 7
Y}}
id
:i
it
ti
{
^E
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I
than Sb at 75 j.1z.
por the above radar r-ysta.a t ..Le signal--to--noise ratios
for st otieral '..)ossij.Yle pl •1nPtary targets were co^ ►puted using
Equations (7.6.3.2-1) and (7.6.3.2--3), anu are presented in
Table 7.6.3.2-r1. The	 an('i MIN values refer to the S.nown
maximum and minimum distances of the bodies from the earth
The listed values for receiver ')andwidth are based on known
values of Doppler spreading `:,cept for the cases of Jupiter..
Ganymede, and Saturn. For these '..odies the Doppler spreading
was estimated on the !oasis of their size, spin rate, and
expected roughriess .
W
	
	 a-he results of these computations are tti t t.,ie proposed
radar systain should )e capable of studying Mercury, Venus,
Jupiter, Saturn and the interplanetary space between these
bodies anu earth, at all points of t.-heir or?sits. It would
indeed 'be a significant e.!perizment to study taiese planets
at both superior and inferior conjunction. The radar system
would also be capaiAe of studying _cars each day except for
a period of 8 months out of each 25.6 months i.e., Mars could
be seer, on 70 96 of the mays. Ganymede could not be studied
unless its reflectivity were greater thhan 20%. The detectability
of Saturn would :se aoubtful, if its reflectivity were less
than 10%.
7.6.4 Primary tower System
r
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7.6.4.1 System Design
`Llie aesign here is based. on 5000 or riore power amplifiers
J_	 spaced uniformly over t;ie array and supplying a total R.F.
powe. of one megawatt to the antenna elements. The priliary
power for these a:.iplifiers is at 25 or gore volts DC. The
25 volt distribution will Oe from a nur per of rectifier
stations sl,aced uniformly cvar the array. !:.&? i rectifier
station will )e feu r.,y a 3 p*.iase, 60 i:z powcr at 4160/2400
volts, and will in turn supply 25-volt circuits wit„ 100 to
m 20 0 	 sai.i - ere Baca. ."ac.i rectifier station will. 1)e housed in
an all weat^ier cubicle and will contain a 3 1.).iase, 10: 1:77-1
transformer, a bank of solid state rectifiers, 203 ampere
DC circuit ;.)rea:u:r:;, a7eters, and curren-L- transformers.
The 4160 volt Dower will be supplies... t1lrough four air
circuit Breakers, and .r yaY trippedac:	 Y overload currents in
any of the su.z=stations. Trans_-titteu poi ,yar will ''^e monitored
by measuring pot,aer at L:hP 4160 volt level ant" computed frail
the known efficiency of the transmitting units. This
efficiency can be checkej periodically by actually measuring
theower output of sa.:lple units. At this power.-densityP	 p	 Y
level an operator can •.%Tort. in the field wit; the R.F. power
on. More than the required amount of prinary power is at
present available from the power company at the 1;1 Campo sub-
station.
In the cost analysis that follo .rs, C'e efficiency of
the power amplifiers has been assu:ied to be 63%, and that of
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the rectifying and secondary power cUstrihution system 87%.
The efficiency of the primary power sys ter . s%ould '.e more
than 95a so that the overall efficiency s:)ould :,)e 50% or
rr:yore. . 'tiese arc: conservative asti: sates. 	 &, ` ,.e  nominal 25 volt
secondary voltage output at each rectifying station will
actually be aijout 29 volts under full load. Tice total power
output of the transmitting system can be varied by adjusting
tiie level of the 75 i.I.z exciter signal fell from the control
y`	 room to the poti..►c:Y amplifiers in the fielu.
^'iere are several. factors to consiCar when deciding
r
ti:e desiun efficiency of the 25 VDC coz):luctors. l he initial
_	
cost of these conductors . 17ill ae corks idera.^le, but this coat
is less when the efficiency is lc ,v. ; its cost will be cut
about 40% for exarnt le when the efficienc y
 i tro pe ed from.P	 y	 ^P
90% to 80%. A lower efficiency means less reserve in case
the R.F. power should be increased in the future. 	 The
lower limit of efficiency will he set by the current-carrying
capacity of the conductors. poor efficiency means poor
-	 voltage regulation at tiie power amplifiers, but this need not
be high. A low efficiency raeans a larger power 'Dill for a
given R.F. power output. Each additional X'.i of %maximum power
demand will cost about $1.25/month. Each additional 9177
will cost a:jout one cent. For a transmitter "on" time of
2 hours per day, the additional nower cost due to a lowered
efficiency woul d be about ,+ 2/month/Y'vI, or a_^;out for
20 years.
1
I
1
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The optimur, efficiency can be esti.nated :v taking a
1	 specific exaraple. Supposa one alumi yorn., direct burial, con-
ductor is to supply amplifiers for 50 dipoles with 111 a:aperes
at 25 volts, and that these amplifiers art_ 3- 1 1 feet from
the rectifying station. ( l."his would ; e a realistic example
if there were 60 rectifying stations.) Suppose the conductor
j	 consists of n strands of A' IG 1 ca^)le whicl2 costs $140/1000
feet. Allow 420/1'.:'
capacity . T"kien the
and additional po,Je
1.102:
for a ,-.10it;ional trans former an ,` rectifier
total cost for caL-Ic, additional rectifiers
r for 20 years i
?.5 (W^ 2
 • n5)	 (7.6.4.1-1)
I ' The resistance of 762 feet of X IG 1 cab le is 0.15 ohr_ls. Fro..
the aquation aLove, the ^aini:.,uni value for `^ occurs for n = 3.2,
 ^,	
r..	
^^	 I ra	 ^ -.r	 afor which the cable cost is ^3^3 any. t:ae ca^. y ^.^ po.a^... 1o^s i..
.5312 for 2J years. The voltage drop in t`ie conuuctors would
be 5.5 volta, and the efficiency of t:1ie distribution system
woulu be 82%. The design efficiency used in the cost analysis
that follows is 0
7.6.4.2 Conductors for ,:.C. Power
To Letermine the cost of calble for one station we shall
proceed with tae calculation on the basis of 60 stations, and
then scale the result after the optirium number of stations
is determined.
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Let
	 ar3a fec? --y eac.i otatioa '. ►e 4ivided into nine
4eaual squares wit, 	 sa rectifying station at the center a sh p-rin..
in Figure 7.6.4-,'&'-l. '.'Aa ieavy soliz'. lines r(iproscnt large
ala.,,inw.i fae ...r ousts each carrying 1108 amps to 50 dipoles.
Tna aotte,: lines repre Sent co,)per lines lirancAng from eacr ►
aluminui,; li,,e.	 L-nerr. are 3	 c.totte:.: lines for ^ac'i
C
of t_-ze eijnt groups aaC, eight s.^ all( yr two- ,.Ara copper linea
for the central groud. For purposes of cost estimation we
will ca3SUPI °. tl" at the following cables are neec4e,3 :
Y
1) 5 Al :fires 270 1
 long; eac:: carryir.r lla amps
2) 3 .F.1 wires 1 135 1
 long each carrying 116 a-,ps
3) 144 k--u wires 10 3 1
 long each carrying i.5 a:;;ps
An overall line efficiency of 67% is assurtied. The :37%
efficiency determines the IRI crop in the feeL.`r lines as
follows
I V V 	_ 
0' 7 = IV + .	
L
V V I	 2 + :;
	 (7.G.4.2-1)  
^m
If)-z 'J^ 0.0737	 0.149V	 (7.6.4.2--2)
For V = 25 volts, IR = 3.7 volts.
the Kest division of resistance 1^etween the aluaninum
copper lines shot-in in F igure 7.6.4.2-2 anus '^ determined.and C p	 g	 t e det r:nineca
F'or both these conductors, the cost per unit length varies
approxt.,nately as the resistance per 1000 feet, p, raised to
INN (n
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_ 0 !
 075I' 2 — 
p 0.7 (7.6.4.2-4)
-- 
—1--._ ,.- _,
2L
J. s7 =	 L
+ 1 R, +1.- 1
*$110/1000' for direct })urial ; ..	 Cu
$313/1000' for Arect Darial 23J	 :1C' : P.1.
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the -0.7 power.
Let Pl and P 2
 0'.;e respective prices per foot of the
aluminma anu copper lines. 12:,en froi- known dric^s of ',le
Cu ca;)le an,.4 25: AC : Al ca'Ac:,
The total cost of ca')Ja to f^%.: the a outside groups they%
is approxi-aately
T = 3200 P1 + 1w80a Pollars	 (7.6.4.2-5)
^.ena relation between p l and p,, can	 ueter..kirueu from tae
87% efficiency.
0.%,j i 8L( 1 1L$ )2
8RL(^^` 2 + 2 (118) 2rnl + 16 ( 1180') 2r2
(7.6.4.2.6)
(7.6.4.2-7)
a
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SW)stitute
a  = 1670
.tl
 = 0.2p 1
:2 = 0.11?2
to get
P2 = 1.25	 IFP 1
	(7.6.4.2-0)
Then
158	 1017	 lib
+	
1)17T =	 + --- _ -- . --	 (7.6.4.2-9)p l 0 . 7	 P20•7	 p 1 0.7	 1.25 - i^p l
 0.7
From d - = 0p the optir^L ii pl is 0.04 ohi.,s/1300' . An alunimmm.
T
conductor of 450 ACIL. uas p 1 = .0393, so let this be the
cable. Then
P2 = 1.25 - 15R 1 = 0.62
ran AWG 3 copper conductor
 has p 2 = 0.628, so let this be the
No. 2 cable. From these resistivities then we have the following:
T _ **1540 + ^141G = $2950 . (7.6.4.2-12)
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P 1
 = 0. 46 ,	 (7.6.4.2-10)
P2 = 0.11	 (7.6.4.2-11)
i
i
i
i
i
i
For the central aac:tion near tjic: rectifiers we require
eight feeder lines each _., liveri j 13 a,.,-.)ores to a 1.67 oh;-.I
load. e'or a .3. 7 volt crop in a 2001 foot line, a ca ,:le having
a res:;.stivity of 1.23 oh a_,/100j' is r^ :wired. Dais is approxi-
mately an P.11 103 11 copper lire T . i.ch costa about ';60/1000 1 or
about 096 per say. This wiie_ ► a I ed to T yic ds t:i,--! cc,st for
all secondary conductors feu >>y eacii station, and is $3W.
7.6.4.3 Transformers
At eaca rectifying station a three-please pov!er trans-
former to convert the 4160V to the require d secondary voltage
will be required. ehe cost of such transfor:^aers varies
approximately as the 0.65 power of t-weir capacity. For 60
rectifying stations a 20 RVA unit will be require(:, and
its cost will ae about .350.00.
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7.6.4.4 Iectifiers andf
 Secondary L^reakcrs
A bank of solic, state rectifiers supplying 20 '.'VA at
each of 60 stations will cost about 4400. .;acs, such .>ank
will supply nine 113 ampere field circuits through nine fused
i switches. This set of switches c yith fuses should cost about
4400. 'i't:e coat of tae rectifiers and switches for each
1s
v	
station should vary approximately inversely as the nuy,%ber of
stations so t.at the total cost of tiiesL. itet s for the
entire array is constant.
7.6.4.5 rter►is with Fixec'^ Cost por Stat ion
Some items will contri'_ute to a fired cost, per rectify-
in station regardless cif. the -;ciru:)er of sta ^ 'g	 ti	 Ll(j..cs. Such sterns
are the concrete mounting pau, the :aeatiierproof enclosure,
current transformers, mc,:ters arvd protective c::cvices. The
cost of these items is esti: : sdteu. to ,Je about ;-1500, including
installation.
7.6.4.6 Total Cost anc: Opti: Dui''.; .4umber of Stations
Jhen J is the number of rectifying stations, the total
cost of supplying sufficient power at 25 VJC, to each power
amplifier is the atr l. of tae following four terms.
1) ;1500
2) $95000.
These are fix-d costs per station
`these are fixes; costs and include rectifiers,
DC switcIfies, four 4160V air circuit breakers
at 4f;5,000 each, 4160V direct 'curial con-
ductors, are;.; installation costs.
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3) $1470 ! 1 0.65 . ."ost of power tranjforiners
4) $5,,370,,000 !,'- 0 - 85 . Cost of L)C poorer L.tistril-jution
syste .•
Tile value of LAI
 opti.:iu.n is o,-- ainck. uy equatin g; ttie surn
f
of t:ie uerivative of these four terms to zero as follows
-^	 1500 + J;,"J	 x 106 -1 65 _ 0opt	 oj.^ f
From this equation . :opt is solves: graphically to be
1Jopt = 75	 (7.6.4.65-2)
she a..;oVE3 four cost items then -..ecorie rLspectively,
1) $112,500
2) 95,000
3) 24,300
4) 150,000
for a total of ,381,800 to supply 1.59 megawatts of DC power
to the power amplifiers.
7.6.5 Cost of R.F. Power A.• plifiers for 50 db Array
The present cast of ;nigh power, conventional tube-type
transmitters in the UHF ranje is a little less than two dollars
per R.F. watt. It appears that t1le present cost using transis-
torizect units is a -.,out t1le same, but tae exact cost will depend
A
VA
1
1
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upon the particular, hig,i power, U11P trans tor useu and upon
the date when the transistors are purcha ,e^i. -it present the
cost cf highly st:lactou units for spacecraft ap ► .lications is
two dollars per	 watt for the transistor alone. Less
expensive units could ;je used for t':e 1 .'.' trian3mitter, 'out
t:ie 'pest cortprolnise •^)etweeil initial co,,-,t and field reliaVility
can only be deten,iined after T1ore Jevelopment and experi.iiantation.
The proposQ(A 2D u'a, 192 dipolo pilot array s'iould provide a
good opportunity for deckling tine Z-,oint of thi s corlprolnise. The
ter:tperature of the po'..-r unit is a factor in etan.-:i.ning the
}axi.nurA Lower t lat it c1n sup,,jly, an-i thi::, io- anot:z :r reason
for proposing field tests beforo tt;e final selection is made.
7.6.6 Cost of R. F.
 Power ^apl ifiers for Pilot Array
It is prupose(l that the trans .fitting feature be added to
the 192 dipole: array. Vhis would require 32 ar more power
aaziplifiers wrich woul,.' produce a total poorer of a I.1.1. This
29 db, E	 system could"L easily detect the moon by radar,
and would provide not only a test plot for the transnittinU
feature but would assist materially in the evaluation of the
receiving antenna.
nor the pilot array -he propos , d po.,rt-, r amplifiers would
be located schematically as shown in the Figure 7.6.6-1.
During receive, the power ar:9lifie.r 1,Ymsla be completely re-
moves: front the circuit., and during trans-iit, tiie receiver amplifier
would ue copletely removed from the circuit and its input
ii
I
t IK
Z
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V
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W
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Q
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terminal grounde(.. The power xor.lifier would consist of a
driver amplifier follo! ye.: by a power ar1,.,lifier con:3isting of
several transistors in parallel. The Ter'-1r.*A. switches s.iould
consist of mechanical devices, perhaps mercury switches, on
the antenna side of the amplifiers anti. diotle h-witches on the
other site:.
TAT estimated cost of t4ese 32 power amplifiers, switches
and control ca:iles is as folloc;s;
32	 250;7 amplifiers
32	 Aercury relays, DF:...
34	 Diode svitc.:es, SP )Ir
Control•'ire..;
j	 exciter, 5 7att
'A.-catal
$15,^?00
5J0
300
100
500
.r17, 400
7.6.7 Conclusions
Reasons are given for incor^3orati.ng a transmitter feature
in the Sunblazer antenna.
A cost analysis is _!Lac:e t^iat shows ti.at for an optirlur:
priiitiary power system of 75 rectifying stations, tno power
distribution cost is $330 tnousand. '1 1
 ka rcmaining cost is
the power amplifiers themselves and this should be less than
$2 ..iil:lion for a one :.iegavatt radiateu ?power system.
Thase cost estimates apply for the 50 d::) gray of dipoles
regardless of the niz.t)er of dipoles groupe r± together for the
1
i
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8
::asic element.
j: ►e specific slsteirt given here is for a transmitting
feature to be includest in the 192-dipole pilot array. There
are several benefits to 1)e had fror, ; teas pilot-array trans-
mitter, aiaon-4 which is a rnore accurate determination of the
cost of the P..F. power amplifier.
rA.,Iie esti,.iated cost of the pilot .array trans.mitttr is
$17,,400 for Cie }jo ,rer aoplifiars iglus $20, X300 for an initial
Power distriajution system.
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7.7 i;valuation of the Antenna Llements
1	 7.7.1 Sun-nary
Lfforts to find a suital°,la elcnent for Lie 1'l Campo array
have led to experiwental investigations as follows:
1) .Llhe ineasureoent of gain an« radiation pattern of an
array of four lA backfiru elements. This was carried
out over the frequency .",3 an 2:;J .., 1z to 320 Iliz.
2) ror a single 1.5A :Jackfire at 225
	 gain and
impedance properties were evaluates: over the
r	
equivalent frequency band.
3) The relative ',)andwi th of dipoles over a ground
plane, as a function of dipole diameter, was
investigated for single elements an : a finite (1. SA
pia.) ground plane. (Frequency 225 1111z) .
w
v 7.7w 2 lA Backfire Array at 300 f .Iz
The 300 i,lHz quasi of backfire ele:<<ents was natc:hed to
Son (within 1.1 SWR,) at three different frequencies. Gain
and pattern measurements were carried out at these frequencies
for
1) Individual fijle.ments .
2) The combined array.
3) Cross polarization.
.. / 3S-
-verwinals not used
 in tae measurement procedure, were
left open circuited.
Pattern an(! gain %ieasurements were tal en at 260 ' liz,
300 Aliz, and 320 ;Iiz. Tae gain measureri ►ents are sump:tarized
as follows
	
Frequency	 Gain of Llement (d:J)
	 Gain of 3.rray (db)
	
"7i:i.	 ftsitar_.Grsat '^^:sc+.R."s'x^tacs=.s.^-'Y-a^s^s^. s.i S.:xrt^tat.: .sraa s+s
280	 1 0. 6 	 16.2
300	 12.9	 17.5
32-o - -- -
I	 9.o	 13.0
7.7.3 1.5A Backfire Element  at 225 .1tiZ
Unless otherwise specified, the following cli;nensions
were used for the ',)ackfire under test:
Backfire Length	 1.5 A
Diractor Length
	 0. %.UbA
Spacing of Directors
	 0.2 A
Diameter of Directors	 0.002A
Secondary Reflector Diameter
	 0.475A
Primary Reflector Diameter 	 1.5 A
aupport Tu:ae Diameter	 0.025A
Dipole Diameter	 0.002A
Dipole Length	 0.473A
Dipole - t;eflector Spacing
	 0.3 A
1..2311«
7.7.3.1 Admittance L easure, cents
The backfire vas 'latched at throe critical fre2aencies
only by using a doub le stuli confi^,uration. ',:'he -ti3. ,tatch
is less t;ian 1.7 SWA at all three freque ncies.
.jtt;empt3 to match tlx.: Lac%fire using an un'Jalanced Y
feed (sinilar to t;:at usesu car) the 11 ele.aent ya is) proven
futile. :'or i;hcse tests, a 1/2' aipu eter rod was used as
the urive:i eletae :it and several matching geometries tried..
In general it can b)e said t:iat tae Y , catch is not suitas.)le
because the ante .na impe. ance -'s too high., as there is always
a step up in i:lpedanco level regardless of t'h3 geometry
of the Y matching section.
7.7.3.2 Gain . Zeasure:; tellts
Lecause of difficulties in obtaining an accurate
reference level, the a'.',.,solutii. gain figures ( , :ith respect to
isotropic) s.iown below may only be accurate to within +1 1/2
db. This astintate of accuracy is 7.,asc^ on ti •ie variation of
signal level w1lica is measured whet Uie, reference yagi is
moved to clif ferent locations.
Relative measure.-.ants as givou in :'a.Aa 7.7.3.2-1 -lay
still be useful, however, e.g. variation of director length
from .405 ► to .421x.
I
dl
Frequency t"lismatch s. F. Yagi	 Abs. gain/iso.
Lost;(db) (cab) (db) (db)
210 .25 ^:5c t.^ 12
225 .22 -3. -5 -7.5 15.1
240 .25 -12 -24.5 12.75
. 'S.:S_ .YX sa'tG.^;'.Y.'Sx S.'a:'«.a.:T^.t» ...7iKai2fFSZ.:^ii^.^7Gtil•iilf^l.^iC7r11^i71^
210 .5 0 -3 12.8
225 .04 -•.5 -5.5 15.9
240 25 -.2 -24 12.25
-240 -
i
i
i
i
1
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I
o ^^
U •t
N CN
ca •
W
u4^
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TADLD 7.7.3.2-1
7.7.4 Bandwiuth Investigation for x,,, 12 Dipoles of Different
Diameter (1.5A diameter ground plane)
originally three diameters (1/4", 1', and 2") were to
be used but the results for 1/4" and 2" proved to be sufficient
to illustrate the trends.
7.7.4.1 Impedance
Since the reaiation pattern and gain are slowly varying
functions of dipole length, the dipoles were adjusted to give
approximate resonance for each diameter tested as shown in
Figure 7.7.4.1-1.
	
i.e. d	 1/4"	 - .475A
	
d  
	
2..	
.36A
H
'MEN T
I-	r
G19OUlVD PL A NE
FIG. 7.7 4. /-/
D/MEN5101VS OF A DI DOG EASO VE GROUND PL. A /VE
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Then using these values of to three different values of dipole
to ground plane spacing were tried.
h = 92A, .25A, .3A
Admittance plots were taken and used to find the loss
due to mismatch for the gain measurement (i.e. no matching
net4 rks were used), and also to compare the B.W. of the two
different dipoles. Apparently a small capacitive stub on the
1/4" dipole could give B.W. comparable to the 2" model.
7.7.4.2 Gain Measurement
Two approaches were used. one was to try to measure
the absolute gain of each antenna relative to isotropic using
the calibrated yagi as a reference. The other was a direct
comparison between the 2" and 1/4" diameter dipoles to illustrate
the degradation in B.W. of the 1/4" diameter mode relative to the
2" diameter version.
Results are shown in Table 7.7.4.2-1, while Table 7.7.4.2-2
represents a summary of the absolute gain measurements.
The absolute gain measurements at 240 _-IHz exe suspect
because of the fact that Moth the transmitting and receiving
(reference) yagis have responses which are 11 db down at that
frequency (relative to mid-band). Because of this, the signal
strength on the reference measurement was fluctuating by +1 db, and
the actual measurement involved a change of instrument scale.
It is felt that the relative measurements between dipoles are
more reliable since there was no change of scale involved and
-3 3/4
-3 3/4
-29 1/2
+1 1/4
-1
+8 1/4
0
1/2
1 1/4
2. h -
210
225
240
15A
-2 3/4
-5
-21 1/4
-3 1/2
-3 3/4
-29 1/2
+3/4
j-1 1/4
+8 1/4
3/4
-3/4
9 1/4
10
10 1/4
9 1/4
0
1/2
10
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the signal level was steady. Furthermore, the levels measured
Caere repeatable over periods of a day or more.
From the results of (1) and (2) there is no apparent
degradation in L.W. for a single dipole above a ground plane
when the diameter is reduced from 2" to 1/4".
Dipoles in an array environment require further investi-
gation.
TABLE 7.7.4.2-1
Gain Measurement
Freq. Dioole
M11 z I
1.	 h = .2A
210 -2 1/2
225 -4 3/4
240 -21 1/4
1 1/4
-1/2
9 1/2
Net Gain
isotropi
(db)
10 1/2
10 1/2
9 1/2
1/4" Diameter
Y_agi.	 A	 14ismatch Loss
3. h -	 3a
210	 -3 1/2	 -3 1/2 0
	
1/4
	
1/4
	
9 1/2
225
	
-6	 -4	 -2
	
1/4	 1/4
	
10 1/4
240	 -22 1/2	 -30 1/2 +8
	
3/4
	
8 3/4
	
8 3/4
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TABLE 7.7.4.2 -1
 (continued)
Gain !4easureinent
2" Diameter
Freq.. Dipole 'Magi
MHz
1.	 h = .2A
2.0 -2 112 -3 1/2 +1
225 -4 -3 1/2 -1/2
240 -20 -31 +11
2.	 h
-
= .25A
210 -2 1/2 -3 1/3 +1
225 -4 1/2 -3 1/2 -1
240 -20 -31 +11
3.	 h = .3X
210 -3 1/4 -3 1/2 +1/4
225 -6 -4 1/2 +1 1/2
240 -21 I	 -31 +10
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
0
0
1 1/4
-1/4
11 1/4
1 1/4
-3/4
11 1/4
1/2
-1 1/2
10
sotropic(db)
10 1/2
10 3/4
11 1/4
10 1/2
10 1/4
11 1/4
9 3/4
10 1/2
10
Hismatch Losp	 at	 Net Gain
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TALL; 7.7.4.2-2
Summary of Absolute Gain .Measurements
Freq
fill z
h = .2a h = .25A h	 .3a
1/4 2 1/4 2 1/4 2
210 10 1/2 10 1/2 10 10 1/2 9 1/2 9 3/4
225 10 1/2 10 3/4 10 1/4 10 1/4 10 1/4 10 1/2
240 9 1/2 11 3/4 9	 1/4' 11 1/4 8	 3/4` 10
X/2 dipole - 1.5a diameter ground plane - gain db above isotropic
r
